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FOREWORD

Since 1958i. when President Dwight Eisenhower firmly recognized

higher education'as a necessary right of every citizen, 8ipartisan

support for federal student financial assistance has been reaffirmed

many timesover; Congress and past Administrations have recognized
.

that higher education institutions produce social, technical and

economic benefits for the entire society.

The success ofia democratic society rests on the education of

not merely the wealthy, but of the whole population. Higher

education builds a well-informed and perceptive citizenry which

serves the nation both through their employment and philanthropic,

contributions.

The many benefits of higher education research are obvious.

Our high medical standardstand advanced technology are directly

related to such research. Furthermore; as we look to the future
-

with an'uncertain energy supply, higher education research;will

serve as the catalyst for finding alternative energy sources.

,Economically, higher education-serves as a capital investment

that producesgreat returns to ttis nation.

As President Lyndon Johnson stated when he declared a national
.

goal of Full Educational Opportunity
A

Every child must be encouraged to get as much
education as he has.he aloilitoy to take.

We-want this not only;for his sake--but for_ the future
of our nations.e sake. Nothing matters more to the future
of our countryt-s_not our military preparedness7-for armed
might is worthless if we lack the brainpower to build world
-peace; not our productive economy--for we cannot sustain



growth without trained manpower; not our democratic system
of government--for freedom is fragile if citizens are
ignorant.1

The essential purpose of T-ederal student financial assistance

is to ensure that; the talents and.abilities of our Citizens are

flaly developed for the benefit of both, the nation and the

individUai, 41 the mid-1.960s, a study found that among students

with high ability (top 40 percent in achievement), those from:the

top quarter df the income distribution had a 90 percent chance of

going to college while those from the bottom quarter of the income

distribution had only a 42 percent chance. A recent survey

indicated that 62 percent of the high a6illty, low income students

attended college compared to 87.percent of th9se with high abilit

and high income. Clearly we have made piogress; But equally

clearly, lack cf financial resources continues to prevent many high

ability students from developing their talents through attendance at

postsecondLry institutions.

Numerous studies have shown; that increasing the educational

level of our citizens is an important ingredient to improving our

na'tion's economiceconomic productivity, our competitiveness in the

international arena and our. national security; There is a strong

social benefit that derives from providing financial assistance to
. ,

4-Charlie Saunders, "Sorry, This Commitment May Be Canceled,"
FORUM, January/February 1982, p..8.



those students who lack the resources to obtain a postsecon4ary

education. This is the ba'sic justification for federal student

financial assistance based on need; Obviously not all of.th'e

benefits of educdrtion beyond high school accrue to society.

individual receives some benefits as well. Therefore/ it is

appropriate that those studemts who recieve' federal student

The

financialaSsistance pay a portion of their educational costs

through self --help (savingsi work and loans) or from their families

resources.

The studies which the Commission has conducted show clearly

that the amount of federal studentEassistance has resulted in

significant progress towards the goal of providing Access to

'poStseCondary education for all students, but that more remains to

be done; In-addition, projected demographic shifts threaten to

exacerbate the imbalance that already exists;

This repdrt examines'in-depth the current federal student

financial assistance programs; attempts to assess their impact on

access and choice ,to postsecondary education and makes

recommendations on how equal educational opportunity might be

achieVed.



EXECUTIVE SUMUARY

BACKGROUND

The federal government provides over 46 billion annually in

direct and indirect education funds to provide access for students

to attend a postsecondary institution of their Choice; This student

financial assistance is primarily authorized by the Title IV

programs of the .Higher. Education Act of 1965.

To determine the effect of this financial aid, this report, by

the Sources of Funds Subcommittee of the'National Commission on

Student Financial Assistance, addresses the impact studentaid:has

had on access and choice, and thoroughly examines the current

sources" of student financial assistance The findings offer

.important insights into student assistance and point to some

interesting developing patterns;

F_LNDINGS

Research shows that the amount of federal.student assistance

has resulted in significant progress towards the goal of providing

access to postsecondary education for all students, bUt that; more,

remains to be done; Although the Middle Income Student Attittance.

.Act (MISAA) was very successful in reachig its targeted population,

inflation over the decade has effectively eliminated the increased

resources to pay for college that the federal governMent intended to

provide through-student aid programs. Inflation coupled with
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inadequate funding of need-based programs has resulted in a "rear}

decrease in student and family purchasing. power.

This situation was worsened by the government's failure to fund

particular proVigiOng of MISAA and the 1980 Higher Education
_ -

AmendMentt which would have increased student aid to low income

students in :-real terms.

Data show that low-incoMe and minority students have been=

disproportionately affected by reductions in student financial

assistance. This has occurred because funding for Pell Grants has
,

been disproportionately lower than funding fo the Guaranteed

Student Loan (GSL) program.

The Sources of Funds, Subcommittee discovered that although

technically Pell Grants and campus-based awards are forward-funded;-

the reality has been that GSL funds are committed before funds are.
appropriated, usually resulting in these need-based programs losing

anticipated fUndt..

FUrthermore, the GSL program with its entitlement status has

consumed an increasi6 share of federal funds for higher education,
6

producing a budgetatY trade-off with the major student aid programs

.that are more heavily targeted on needy students; Without stating

go, this is resulting in a student aid policy which is moving away

frOM the concept of using Pell Grants as the foundation for

eduCatiOnal financing.

In additiOnr the subcommittee found the response to the

reductions and elimination of social security student'benefits has

been grossly inadequate.



The subcommittee has concluded that without changes in stude

aid policy, projected demographic changes will exacerbate the

imbalance that already exists in current practices. In the next

decade, there will be a rapid decline in the number of middle inc

students and an increase in the number of low income students.

Since trends show an increasing focus of aid toward middle income

students, despite their declining numbers, the growing number of

income students will continue to experience.increasing inequity i

obtaining fUnds if federal policy i-s not changed.

Equal- Educat/onal-Opportunity

The subcommittee's studies and hearings show that student ail
4

is only one factor i achieving the objective of equal educat4ona..

opportunity, though a very impoc_rt one In addition to djrectl:

assisting students to attend postipecondary institutions, student

plays an:important role in creating an environmen;of greater.

educational expectations and goals. The availability of studAnt

helps promote the benefits of a higher education and a national:

policy encouraging college attendance.

The subcommittee also found that in.analyzing the impact of

student aid on access and choice it is important_to examine exi

information. barr.iers, particularly for low,, income students,.

StUdent aid is of itself necessa4y but not sufficient to assure

equal educational opportunity.

A set of programs.* knoWn as TRIO, play an integral part of

federal student financial assistance programs in achieVing an equ

education. These programs successfully help students overcome



In examining work patterns of college StUdecitS, the:

subcommittee found that work-study and Cooperative education

programs Can contribute significantly to' Students' career

preparation. These programs are Cost-effective for 'students and

employers alike.' In additiOn, the Wtikk=Study program'provides*the

federal governnint a source of leverage unavailable in the grant

programs.

In a comparison of student work patterns between 1974 and 1981,

a period of increased federal support, the subcommittee found

nothing to indicate a diminishing of the proportion of working

Students or a decline in the numbers of hours worked. the

Contrary, the subcommittee found more students are working more

hours in 1981 than they did-in 1974. in 1981, 40 percent of all

fUll-time students reported working. This is an increase from just

over 37 percent of students who worked in 1974. Furthermore, an

examination of the self-help effort required to pay for collige

between 1963 and 1983 shows an increase during this period in the,

number of hours of work that would be needed to pay for college.

Private Sector

As a source of student financial: assistancei-the subcommittee

fOUnd that the private sector is an overwhelmingly neglected

*
See Appendix A, "Index of Self -Help Effort Required to Pay

for College."



resource. Over 80 percent.o!'companies with 500 to 1,000 employees

Offer tuition aid. For larger companies the perCentages aTe'even

greater; with 92 percent of companies with 1,000 to 10;000-and 95

percent of coMpanies-with more than 10;000 employees having such d.

About $7 billion is available annually from the private sector

fok tuition assistance; but less than $400 million is actually used

each year. For the last decade between 3 percent and 5 percent of

eligible employees used their tuition aid plans. For blUe 'collar

employees 'tbe7rate is between 1 percent and 2 percent. In other

Words; about 1.5 million employees use their tuition aid plans

annually.

Despite the wide availability of employment-based tuition aid,

the use rate-has remained low. The reasons usually given foi such a

low rate are the lack of information and the lack of counseling.

Most employees do not know they are eligible foi tuition assistance

because educational and career counseling is usually not available.

Student Loans

As a'source of funds; the subcommittee found the Guarante -d

Loan (GSL) program a very successful mechanism for

delivering credit for studenit financial assistance. Ag a source Of

leverage for additional money for student financial assistance,. the

program generates approximately $2 for every $1 of cost to the

federal government;

From the borrowers perspeCtive; the program is verycost-
,

effective; since they usually pay in real terms an effective
ti

interest rate of close to zero; or in many cases; lass than zero.
11



Evaluating all student financial assistance programs at one

-time points up the discrepancies.among them. As a result of high

subsidies in the GSL piogrami benefits to the borrower are

substantial, actually approaching a point at which an implicit grant

is being made to the student to induce him or her to borrow under

the program; As other Commission studies suggest, these benefits

go, on average, to higher income fatilies, and it .is p bable

therefore that one effect of the GSL progralis to negate the highly

progressive distribution of federal subsidies und*r Pell Grants. It

is likely that the growth of .the GSL program skeWed federal
q_

subsidies away from the dis6X1Vantaged, eroding.the em hasis on

equalizing educational opportunity. It should be noted however,

that these subsidies are very susceptible to economic condition-S.

For instance, every 1 percent increase in the treasury-bill I-

increases, the cost to the federal government between $250 million

and $300 million.

Although,the subcommittee found /that'middle income familieS

need assistance to attend higher education institutions, they do not

need larger effective subsidies than poorer students.

At Sub-committee hearings a variety of options were presented

for reducing costs in the Guaranteed Student Loan program as well as

alternatives to the current student aid programs. These proposals

are listed in the final chapter, Recommendations and Policy Options,

of this paper.

Identifying Lender Restrictions

Part of the subcommittee's charge in the examination of the GSL.
_ .

program was to determine whether there are identifiable patterns of
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lender discrimination. The subcommittee used two approaches`to Make

this determination..

The first approach, which did not produce any quantifiable

-data, was a survey by Touche Ross & Company of lenders of last

_ __ _resort; The study found that the information available from, these

lenders was inadequate to draw any conclusions. The second approach

wa'a survey by the Commission of guaranty agency dikedtors

assess the extent to which guaranty agencies, lenders and state

secondary markets impose restrictions on GSL borrowing which go

beyond federal regulations.

The survey was intended to learn the Perspectives of guaranty

agency directors as to the scope of thiS issue. Many of the

questions asked fbr the best estimate by 'agency directors as to the

proportion of Certain restrictions imposed by lenders. The

questions did not reflect agency volume.

Of the 56 questionaires sent to guaranty agencies, 53 were

returned.

The 49 agency difectors who reported using commercial lenders,

believe the most common restriction imposed by lenders is the

requirement of a previous customer relationship.. 4

The.second most common restriction by commercial lenders was

their: inWillingness to lend to Out--Of=state students attending

sdhoOlt in their state.
/7

The third most commonly reported restriction by Commercial

lenders was imposed on studentS.planning to enroll in

less-than-two-year programs.



The 13 agencies that reported using direct lenders said that.

the most common reatiction imposed on borrowers is Ehe unwillingness

of direct lenders to lend to out=of-State students ttendinp schodls

ink their state.

f the 24_agerities that reported operating a secondary market,

7 Oported imposing certain restrictions. .These restrictions varied
, I

frOm minimum balance requirements to institutional default rates.

Of-the 53 agencies that responded to the questionnaire, )7

.reported that they impose restrictions on GSLs which go beyond

federal regulationsi Seven agencies will not loan to bbrrowers froM

'correspondence schools, three will not loan to part-time StUdentS,

two will only loan to state resident'S though one of.these states has

An agreement with an out-of-state lender to provide loanS to

out-of-state students, one will not loan t) borrowers under 21 years

of age; one will not.loan to theological institutions, one will. rtgt

loan to stuattnts with les§ than a "C" average;'one requires the

borrower to be from a celtificate/degreeawarding institution, and

one 'tequires a cosigner. One agency restricts' less than fUll=taMe

undergraduate and graduate students to one-half of the maximum loan

amount of ei.thei'1/4 $2,500 or $5;000 per grade leVel; alloWs only

StUdents who are enrolled in specific five-year programs to receive

A "fifth year" loan, and requires that after initial borrowing

student must progressto a higher academic grade level fcii" an

additiOnAl

In reSpOnse to the question; "Do potential GSLP borkowers in

your state have sufficieht access to 'Lenders of Ldst Resort' so
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that the restrictions imposed by .tender and/or secondary mark is

represent no major Problem?" 29 agencies answered "Ye-;, nitelyi"

20 agencies answered "Yes; basically noisignificant pro lems in

access in our state;" 2 agencies answered "Noi-access to loans is
r-N

restricted to some students," and 1 agency answered "No; access to

lo4ns is restricted to many types of .students.

RECOMMENDATIONS

ACHIEVING EQUAL EDU9NT#bNAL OPPORTUNITY

o A LARGE FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAM SERVING LOW-INCOME STUDENTS; SUCH

AS THE,PELL GRANT PROGRAM SHOULD BE CONTINUED AND EXPANDED;

CONSISTENT WITH THE FUNDING.LEVELS FOR.OTHER FEDERAL STUDENT AID

'PROGRAMS. FUNDING FOR THE PROGRAM SHOULD MORE ACCCRATELY 'REFLECT

THE CURRENT COST OF ATTENDANCE FACED BY STUDENTS. THE COMMISSION
P

BELIEVES 'THAT THE CONTINUED EXISTENCE OF THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM

IS ESSENTIAL IF LOW-INCOME AND MINORITY ACCESS TO POSTSECONDARY,

igeBTITUTIONS IS_TO BE MAINTAINED. THE COMMISSION ALSO RECOGNIZES_

THAT FUNDING' FOR PELL GRANTS OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS HAS NOT

BEEN SUFFICIENT TO ACCOUNT FOR HIGH INFLATION AND- REDUCTIONS IN

OTHER STUDENT AID PROGRAMS.

o CAMPUS-BASED GRANT AND WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS SHOULD BE-CONTINUED

AND EXPANDED, CONSISTENT WITH THE FUNDING LEVELS FOR OTHER

FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS; FUNDING FOR THESE PROGRAMS SHOULD

MORE ACCURATELY REFLECT THE CURRENT COST OF ATTENDANCE FACED BY

STUDENTS AND SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE TARGETED TO LOW-INCOME AND

MINORITY STUDENTS TO HELP MEET UNMET NEED.

1
The St-ate Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) program is being

examined by the Appropriate'Balance suhcommittee.



MORE EMPHASIS SHOULD `BE PUT ON WORK PROGRAMS LIKE COLLEGE

WORK-STUDY AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AS SOURCES OF STUDENT

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. SIMILIARLY, MORE EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PUT ON

THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THE PRIVATE SECTOR CAN PLAY A PARTICULARLY

IMPORTANT ROLE BY PROVIDING BOTH EMPLOYMENT FOR COOPERATIVE

EDUCATION RECIPIENTS AND EMPLOYMENT-BASED TUITION AID.

NON-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IS WELCOMED AND FURTHER GROWTH OF THIS

TREND IS ENCOURAGED.

o FUNDING FOR TRIO PROGRAMS SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO AN

INCREASED PROPORTION OF ELIGIBLE STUDENTS AND THE ROLE OF HIGH

SCHOOLS AND POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS IN MEETING THE NEEDS OF

TRIO RECIPIENTS SHOULD BE INCREASED.

o POSTSECONDARY FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION SHOULD BE CONVEYED TO

STUDENTS BEGINNING IN THE NINTH GRADE.

o RULES GOVERNING THE TIMELY NOTIFICATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE MUST BE OBSERVED. ESTABLISHING STABILITY IN STUDENT

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS SHOULD BE A LEGISLATIVE GOAL AND

THE'ENACTMENT OF A MASTER CALENDAR WOULD BE A STEP, IN THIS

DIRECTION.

RESOLVING CONTRADICTIONS OF FEDERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND COLLEGE

OPPORTUNITY POLICIES.

o FEDERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS; SUCH AS AFDC, FOOD STAMPS,

MEDICAID, AND PUBLIC HOUSING SHOULD BE REVIEWED BY CONGRESS WITH

AN EYE TO ELIMINATING VARIOUS EXISTING DISINCENTIVES FOR

UNEMPL ,E) AND POOR PERSONS TO RECEIVE RETRAINING AND EDUCATION



TO ASSIST THEM IN REENTERING THE WORKFORCE. BECAUSE OF THE

FUND pTAL CHANGES OCCURING IN THE STRUCTURE OF OUR ECONOMY

THE REMOVAL OF''SUCHbISINCENTIVES IS ALL THE MORE IMPORTANT. A

STUDY UNDERTAKEN FOR THE COMMISSION AND INCLUDED IN APPENDIX 13-

TO THIS REPORT SUGGESTS SOME OF THESE SPECIFIC DISINCENTIVES

AND REMIDIES FOR THEM.

ANL



I. BACKGROUND

LEGISLATIVE CHARGE

The researchoof the Sources of Fund SUbcommittee was undertaken

in response to the legislative charge.of the National Commission on

Student Financial Assistance contained in Public LaW-96374, Section

491; The subjects that were assigned to the Sources of Funds
.

Subcommittee for study included:

o an examination of the adequacy and availability of capital

for student aid programs from current Sources;

o an examination of existing and alternative sources of funds
. .

and the cost of providing such funds;

o an examination of the most 'cost efficient method of

providing Rinds for college work-study, loans and grants; and

o a determination of the effect of federal student aid on

access and choice in the selection of -and attendance at

postsecondary education institutions.

COMMISSION- STUDIES
1

TheSources of Funds Subcommittee of the National Commission on

Student Financial°. Assistance concentrated on the impact student aid

has had on access and choice, to attain a postsecondary education.

To accomplish its task, the subcommittee commissioned several

studies and conducted public hearings; In the area of access and

choice Applied Systems Institute completed three studies for the

Commission. They were: "Changing Characteristics of Student Aid

Recipients: 1974, 4981," "Changes in College Participation Rates and
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Student Financial Assistance: 1969, 1974, 1981" (which included an

analysis of the effeott of inflation on aid) and "Work Patterns of

Full=TiMe C011ege StUdentS in 1974 and 1981."

David Paul Rosen'and Associates examined the effects of phasing

out social security Student benefits and examined existing

contradictionS of federal public assistance and college opportunity

policies.

The subcommittee commissioned the accounting firm, Touche RoSS

& Company, to conduct a thorough analysis of the Guaranteed Student

Loan program. Th's study included a breakdown of borrower and

federal casts associated with the program as well as a description
11.

of the different fIoWs of capital in the program;

The subcomittee also conducted a survey of guaranty agencies to

determine whether identifiable patterns of lender. discrimination

exist.

SURCOMMITTEE_BEARINGS

The Sources of Funds Subcommittee conducted four hearings,

which provided additional research and helped the subcommittee gauge

the accuracy of their commissioned studies;

The first hearingwas held on December 7, 1982 in Boston,

Massachusetts. The subcommittee heard testimony from educators,

students, financial aid officers, and guaranty agency

representatives in an'attempt to set its goals and research agenda;

The subcommittee's second hearing was held on February 7,.1988

in Chicago, Illinois. Testimony was based on a report by the

2
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Applied Systems Institute on the impact of student financial
)

assistance on access and choice. Witnesses included high school

guidance counselors and students, college students; representatives

from all sectors of the higher education cOmmunity,,nnancial aid

administrators, educators and equal opportunity program

administrators.

The subcommittee's third hearing was held on April 4, 1983 in

Washington, .D.C. Witnesses at,this hearing discussed the Touche

Ross & Company report which thoroughly examined the Guaranteed

Student Loan program; Testimony was heard from' guaranty agency

representatives, Department of Education officials and loan analysts.

The final.subcommittee hearing was held on April 25; 1983 in

Washington, D.C. At this hearing alterhative and .sUpplemental loan

and educational financing options were'discusSed:

* .

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT SOURCES OF PuNns.

Pell _Grant_ Program (formizi_r_ly_the_Hazdc Education_Oppo_r_tunktyGrant)

Prior to Guaranteed Student Loans becoming need-based, the Pell

Grant Program was the largest of the federal student need-based aid

programs in terms of both dollars appropriated and the number-of

students served. Authorized in 1972 under Subpart 1 of Part A of

Title IV of. the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended, it is

des,igned to assist needy students to continue their education beyond

high school, and 'attempts to provide students with a "floor" of

*
The appropriation figures and the estimates of recipients

cited in this section were, provided by Pat Smith, Director, Office
of Legislative Analysis, American Council on Education;
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finanCial aid to help defray the costs of postsecondacy education.

The amount of each grant, which need not be .repaid, is determined by

the student's need and the cost of attendance at a particular

school.. ,PreiiiousIy limited to four years4'.eIigibiIity for Pell

Grants was extended by the Education Amendments 4 1980 to the.

period required for completion of the first undergraduate

baccaladkeate course of study, including any periods of noncredit or

r'emediaI study required by the institution. Students must be

enrolled at least half-time to receive a Pell Grant. .Gradliate

students are not eligible for the program.

The authorizing legislation establishes:maximum awards in the

program and the percentage of cost of attendance that the grant may

cover at an institution. The following chart describes this

relationship. One should keep in mind that whixle the amounts

indicated'have been authorized by Congress, actual appropriations

for each year may be substantially lower, which would affect the

maximum award and the cost cif attendance percentage. For instance,

although the maximum award authorization for 1982 is $2,100 the

actual maximum award for the 1982 academic school year was $1,800.

Award Year

AutAlorized_Maximum Pell Grant

Maximum Award Percent of Cost of Attendance

1981-82 $1,900 50%

1982-83 2,100 55

1983-84 2,300 60

.1984 -8s 2,500 65

1985-86 2,600 '70

.... a;



? In the event that appropriated funds are insufficient to pay.

"full entitlements under the Pell Grant program. a reduction formula

is used to reducers ards to accommodate the appropriatipn-..-2-This

formula is intended to provide protection for low income students.

In addition.. the Secretary of Education has 'the authorizatibn to

waive certain provisions in the law to reduce costs.

The appropriation level of Pell Grants in fiscal year 1982 was

approximately $2.5 billion; It is estimated that thiS served

approximately 2.4 million students from families hacang incomes of

approximately $25,000 and below.

Suppleme-ntalEducional- Opportunity Grant PrOgram (SEOG)

The SEOG Program is available to qualified Undergraduate

students with demonstrated financial need who meet the general

eligibility requirements discussed under Pell Grants above. Along

with the College Work Study and National Direct Student Loan (NDSL)

programs.,SEOG is one of the caMpus-based federal student assistanc4

programs.

Eligible students may receive up to $2,000 for an academic

year. Students may not. however., receiv less than $200 Unless the:

are enrolled for Iess than an acaidemieyear. in which case the

minimum payment must be reduced proportionally. A student may

receive supplemental grants during the period required for the

completion of the first undergraduate baccalaureate course of

study. The Education Amendments of 1980 eliminated the cumulative

maximum of $4,000 and the matching provision which limited SEOG to
. _

one-half the amount of financial aid provided to a student.



Institutions are encouraged, by law to use College work=stuOy

eMplOyment to complement student educational Programs to the maximum

extent posSible;

InStitutions may at their discretion use up to 10 percent

their College Work-Study allocation for less than half=tiMe

tUdents. While working hours are generally liMited to 20 hours per

Week while classes are in session and 40 hours per week during the

Summer and vacation pErriods, institutions are free'tto set their own

limits on working hours Up to 80 percent of the student's wages

are paid by the institution's federal CWS allocation and the

remaining 20 percent, plus additional employer costs, are paid by

the SCh-o-ol Or the off-campus employer. Work-Study stUderita may be

paid at variable rates depending on the type Of work perforMed and

the skills and experience necessary to perform the job. However,

since October 1, 1980i no student employed under the College

Work=Study program can be paid any wage that is leSS than the

current federal minimum wage as mandated by Section 6(A) of the Fair

Labor Standards Act of 1938;

The Education Amendments of 1980 hold harMleSS institutions at

their 1979 level of expenditures unless there ha6 beeti A substantial

deoline in enrollment at the 'institution. Another one of the 1980

provisions allows institutions to carry forward or back up to 10

percent of their CWS allocation each year. Institutions may also

transfer up to 10 percent of their CWS allocation fOr'uSe in the

SEOG Program without prior approval from the Department of. Education;



The appropriation level of CWS in fiscal year 1982 was $528

million; which served approximately 880,000 students.'

The National DirPct_Student Loan (NDSL)

The oldest of the major federal programs; the NDSL Program

(formerly National Defense Student Loan) provides a lOng=terM,
I

low-intereat loan with certain deferment and cancellation provisions
%

available. The rate of interest on'an NDSL was OttaWished by

statute at 3 percent until July 1, 1981. Interest rates have been

increased twice since this date co a current rate of 5 percent, As.

in other federal student aid programs, the, fUndS must be used solely

to meet educational andirelated expenses. StUdents must enro4 a;

1Past hairf-time at an eligible school, and they must demonstrate

financial need in order to receive-4the loan. Students may borrow up

to $2,500 for the first two years of an undergraduate program; to a

cumulative maximum of $5,000 for an undergraduate course Of study.
-

Graduate students may borrow a maximum of $11/;1000; leSS any amoytint

borrowed as an undergraduate.

The maximum repayment period for the loan is ten years-:after a,

grace period of six month, except that low income individualS may

have their repayment period extended up to an additional ten years

ifcertaincirumstances warrant the extension. There is a Minimum

monthly repayment of $50 required although deferments Of up to three

years are available with a six-month grace period after the

deferment

Participating institutions are responsibleyr making and in

most instances collecting the Olans and are required to match

j



one-ninth of the federal share on most loans: Collected loans

provide funds for the institution's revolving fund which are then

used to make additional loans. Institutions are also required to

provide certain loan information to borrowers.

The appropriation level of NDSL in fiscal year 1982 was $178.6

Million, which, with the institution's revolving fund, served

approximately 90.0,000 students.

State Student _Incentive __G-ran--rogram. (SSIG)

The State Student Incentive Grant Pro-gram. was created to

encourage-the establishment and expansion of state scholarships to

undergraduate postsecondary students with subitantial financial

_need: SSIG operations vary from state to state according to the

size maturity of scholarship programs managed by the individual

states. Becauge ofTthe wide variations in state programs, student

inquiries about SSIG6and other state scholarships are normally

directed to the state scholarship"agency or to the finandial aid

office at the school the student plans-to attend.

SSIG awards are available for both undergraduate and graduate

students; The maximum award is $2,000, per academfd year which is

reduced for less than full-tithe attendance. Institutions may, with

the approval of the state agency, use any proportion of the payments

received in any fiscal year for less than half-time students Who are

Otherwise eligible; While the same general eligibility Criteria

apply for S$IG that apply to other federal student aid programs,, the

states have the flexibility of determining eligibili-ty-standards and

establishing lower maximum awards in view bf their own fiscal and

constitutional restraints.



The 1980 Education Amendments hold harmless states at their

1979 federal funding level under the SSId program. The legislation

also establishes a maintenance of ,effort requirement that requires

states to maintain their programs at the annual aggregate level of

the preceding three fiscal-years for the average annual expenditure

per full-time equivalent student fdr the, preceding three years.

The Appropriati'on level of SSIG in fiscal year 1982 was $73.7

million, which served'app.roximately 300,000 Studentt.

Guaranteed- -Student- -Loan_PT_ogram-JGSL)

The Guaranteed Student Loan Program is a federal program that

assists students in securing loans to finance their postsecondary'

education; Under this proggami no loans are actually made by the

federal government: Instead, the loans are made by a variety of

lenders,, and in turn are guaranteed by the federal government. 'In

addition, the federal government provides incentive. payments to

lenders to-encourage their participation in the program, and it

makes interest subsidy payments on behalf of students uAtil,those

students begin repaying their: loans.

Very little informationon.those who borrow under the

Guaranteed Student Loan program is readily available. More than
. .

million students secured Guaranteed Student Loans in fiscal year

19g2. More than 9a percent of these loans were made by banking

institutions and.credit unions; The average size of these loanS was,

$2,217. In fiscal year 1982; graduate students comprised an

estimated 20 percent to 25 percent of borrowers; they borrowed' more

than 30.percent of.the total GSL funds.
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The vast majority of Guaranteed Student Loans are guaranteed by

guaranty agencies that administer the GSL Program. These agencies

are then reinsured by the federal government for loans' made under

t 'heir auspices. Guaranty agencies also play a major role in

locating capital to finance new loans.

A major participant in the program has been the Student Loan

Marketing Association (Sallie Mae). Created by Congress in 1972,

Sallie Mae provides a secondary market for GSL lenders. This
-

enables lenders to exchange their student loan holdings for cash or

short-term assets. Sallie Mae has grown rapidly in terms of the

size of its holdings.

The rules governing the Guaranteed Student Loan program have

changed over the years. The current rules of the Guaranteed Student

Loan program are described below:

Borrower E__;gibility. All students with family incomes below

$30,000 are eligible for Guaranteed Student Loans up to the maximum

amount. Students with family incomes above $30,000 are eligible

only to the extent of their "remaining need" based on a' comparison

Of costs and resources available to the student--including an

expected family contribution--as documented by the college financial

aid Officer. In: short, under the new rules, families with incomes

above $30,000 will no longer be able to substitute a GSLfor what

they are expected to contribute to the student's education cost;

Interest Rates. The interest rate for: Guaranteed Student Loans

is 9 percent. Those who borrowed prior to January 1981 are still

eligible for the 7 percent rate charged previous to the passage of
o

the 1980 Higher Education Amendments.
- e
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V
Maximum Loan Amounts. Undergraduates may borrow up to $2,500

annually, and ,500 cumulatively. Borrowers enrolled in graduate

or professional programs may borrOW up to $5,000 annually; and their

overall borrowinglimit (for both undergraduate and graduate/

professional loans),is $25,000. At the discretion of the Se-c:retary

of Education, the $25,000 limit may be raised for gro.ipS df. gr..dUate

or professional students with exceptionally high doS:s'.O.f

attendance; Borrowing in Other loan programs such as the National

Direct Student Loan Program does not affect theSe lititS. In order

to'redUce the number of small loans (generally leaS profitable and

therefore less attractive to lenders) that might result froth

imposition of a needs'test, the 1981 legislation also provided that

students with financial need of more than $500 but leSS than $1,000

-qualify for a minimum $1,000 GSL.

Origlnatlon_Fea. To achieve additional cost savings, the 1981

budget reconciliation legislation also authoriZed an origination

fee. Lenders must deduct 5 percent of the face value of a lOAn

prior to disbursing the proceeds to the borrower; This discount

serves as a direct offset against federal obligations to lenderS

under the program.

Ttie GSL program is an entitlement program, which means the

government is obligated to meet its share of payments'on all loans

made to all eligible borrowers.

The appropriation level of the GSL program in fiscal year 1982.

was approximately $3 billion, the ptnliat enabled more than

: 3 million students to borrow approximately $7.7 billion in 1982.



Appropriations vary each year depending on interest rates, loan

volume and default rates. More than 90 percent of this Years.

program costs funded loans made in previous years.

Recently, a new federally sponsored loan program has been

created. EStabliShed by Congress in 1980 and modified in 1981, the

PLUS Loan Program (technically named Auxilary Loans to Assist

Students) offers higher (1 percent) interest loans to parents,

independent undergraduate students and graduate students. No
_

in-school interest subsidy applies to theSe loans whidh are

disbursed through nonfederal lenders. Repayment of PLUS loans

begins 60 days after disbursement except for full-time students who

must pay only the interest at that time. Currently, the PLUS

Program offers loanS in only a limited number of states.

TRIO

There are currently five TRIO programs, each of which serves as

a mechanism to help low income and minority students advance. By

law, two- thirds of the'Students served by these programs are

required to be froth familieS where neither parent has received a

baccalaureate degree and where total taxable income is less than 150

percent of the poverty level:. These programs provide eligible

students with counseling, information and supportive services.

The appropriation leVel for the TRIO programs in fiscal year

1982 was $150.2 Million, WhiCh served Approximately 500,000

students. Only approximately 3 percent of all eligible/recipients

applied for the funds.
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CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENT AID RECIPIENTS

A study dOndUdtedby Applied Systems Institute traced changing

characteristics dstudent aid recipients from 1974 to 1981. the

analysis of this study of freshMen students was based on parental

income and educational attainment, race and ethnicity, and gender.
_

Family income for 1974 was restated in 1981 dollars. Among the

study'S findings were:

The_Middle Income Student Assistance Act of 1978 had a

Significant impact on the characteristics of students who were

receiving aid in 1981 compared to those in 1974;

Black and Hispanic students gained less from legislated changes

in the Student aid programs than did white students;

Minority Students were significantly Jess likely to participate

in the Guaranteed Student Loan program than were white students;

Minority students were more likely to participate in the Pell Grant

program than were white students. Given inflation, awards made

undex Pell GrantS declined.in real terms between 1974 and 1981.

Thus, higher income students (generally white students) gained more

from the legislated changes than did lower income students (more

often bladk or Hispanic Students).

Spedifically, the study found the following changes had

occurred between 1974 and 1981:

o Student aid became more concentrated on 'freshmen from

fatilies with over $20,000 in income (a-II dollar...amounts are in

'constant 1981 dollars) .

The percentage of aided students from higher income

families doubled (21 percent to 43 percent) fr.= 1974 to

1981.
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For white students, the proportion receiving aid

rose from 20 percent to:42 percent (+113 percent).

Fo black students, the proportion aided went froill

44 percent to 51 percent (+18 percent).

White student aid recipients were more likely to have

family income over $20,000 than under $20,000.

In 1974, 59 percent of .recipients had family .

incomes of over $20,000.

In 1981, 63 percent (+9 perCent)of recipients had

family incomes of over $20,000.

:Black student aid recipients were more likely to have

family income under $12,500 than over $12,500.

In 1974, 51 percent of recipients had under $12,500

in family income.

In 1981, 57 percent ( +12.8 percent) of recipients

had under $12,500 in family income.

o Guaranteed Student Loan participation increased 259 percent

between 1974'and 1981.

Higher income students were more likely to participate in

the GSL program than were lower income students.

Approximately 25 percent of_all students received GSLS by

1981.

Pell Graht frethman participation rates increased 48 percent

between 1974 and 1981.

Lower income students were more likely to participate in

the Peli program than were higher income.
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"Approximately 25 percent of all students received Pell

grants by 1981;

Campus-based student aid participation rates changed little

between 1974 and 1981, except:

Higher income students received more of the moderate

funding increases'than did lower income students.

Black participation in the National Direct Student Loan

program declined 19 percent;

White participation in the Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grant program declined .75 percent.

o Other student characteristics such as gender and parental

educational attainment, changed very little between 1974 and 1981.

The percentage of women receiving aid increased at a faster

rate than did the rate for men;

The effect of parental education tended to besimiliar to

the effect of family income, but not as pronounced..

Limitations

The data are exclusively from freshmen. Other research

indicates more borrowing from. upper division students;

The examination of student aid recipient's ty their familiW

income is limited to dependent students. Dependent freshmen

comprised 93 percent of all freshmen sampled in 1981.

All financial data are self - reported -and provide the only

information on the family, sex and race charac=teristics of

individual students.



Although this study did not include proprietary StUdentS the

Commission's recently completed student aid recipient Survey of
*

proprietary students examined this issue.

Policy_Implicatlons

The Middle Income Student Assistance Act was very successful in

reaching its targeted population.

1l though authorization legislation hat addkeSSed the.concerns

of low income students, actual appropriatiOnS have focused on middle

income students; often redUcing the amount of aid available to low

income students. Additional-intight on thiS issue is gained through

the study, "Changes In C011ege Participation Rates and Student

Financial Assistance 1969, 1974, 1981" (Applied Systems Institute)

analyzed in the next chapter.

This study found that in 1981-1982 about half the aid
recipients in; proprietary_ schools_ were 21 years old or less; about
seven in ten were under the age of 26. The great majority (83
pertent) were not married.__Most attended class for at least 5 hours
each day. Over half the aid recipients at cosmetology, secretarial,
and _business schools were from ethnic_minorities. Among dependent
students, 38 percent reported_ family incomes of less than $8,000 per.
year'; 58 percent reported family incomes of $14,000 or less; Among
independent_ aidrecipients,
77 percent had incomes of less than $8,000 a year Women accounted
for 60 percent of all aid recipients, though men were in the
majority among recipients at :trade and technical schools;

_ About 90 percent of the_1981-_,1982 aid_recipients at proprietary
schools received some form -of -need -based aid. Those receiving
needrbased aid -were more likely than those receiving non-need-based
aid to. be single women from low- income backgrounds._ In addition,
54 percent of need-based aid recipients, bUt only 21 percent of
non-need7based aid recipients were minority students..

FUrther analysis of proprietary students is being conducted by
the Commission's Appropriate Balance Bubcommittee.
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Reductions in student aid disproportionately affect loW income

and minority students.

Funding fOr Pell GrantS has been disproportionately lower than

funding for GSL.

Although technically Pell Grantb and campus-based awards are

forward-funded, the reality has been that GSL funds are committed

before funds are appropriated, usually resulting in the need-based

programs losing anticipated funds. The GSL with its entitleMent
I

status is consuming an increasing Share.Of federal fundS for higher

education, producing a budgetary trade-off with the major Student

aid programs that are more heavily targeted on needy students. 2

De facto, current student aid policy is moving away from the concept

of utilizing Pell Grants as the foundation for educational financing.

2Lawrence E._Gladieux, "Testimony before the_National
Commission on Student Pinandial Assistande," April 4;-,-1983, p.



II. RESEARCH'FINDINGS AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Changes in College Participation Rates and Student Financial

Assistance 1969, 1974, 1981"ThiS research was conducted by Appliec

Systems InStittite.

ThiS study traces changes in student participation in higher

education and in the federal aid students receive. Its purpose was

to determine the effect of federal student assistance on access and

choice. The federal aid programs anklyzed were:

Pell Grants

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grakts (SEOG)

Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)

National Direct Student Loans (NDSL)

College Work Study (CWS)

Changes in the patterns of student enrollments in tota), by

income, dependency status, gender, race and age are related to the

diStribution of awardsmade under the federal aid programs. The

analysis examines participation in postsecondary education for the

years 1974 to 1981.

The ma2or findings on changing participation rate between
1974 and 1981 are:

o Participation rates for All students 18 to 24 had
increased. The participation rates for older students had
increased even more (see Figure 1) .

The_participation_rates for dependent students age(
18 to 24 held steady as did the participation rates for
independent Students in the same age.group (see Figure 2).

. o Participation rates for dependent students in the--4
lowest income categories (under $7,500) fell more sharply
than any other income. group.

3
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FIGURE 2
'cr

Participation Rates of Dependent and /ndependent Students
by Income
1974, 1981

_Income
Ctegory

Dependent StudentS

1974 1981 % Change

iIndependent StudentS

1974 1981 % Change.

0 - 6.0 27.3 24.4 -10.6 32.1 26.9 -16.2

6.0 - 7.5 30.7 26.5 -13.7 22.5 12.0 -46.7

7.5 = 10.0 30.2 35.2 +16.5 13.5 9.1 -32.6

10.0 = 12.5 29.7 33.5 +12.8 9.3 5.4 -40.9

12.5 - 15.0 31.1 29.9 -3.5 6.3 6.8 N +6.3

15.0 - 20.0 33.3 34.1 +2.4 4.4 5.8 +-54.5

20.0 - 25.0 36.2 38.2 +5.5 4.0 2.9' -27.5

25.0 - 50.0 43.5 44.6 +2.5 3.9 4.3 +7.7

50.0 61.9 63.0 +1.8 14.9 1.6 -89.3

Undefined 43.2 45.8 +6.3 15.8 8.7 -44.9

Total 41.3 41.0 =0.7 ,10.4 10.4 +1.0

Source: CPS, 1974, 1981.



o The participation rate_of stUdehtS was up
more than that of. blackS,_Which still showed a modest
improvement (see Figure 3);

o The participation rate of women was_up, while that
of men was about the same as in 1974 (80e Figure 4).

Data collected from entering freshman indiCate the
following changes:

o The probability of the lowest income studerits
receiving an award has not changed appreciably since 1974,
bUt higher income groups showed an increase in their
probability of receiying an award; 'ne higher the income,
the greater the increase in probability -(see Figure 5).

o Low income students were more likely toeeceive a
smaller award'in 19.81 than they were in 1974. Students in
the $12,500 and above income categories were more likely to
receive a total award exceeding $1,000 in 1981 than they
were -in 1974. Low - income students were also more likely to
receive an award of less than $1,000 in 1981 than was the
case in_1974.. In 1981, the ovet-$40000 family income
group that received aid was likely to receive an award
betWeen$2,000 and $3,000 in 56.9 percent of the cases,
primarily in self -help awards such as loans (see Figure 6).

o The proportion of students receiving a grant
increased by 40 percent between 1974 and 1981 while the
increase for self-help awards was up 126 percent.

o The number of white students receiving financial
aid increased at a rate of 5;5 times the number of blacks;
Still, blacks were more :likely to receive an award in 1981.

o Blacks were more likely to receive a smaller award
In 1981 than they were in 1974; whites were more likely to
receive a larger award in 1981 than they did in 1974; "One
cause for this decline may be the significant increase in
two-yearcoflegeenrollments experienced in the 1970s,
particularly among low-income and minority StudehtS.
Between 1974 and 1980, enrollment at two-year schools
increased 99 percent; during the same period, ehr011teht_Of

_

undergraduates at four-year institutions increased only 12
percent; Accordingly, by 1978, a black colloco.student_WaS
20 percent more likely to be enrolled in a two-year college
than a white student; a Hispanic student was about 60
percent more likely to attend a two-year college (see
Figure 7) .

o Men and women had the same shares of ,student aid in
1974. Womert increased _their share, slightly in 1981;

4 2
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FIGURE 3

Participation Rates. of Depenaenttloy Race
by Income
1974, 1981

Income
Category 1974

White

1981 * Change 1974

Black

1981 % Change

0 - 6.0 22.1 28.0 +26.7 30.7 21.2 -30A
6.0 - 7.5 23.0 30.9 +33.4 42.5 20.3 -52.2'

(....._,

7;5 `10.0 26.0 35.9 +38.1 36.0 31.9 -11.4

10..0 - 12.0 26.7 35.7 +33.3 32.3 .23.4 -27.6

12.0 - 15.0 28.9 27.8 -3.8 32.9 35.4 +7.6

.15.0 = 20.0 31.7 32.9 +3.8 33.3 35.5 +6.6

20.0 - 25.0 36.8 37.7 +2.7 29.8 37.1 +24.5

25.0 = 50.0 43.6 45.0 +3.2 38.9 38.3 =0.3,

50.0 + 61.7 63.6 +3.1 56.3 33.3 -40.9

Undefined 44.9 48.8 +8.7 17.5 26.3 +50.3

Total 41.8 42.5 +1.7 33.3 29.9 -10.2

Source: CPS, 1974, 1981.
+-111011,

1
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FIGURE 4

Participation Rates of Dependent Males and Females
by Income

, Income

1974, 1981

Males eemales

Category 1974 1981 -% Change 1974 .1981 % Chinge
'flt:'

- A/0 '' 26 0 27.9 24.8 -11.1 26.9 24.1 -10.0
-X--

6.0 7.5 36.7 22.5 -39.0 / 25.2 30.6 +2.14

7.5 - 10.0 32.7 28.8 -11.9 27.4 40.3 +47.4

10.0 - 12.0 28.4 28.3 =0.4 31.1 38.3 +22.8

12.0- 15.0 29.8 28.2 .-5.0 32.6 31.8 -2.5.

15.0 - 20.0 31.6 31.6 0.0 35.4 36.7 +4.0

20.0 - 25.0 33.9 36.0 +6.2 39.1 40.7 +4.1

25.0 - 50.0 42.5 41.9 -1.4 44.7 47.8 +7.2

50.0 + 60.9 57.3 -5.9 63.0 70.1 +11.3

Undefined 43.3 46.8 +8.3 43.1 44.8 +3.9

Total 40.6 38.6 -4.9 42.1 43.6 +3.6
.11Source: CPS, 1974,-1981.
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FIGURE 5

Percent Aided by _Income: Total
1974, 1981

Award

Income
cateqoxy

1974 = 1931 % Change

0 = 6 69.8 67.30 -3.6

6.0.- 12.5 49.13 65.47 +33.3

12.5r- 20.0 42.34 58.05 +37.1

20.0 - 30.0 32.17 50.77 +57. 8

30.0 - 40.0 22.73 42.77 +88.0

40.0+ 10.24 31.53 +207.9

Independent 33.83 54.17 +60.1

NO Aeply 13.51 30,91 +123.5

Total 28.21 47.24 +67.5

Source: Freshman Norms: 1974, 1981.
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FIGURE 6

Distribution of Total Award by Income and Size
1974, 1981

Award Size

Ihdothe $1-
Category Year 999

1,000-
1,.999

2,000-
2,999 4,999

5,000
Pius Total

$ 0- 1981 30.8 30.7 17.9 17.9 2.7 100.0
5,999 1974 18.1 35.4 19.9 17.3 9.3 100.0

6,000- 1981 29.7 28.2 19.0 20.4 2.8 100.0
12,499 1974 26.2 31.4 19.2 16.5 6.7 100.0

12,500- 1981 28.4 25.4 23.9 19.8 2.5 100.0
19,999 1974 30.2 29.4 18.8 16.1 5.6 100.0

20,000- 1981 23.5 24.9 33.4 16.2 1.9 100.0
29,999 1974 30.2

*
27.1 19.5 17.5 5.8 100.0

30,000- 1981 1:7.4 24.6 44.8 11.7 1.5 16.0
39,959 1974 29.2 24.4 20.6 19.8 :.6.1 100.0

40,000 1981 12.8 22;0 56.9 7.3 1.0 100.
.Plus 1974 28.2 21.6 19.8 22.9 .7.5 100.0

Inde-1981 28.2 26.8 24.2 18.5 2.4 100.0
pendent; 1974 26.2 29.6 18.6 17.6 8.1 100.0

No 1981 26.1 25.7 34.4 12.3 1.5 100.0
Reply 1974 28.1 29.8 19.1 .9 6.1 100.0

Total 1981 24.1 25.6 32.5 15.7 2.0 100.0
1974 27;7 28-.5 19.2 17.7 6.8 100.0

Sourcereshman Norms: 1974, 1981.
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FIGURE 7
Th

Distribution of Total

Award Size

AWArds
by Award
1974,

White

Eo White
Size

1981

and Black Students

slack

Categ_o_ry_ 19-74 1981 % Change 1974 19-81 % Change

1 - 999 29.4 23.02 -21.70 21.18 29.84 +40,:89

1,000 - 1999 24.77 27.33 +10;34 32.17 30.18 =6.19

2,000 - 2,999 19.62 35.24 +79.61 18.93 19.23 +1.58

3,000 = 4,999 15.17 17.98 +18.52 18.34 17.26 -5.89

5,000 + 5.93 1.79 =69.81 9.38 2.185 -69.62

Source: EvreihmanWiia71Ti7;17M--



o The number of two-year public college students
increased more in the proportion aided than any other
Sector. They were closely followed by students in the
four-year private sector. Students in the private sector
were still more_likely to receive assistance in 1981 than
were public college students (sle Figure 8).

The Effects of Inflation on_Student Aid_Polidy--This research

was conducted by Dr. Carol Frances.

Data collected for the Applied System Institute study examining

the effects of inflation by Dr. Caiol Frances Show:

o. Because,inflationary increases in the cost of
living nave exdeeded the value of monetary income since the
early 1970s, the real purchasing power of family income in
the United States has actually decreased.

o Inflation combined with recession in recent_ yearS
has led to greater inequality in the distribution of family
income, as measured in constant 1981 dollars. The number_
of low income families that neededstudent aid programs to
send their children to collegeactually increased in the
last ten years. From 1973--the year in which there were
the fewest number below the poverty line--to 1981, the
number of poor families increased by over two million or
more than 40 Percent.

o Tuition as a share of discretionary income has
increased drastically. Tuition is estimated to have risen
from under One-third to over two-thirds of.discretionary
income in the last decade for_the median family income.

o The discretionary income available to black
families is 'lower than the discretionary income available
to- white families.

o While the aggregte amount of student_aid appears
to have incretAsed substantially flom 1972 t0_1982r the
amount of the average award has not increased_as fast as
the tuition paid by_each student, _Consequently, inflation_
has wiped out almost all of the dollar value of Student aid
awarded and left students, particularly_those_without aid,
with increasing difficulties in paying for college.

o Inflation and high interest_have_drawn a__
substantially increasing share of student aid dollars away
from the actual educational process to pay for staggering'
increafies in the cost to students of borrowing to finance
their education.



FIGURE 8

Percent
Institutional

. Institutional
Ty-p-e and Control 1974

of Students
Type

1974,

Aided by
and Control

1981

1981 t_Charlat

2 Year Public 23.58 44.31 +8/.9'

2 Year Private 40.73 57.21 +40.5

4 Year Public 25.48 42.62 +67.3

4 Year Private 33.24 60.34

Source: Freshman Norms: 1974, 1981

t
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Conclusions

The findings from the ASI report and conclusions reached in the
x'

Frances inflation study suggest that federal financial assistance

may indeed affect access ana,-Lchoice\. The Strongest relationship in

the data is between the decline in college -going participation and

in the
7
nurser and size of student aid awards among lower income

\_dependent students aged 18 to 24 between\1974 and 1981. This

relationship is consistent with the fact that lower income families

lost more purchasing power than did higher income faMilies.

The complementary finding to thiS degrease-in aid to lower
\

(

income students is the increase in aid received by higher income

students. Once again, this finding is consistent with the fact

that, in general, the higher income groups Sustained their

participation rates somewhat better than did the lower income groups.

It is important to remember that .the lowest income students

were still more likely to receive aid than other 'income groups, but

that the gap narrowed between 1974 and 1981. A large part of the

increase in aid for middle income Students and upper income students

was in the form of self-help. Lower income students received more

self-help aid, bUt still relied largely on grant aid.

There were more poor people in college in 1981 than in 1974.

The enrolled population with family *income 'under $7,500 increased

from 3 percent to 5 percent of the total enrolled population.

However, after proper adjustMent for the inflationary erosion of

income, low income families appear to have a declining college-going

rate. This is because the total number of low income families has

increased at a faster rate than the college-going rate.
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The impact of increasing: aid on student access is difficult to

interpret. Overall participation rates of dependent students

dropped between 1969 and 1974. The trend was reversed between 1974

and 1981. Much of the decline from 1969 to 1974 could be Attributed

to the decline in participation rates of males following the end of

the draft. The continuing decline of low income student

participation rates may be attributed to the erosion of awards go4ng

to the lowest income population, while awards to every other income

group have increased.

Independent student participation rates aged 18 to 24) showed

a sharp increase between 1969 and 1974. The rates have been

relatiVely stable since then, despite the fact that a smaller

proportion of the population was financially independent in 1981

than was the case in 1974. It is possible that early_Otident aid

programs were important in helping independent studen s attend

college, bUt we have no data with which to explore this possibility.

Limitations

Enrollment in collegewho goes where and why--is a complex

matter. It is influenced by shifting cultural values and changes-in

the labor market and in social policy. Some influences on

enrollment which are \not fully reflected in this analysis are:

o the increasing participation by women in postsecondary

education;

o the age of the studt.it population; and

Changing economic conditions.

Technical limitations include differences in definitions of

income categories between the two major data sources. The
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participation rate and student aid analyses are based on overlapping

income categoriet. All the data are self-reported.
_

Policy Implications

Student aid is only one factor in achieving the objective of

educational equal opportunity; though 'a very important one.

The amount of federal student finanCial assistance has not been

adequate to equalize the financial barriers for low income

ttudehtt. Inflation during the past decade has effectively

elitinated the increased resources to pay for college the federal

government intended to provide through the:student aid programs.

Although student financial assistance policy is progressive in

concept; inflation coupled with inadequate funding of need-based

programs is making it regressive.

The situation has been worsened by the government's failure to

enact particular provisions of the Middle Income Student Assistance

ACt and the 1980 Higher Education Amendments 'which would have

increased student'aid to low income students k!.1 real terms.

FUrthermore, without changes in student d policy; projected

demographic changes-will exacerbate the imbalance that already

exists in current practices. During the next decade; there will be
_

A. rapid decline in the number of middle income students and an

increase in the number of low income students. since trendt thoW an

increasing focus of aid towards middle income students; despite

their declining numbers; the growing number of low income students

will continue to experience increasing inequity in obtaining funds.



The data also suggests that student financial assistance has

not led to an artifidial increase in independent'students, since th4

percentage of independent students has remained relatively constant

since 1974.

Ih addition to directly assisting students to attend

potttedondary.institutions,:etudent aid plays an important role in

creating an environment-of greater educational expectations and

goals. The availability of student aid helps promote the benefits

of a higher education and a national policy encouraging college

attendance.

In analyzing the impact of student aid on access and choice it

is also important to examine existing inforMation barriers,

particularly for Iow income students. As is discussed in the Public

Comments section, student aid is of itself necessary but not

sufficient to assure equal educational opportunity.

Another area worthy of examinination in'the study of access and

chOide =is the issue of existing contradictions in federal policy

towards promoting educational opportunity; As will be reviewed,

later,' analysis by David Rosen and Associates document contradictory

public assistance and college opportunity policies;

Work Patterns of Full-Time ColIege_Studerits_ln

This research was conducted by Applied Systems Institute.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the variance in
work patterns of college- students between 1974 and 1981.
Thit_is an_important period of time to examine because of
the federal_aid increases during this period. The issue
has_been raised that availability of grants and loans has
ditinished students' swillingness to'work. The results of
this report, however, indicate otherwise.



Race; A ,greater proportion of white students_ (42 percent)
report working than do members of other radial groups.
Blacks report the lowest proportion of students_ working (28
percent); Working black students, however, Worked_Mord _

hours_than_white_students did_in both years. The_ "other"
racial grouping shows a_significant increase in the houES
worked between the two time periods.

ilrade Level. The higher the grade level, the more likely a
student is to work. ThiS is evident in both years. The
proportion_of_student8 working in the first three academic
years has increased since 1974 while the proportion of
students working in.the highest three AdadeMid levels,has
declined somewhat;

Assuming that years five and six are graduate level
students, there is a peculiar variance. Year five shows a
decrease relative to the years before and after. Year six
indicates the highest proportion of students working. Year
six students algo work more hours a week.

Two-Year and Four -Year Schools. Students in two-year
schools are much more likely to work than are students in
four- year programs, althOUgh the gap_has closed_slightly
since 1974. Students in-two=-yeat SchocilS worked more hours
than did thote in fOuryear schools. The gap has narrowed
since 1974.

Public or Private Control of Institutions._ Students in
public colleges work more thah thOSe in private schools.
The-difference was roughly_the same in 1981 as 1974.
Students in both sectors t4Ow an- increase in the proportion
working. Students in public colleges worked more hours in
1974 than did private school students. The difference had
almost disappeared in 1981.

Urban and Non-Urban. The data is organized according to
where_one lives, and not necessarily'to where onegoes to
school._ There is very little difference reported 'for the
proportion of students working or not working according to
Whether or not_they live in a metropolitan area. There is
no difference in the hours worked.

Region.t in_1974_and 1981, students in the Northeast and
SOuth were less likely to work than were those in other
regions._ The proportion working in the Northeast, however,
increased sharply between 1974 and 1981.

Sector. Working stUdentt were more likely to be employed
in the private sector. OVer 74 percent of the students
reported working in the private sector while 23 percent
worked for the government. The remaining 2.5 percent
reported being Self=empIoyed.

aa



Analysis of Work Patterns. Between 1974 and 1981 student
work patternse_on an industry basisi appear to have-been
relatively stable, with a_few notable exceptions. Only two
indUstries altered their "market share" by more than two
percentage points: retail (up 2.7 percent to 36 percent)
and durable goods manufacturing down (2.6 percent to 2
percent). _These_shifts do not necessarily reflect any
fundamental reorientation in student work patterns, rather
the depressed state of the economy was probably responsible
for the decrease in student work in durable goods
Manufacturing and construction.

Student employment was, and is, highly concentrated in two
specific industries: retail trade and educ:tion. These two
industries now account for approximately 62 percent of all
student employment (up 3.5 percent since 1974). Far behind
these industries are hospitals (5.08 percent of student
employment) and the combined fields of finance, insurance
and real estate (3.55 percent). Several small fields
appear to have increased their student employment
considerably: other utilities,-medical and agriculture.

Conclusions

Students were more likely to work in 1981 than in 1974. This

would support the position that student aid has not replaced

Students' efforts to finance their. own education; There has been no

reduction in the hours worked weekly; Work continues to be a

central activity of.40 percent of all full -time students.

The results indicate that the increases are in part due to an

increase in the rate of, employment among those elements of the

student population that were less likely to work in 1974. For

example, there were increases among women, blacks, lower income

students, four-year college students and private college students;

Those population categories which had the highest proportion of

students working in 1974 tended to remain roughly the same in 1981.

For example, males, whites graduate students, two-year college

students And public college students either wed a minimal gain or

loss in the proportidn of students working.
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There are still large differences among the various populations

in terms of patterns of work. Students from wealthy families are

is likely to work than others. Working blacks are likely to work

more hourS than white Students yeti as a whole, are less likely to

work than are white students; and first year students are 168S

likely to work than students intheir later academic years.

In general, there are reasonably consistent patterns of work

between 1974 and 1981, and among the different diViSiOnS described

in this study. Work appears to be a constant source of income for

full-time college students as well as a learning experience that

supplements their more formal classroom education.

Cooperative Education_--A National _Aeszment--Executive Summary and

Commentary--This research was conducted by Applied Matiaigetent

Sciences for the National Commission for Cooperative Education.

o Cooperative education contributes significantly to
the career preparation of students.

The findings showed that cooperative education contributes
to a more direct relationship between college major_and
full-time after-graduation employMent, and a more direCt
relationship between current job and career plans.

o Cooperative education is a mechaniSm for student
financial assistance

The large majority of students enrolled in cooperative
education programs are compensated for -their work.
Therefore, for them cooperative edUcation is an income
produding activity. For the majority .o.-e students and
institutional personnel,_ hoWeVer, the financial assistance
aspect of cooperative education was secondary to its
educational advantages.

*See Appendix C, "Cooperative Education == A National
Assesment" Executive Summary and Commentary.



o Cooperative education is cost - effective, for
students.

The net effect over a long period_of time showed -that the
financial returnsijn relation to the costs expended are
greatest to an individual who goes to college, attends a
four-year institution and participates a_cooperative
education program. The greater cost-effectiveness of
cooperative education was further substantiated by the
taxable income received by cooperative students, the
shorter periods of unemployment experienced bY_its
graduates and the, reater life-time earnings of its
graduates.

o Cooperative education is cost-effective for
emplc ers;

Overall, the additional costs experienced by employers in
hiring cooperative students_as against regular employees
were modest._ Wager fringe benefits,,supervisory and
training_ costs, and union negotiating costs were
essentially_ the same for both Cooperative students and
regular employeeS.

o Title IV-D of_the Higher Edudation Act has made a
s;:gnificant contribution to the national expansion of
cooperative education.

Since the first grants were awarded under Title IV-D in
1970, approximatrJy_700 programs have been planned,
implemented, strengthened or expanded as a result of Title
IV-D, now' Title VIII, grants.

The Effects of Phasing Out Social Security Student Benefitse.

This research was conducted by David Paul Rosen & Associates.

In August 1981; the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act was

signed into law which, among other things, phased out the Old Age,

Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI) student benefit program

under the Social Security Act; CASDI program cost estimate for

fiscal year 1981 ranged from $2 billion to'$2.4 billion, enrolling

as many as one million students. Pell Grants by comparison provided

$2.4 billion in cash assistance to approximately 2.7 million

students in 1980-81;
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This paper attempts, with the ava lable data And their

limitations; to specify the consequences of phasing out the program.

As of May 1, 1982, no new beneficiaries will be added to
the_program._ Those receiving benefits prior to September
1981 may continue to do_so until their twenty-second
birthdayi_their graduatioh06k_Apkii 1985# whichever comes
first. They must_maintain_full-time enrollment. Benefits
for current recipients will be sharply reduced in four ways.

This will mean that_a_student receiving the average 1980
annua., benefit of $3,072 will lose $1,024 through loss of
summer benefits and have his or her 1982 paymentreduced by
-another $512 as a 25 percent reduction. This represents a
total loss of at least $1,536 or 50 percent of the prior
year's benefit.

Heavy reductions will occur for students from families with
one `dependent beneficiary (about 400;000 families).
Families with_more than two dependent beneficiaries (about
250,000) are likely to maintain their overall grant,
despite_the loss of social security benefits to
18- to -22- year -old student members of the family;

Ih_adOitioh# Pell Grant recipients Will experience a
reduction in their award as well by counting OASDI grants
as_student_aid in 1982-83. Those attending lower cost
schools'will lose a. higher proportion of their Pell Grant
as a result of this change.

Ohe key issue of difference among analysts is the increase
in Pell Grants needed to absorb increased demand for that
program from the disinherited OASDI population; There
e xists substantial confusion over how much current
OASDI/Pell Grant recipients will have their Pell Grants
increased._ For those sudents already at the maximum Pell
G rant_level, the loss of OASDI benefits cannot be replaced
at all.__However, the larger budget question is how much,
money Will_be needed to replace lost OASDI support for
Current and newly eligible Title IV recipients.

_
While at least $1 billion in savings from eliminating OASDI
Student benefits was projected by the Reagan administration
in fiscal year 1982, revised administration requests for an
increase in Pell Grants to accommodate students formerly
eligible_forAC)ASDI totaled $56 million for that year; The
$2.225 billion in savings in fiscal 1985 projected by_the
Administration was placed with a request to increase Pell
GrantS $100 million.
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Olhile the U.S. General Accounting Office in August 1979
estimated the cost to student financial aid programs to
have an increased demand of $288 they supplied no
data to support this amount.

;

Estimating true cost in Pell Grants to replace lost social
security student benefits for low income students is
complicated by poor available data; the complexity of the
programs' interaction; and the recent change in the
treatment of OASDI benefits in Pell Grants.

Conclusions

o Phasing out social security student benefits results in

sharp reductions for current beneficiaries.

o FOr current OASDI/1511 Grant recipients; the Joss of 50

percent to 83 percent of the social security benefit between 1982

and 1985 will qualify the student for a significantly higher Pell

Grant.

o Low income OASDI student beneficiaries who formerly did not

qualify for Pell Grants will'become newly eligible for that program

as they lose their social security support.

o Low income high school students who have lost the future

support of OASDI student benefits will qualify for /arger Pell

Grants than they would have in combination with OASDI support.

Study of the Cost to Borrowers of Participating in the _Guar_anteed

Student Loan Program--This research was conducted by Touche Ross &

Company.

The objective of this study w to identify the cost to S. typi-

cal borrower of participating in the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)

program. The approach to this study included the development and

analysis of several automated models that calculated total borrower

costs under various scenarios.

6u



The focus of this study was related to the actual costs of

obtaining and repaying a student loan;

The major findings of the coat to a borrower to participate
in the GSL program are:

o_ Student borrowers under the GSL program usually pay
in real terms (adjusted for inflation) an effeCtive
inter-eat rate of close to zero or, in many cases, less than
Zero. This occurs because:

==All payment of principal and interest is delayed
until after the student leaves school; and _

--When repayment begins, the interest rate paid by the
borrower is below market rate.

The difference between what the student pays_and what the
lender demands for the capital_ie the total federal subsidy
(for example, the in-school interest subsidy and special
allowance);

o Borrowers who hold loans_for longer periods of time
before entering repayment are able to realize more of an
advantage than borrowers who enter repayment more quickly.

o PLUS loans do not have the same advantages for
borrowers as do student loans; This observation is based
on the fact that PLUS loans usually enter repayment
immediately and, as a result, do not enjoy any benefits
from the federal interest subsidy.

o In the absence of inflation,1 two student loans for
the same amount., with the same interest rate and the same
repayment period, require the borrower to pay approximately
the same amount in principal and interest, regardless of
the length of their .espective in- school, grace, and
deferment periods.

o Borrowers who can delay the start of repayment_
;while receiving the federal interest subsidy have-a major
incentive to borrow;

o This analysis assumes a relatively low rate of
expected inflation in comparison to the average_irate over
the last several years; At higher rates of inflation the
incentive to borrow to finance education is increased given
that the interest rate to the borrower under the GSL
program is fixed at below market rates. (9% for students and
12% for parents) and subsidized by the federal government.
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o The real cost to the federal government is higher
for student loans than for PLUS loans. Furthermore,
student loans with longer in-school;_ grace and deferment
(subsidized) periods cost the federal government more than
Student loans with shorter subsidized periods.

o The total federal subsidy (for example interest
subsidy and special allowance) is structured to provide the
most benefit to student borrowers:

- -Attending high cost institutions (riequiring the
maximum allowable amount to be borrowed)

- -Attending four year institutions (as &irposed to two
year institutions); and

- - Acquiring post- graduate educations (wikh associated
defertents).

This occurs because the subsidy is highest when the maximum
amount is borrowed and repayment is delayed as long aA
possible.

o PLUS loans are _a much_morecoitly method of
financing postsecondary education than GSL student lbah8.
The costliness of the PLUS loans is a result of the higher
interest rate on the PLUSloansand the fact thaZ PLUS
loans are ineligible for federal interest SUbSidy.

.o The in-school subsidy is the critical factor aS to
whetherit is rational to borrow. While ihESChtiOl
subsidies'areavailablei_it is tho_borrower'S_adVantage to
borrow as much as possible; as early as possible.

o As structured; the GSL program for students
presents a paradox in that student borrowers who undertake
an extended education:

--Pay less in real terms for the borrowed capital;

-Cost the federal government more in subsidy
payments; and yet

- -Receive the greatest potential benefit (for
instancei higher lifetime earnings) from their
education.

Limitations. This study does not quantify the actual
"burden" placed upon a typical borrower.
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atudy_o-fthe-Cost and Flows of Capital in the Guaranteed Student

Loan Program- -This research was conducted by Touche Ross & Company;

The objectives or this study were to identify and analyze:

The flow of capital to and through the Guaranteed
Student Loam (GSL) Program;' and the cost of that
capital to the federal government;

Tne approach to this study included the review and analysis
of existing research on the subject of student loan
capital, as well as original data collection and analysis;
In additiono_several automated cost models are developed to
test assumptions and project future costs. The
observations and ConClusions of this study are divided into
three areas:

Identification of capital flows;

Identification of federal costs; and

Analysis of federal costs;

Identification of Capital Flows

o Most of the available literature on the cost of the
GSL program is short-term policy oriented; The focus is on
the relationship of interest rates to current federal
appropriations. The future federal cost implications of
rm,w current loan dftbursements are generally not addressed;

o The major roles of the key institutions involved in
the program are as follows:

Private Ienders--primary source of capital; motivated
by loan yield, security (for example, guarantee), and
community service.

Federal government- -funds the'program; primary role is
to pay interest subsidy and special;Allowance, as -ell
as reinsure loans guaranteed by states

State direct lenders and secondary markets -- provide,
capital trough issuance of tax-exempt bonds; role iL
to provide liquidity to the program and ensure that
the full demand 'or student loan capital is met.

Private educational institutions--limited number
function as direct lenders; provide limited
administrative services to lenders and guarantee
agencies;

P
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Student Loan Marketing Associationprovides liquidity
to the program bypurchasing, loans; largest owner of
student loans.

Underwriters--assist to raise public capital; receive
a fee for providing this service.

o In the early 1980s, certain trends have become
evident which affect the institutional roles and
responsibilities in the GSL program.

--The ro'e of the states has becoMe predominant in
program administration relative to the federal
government.

-=The GSL program is successful. The various
institutions involved have appropriate incentives to
participate.

Identification of Federal_Costs

o The GSL program imposes substantial costs on_the
federal government. These costs include costs directly
assignable_to the GSL program (for example,. direct costs)
and those incurred because of the GSL program but not
directly assignable to the program (for example, indirect
costs) .

are:

o The direct,costs (in order of FY 82 magnitude) are:

Special allowance;

Federal interest subsidy;

Federal reinsurance;

FISL insurance;

Administrative cost allowance;

Federal advances; and

Penalty interest.

The indirect costs (in order of FY 82 magnitude)

Federal financing costs;

Tax-exempt bond subsidy; and

Program administration and overhead.
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o Receipts_ftom the GSL program which offset costs
include: (in order of FY 82 magnitude),

Origination fees;

Collections on defaulted loans;

Special Allowance reduction in loans finanbed with
tax-exempt bonds; and

FISL insurance premiums.

Analysis of Federal Costs

o The federal government has committed itself to a
significant stream of_futUre payments as a result of the
$6.2 billiOn of new GSL loans disbursed in FY 82;

e cumulative future payments for the new FY :82
G, are estimated to be $2.9 to $3.6 billion
(L for the time value of money); This is

t to 470 to 590 of each dollar loaned. In other
?proximately $2 of capital is generated for every

Si !.ederai cost.

o The most significant components of the payment
stream are: the special allowance and the in-school
subsidy. These two combined amount to between 72% and 77
of the total program outlays.

o The next most significant component is reinsurance
(±6% to 19% of total payments). 'All other direct and
indirect costs only account for 7% to 9% of the total
program outlays.

d While there are revenues to offset payments (for
example, collections, etc.), these offsets are not as
significant (for example, the cumulative total of all
offsets equals approximately 15% of total program outlays).

o The most significant unknowns affecting future
payments are: (a) interest rates (for example, Treasury
bill rates) and (b) the average loan lives in the
portfolio. These factors have a major impact on special
alloWance and interest subsidy respectively.

o _The future federal costs of the GSL program must be
adjusted for inflation to estimate real costs (for example,
expressed in current dollars). The effect of inflation is
to reduce.the real cost of the FY 82 loans to between $2.6
billion and $2.7 billion. This is equivalent to 420 to 440
for each dollar loaned.
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This provides a real mUltiplier of 2;3 - 2.4:1 (for
example,for every dollar of real federal cost, $2.30 to

:$2.40 of loans are made available).

o Because a major portion of federal expenditures for
the GSL program are used to cover commitments on loans made
in past years, it is extremely difficult to reduce program
costs in the Short term.

o Because a loan program provides leverage (for
example, more_than one dollar of capital is generated for
each federal dollar spent), it delivers more capital to
students than would a grant program. There is no_doubt the
GSL program provides more total student loan capital than
would a grant progianowith equal annual outlays. However,
this advantage can be overstated when only the current year
is examined. This true multiplier effect in real terms and
when all future obligations are taken into account is
Approximately 2:1.

0 The GSL program provides a significant, capability
to provide capital now and pay later. Both the borrower
and the federal government assume an obligation for future
,payments.

_COnclUSions

The GSL program is a very successful mechanism to deliver

credit as a source of funds for student financial assistance. As a

source of leverage for additional money for student financial

assistance, the program generates approximately $2 for every $1 of

cost to the federal government. Also, the various institutions

involved have appropriate incentives to' participate, though the

pride of the program's success has been paid by large federal

expenditureS.3

3Touche Ross & Company, "Study'of the Cost and Flows of
Capital in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program" (Washington, D.C.:
National Commission on Student Financial Assistance; 1983), p. 2.
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The primary costs of the GSL program are very SU-sceptibIe to

economic conditions. Inflation greatly affeot the henefltrof the

GSL to borrowers; Higher levels of inflation make borrowing through

the GSL program more attractive.4 Also,- federal costs increase

considerably with a higher treasury=bill rate. FOE instance, every

one percent increase in the treaSUty=bill rate increases the cost to

the federal government between $250 tilliOn and $300 million.5

Contrary to public perception, payments to cover defaults

account for a relatively small shate of federal obligations under

the GSL program; By far the greatest cost variable (special

allowance) goes to assure lenders something approximating a market

return on the loans. In 1982, the special allowance paid to lenders

plus the in-school interest subsidy the government paid on behalf of

students accounted for about 75 percent of future outlays.

Large-scale, shortterm costs reductions are virtually ruled

out by the fact that over 90 pet-cent Of current annual E.rogram costs

are dictated by obligations on 1-cans made in prior years.

The focus on any reform should be on adhieving effective

7longer-term cost controls.

4David A._Longanocket, "TeStitony before the National
Commission on Student Financial Attittance," April 4r 1983,

5Gladieux, "Testimony," p. 3.

6ibid;

7Ibid.

6?

p. 5.



This does not suggest that middle income families do not need

assistance to attend postsecondary institutions. They do not need

larger effective subsidies than do poorer students.

Guaranty Agency Questionma

,Identifying Lender Restrictions

The Commission conducted a survey of guaranty agency diredtOrS

to assess the extent to which guaranty agencies, lenders and state

secondary markets impose restrictions on GSL borrowing Whidh go

beyond federal regulation.

The survey was conducted to learn the perspectives of guaranty

agency directors on the scope of this issue. Agepcy directors' were

asked for their best estimation of the proportion of certain

restrictions imposed by lenders; The responses do not reflect the

volume of loans in'each state;

Findings-

Of the 56 questicnaires sent to guaranty agencies, 53 were

returned;

Commerclal_Lender-s (see Figure 9)

Forty-nine agencies reported using commercial lenders. The

three most often-cited restrictions were:

o The most common restriction imposed by commercial lenders

was the requirement of a previous customer telatiohhip.

A large majority (37) of agencies reported having between 25

percent and 89 percent of their commercial lenders requiring a

previous customer relationship before they would make a loan.

Six agencies reported having between 5 percent and 24 percent
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FIGURE 9

COMMERCIAL LENDERS' RESTRICTIONS

Percentages of restrictions

A 0-

4%

A Require a previous customer relationship before making a loan. 5

8 Require a cosigner before making a Loan. 21

C Require a minimum,deposit on account before making a,loat'. 27

D Limit aggregate loan amounts to undergraduates. 37

E Limit aggregate loan amounts to graduate students.
'39

F Lend only to graduate/professional school students.

G Restrict Imns to borrowers in the second or a later year

their academic programs.

v. Restrict borrowing to "larger_ balance" ($2i000 and up) annual
luans or make "ball balance"' loans.

Will not make loans to studentt planning to enroll in less-_
than-four-year programs.

J Will not make loans to students planning to enroll in less -

than -two -year programs;

K Will not make loans to students who plan to enroll in SchoOlS

in another state;
I

L_ Will not make loans to studentt attending proprietary business,
71.1 trade and technical schools.

M Will not lend to out -Of=state students attending schools
your state.

N Wilf-abt a lend
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of their commercial lenders imposing thiS restriction; while 5

agencies reported that virtually no commercial lenders required a

previous relationship. One agency reported that nearly all

commercial lenders require a previous customer relationship;

o The second most common restriction by commercial lenders was

their OnWillingness to lend to out-of-state students attending

SchoolS in their state.

Twenty-four agencies reported baying between 25 percent and

89_percent of their commercial lenders imposing this restriction.

Thirteen agencies reported virtually no out-of-state student

restrictions; while 8 agencies reported that a small minority,

between 5 percent and 24 percent; of their commercial lender-8

imposed ths restriction: Five agencies reported that virttilly all

of their commercial lenders imposed this res:',tri:7tion.

The third most commonly reported restlition by commercial

lenders was imposed on students planning to enrolL. iu

less-than-two-year programs.

While 30 Agencies reported that almost no lenders imposed this

restrictioni 13 reported that between 5 percent and 24 percent of

commercial lenders restricted borrOCiingi.10 reported that 25 Percent

to 74 percent of commercial lenders restricted borrowing and 2

agencies reported that between 75 percent and 100 percent of their

commercial lenders imposed this:restriction; One agency reported

that lenders will not lend to borrowers attending trade and
=

technical schools that offer a specific type of training.
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Direct Lenders (see Figure 10)

Thirteen agencies reported using direct lenders; These

agencies noted that the most common restiction imposed on borrowers

was'the unwillingness of direct lenders to lend to out-of-state

students attending schools in their state.

Five agencies reported that virtually all of their direct

'enders impose this restriction, one agency reported that between

75 percent and 89 percent of their direct lenders impose this

restriction; one agency reported that between 25 percent and

49 percent of their ditedt lenders, and 6 agencies reported that

virtually none of their diredt lenders imposed this restriction.

Secondary Markets

Of the 24 agencies that reported operating a secondary market,

7 reported imposing certain restrictions. Of these, 2 requite a

minimum balance of $1,000 on loans they will purchase, 2 will not

purchase lOanS Made to students from out-of-state'.institutiont, one

will not purchase loans from borrowers from institutions with

certain default rates, and one will not purchase loans made to

out -of -state bOrrbWerS. One agency requires a $3,500 minimum

average balande on loan portfolios, and will r:)t purchase loans made

to borroWerS who have moved out of the market area, failed to

respond to written inquiry, have deferments; and are graduate

students;

GuAranty Agencies

Of the 53 agencies that responded to the gestionnaik6, 17

reported that they impose restrictions on GSLs which go beyond
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FIGURE 10

DIRECT LENDERS' RESTRICTIONS

Percentages of Restrictions

0- 5%; 25%- 50%- 75%- 90 %-

4% 241 4S% Ttt 89% 100%

A Require a previous customer relationship before making a loan. 11

B Require a cosigner before making a loan.
8

C Require a minimum deposit on account before making a loan. 11

D Limit aggregate loan amounts to undergraduates.

E Limit aggregate loan amounts to graduate students.

F Lend only to graduate/professional school students. 11

10

10
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G Restrict loans to borrowers in the second or a later year
of their academiciprograms;

11

H Restrict borrowing to "larger balance" A$2,000 and up) annual

loans or won't make "small balance" loans. 11

I Will not make loans to students planning to enroll in less-
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K Will not make loans to students who plan to enroll in schools
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. your state;
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federal regulations. Seven agencies will not ldan to borrowers from

correspondence schools, three will not loan to part-time students,

two will lban only to state residents though one of these states has

an agreement with an out-of-state lerder to proVide loans to

out-of-state students, one will not loan to borroWers under 21 years

of age, one will not loan to theological institutions, one will not

lban to students with less than a "C" average, One requires the

botrOWer to be from a certificate/degree AWarding institution, and

one requires a cosigner. One agency restricts less than full-time

undergraduate and graduate students to One-half of the maximum loan

amount of either $2,500 or $5,000 per grade level, allows only

Students who are enrolled in specifid five-year programs to receive

a "fifth year" loan, and requires that after initial borrowing a

student must progress to a higher adademic grade level before

receiving an additional loan.

Lenders-of-Last Resort

In response to the question, "Do potential GSLP borrowers in

your state have sufficient access to 'Lenders of Last Resort' so

that the restrictions imposed by lender and/or secondary markets

represent no major problem?", 29 agencies :answered "Yes,

definetely,"-20 agencies answered "Yet, baSidally no significant:.

problems in access in our state," 2 agencies answered "No, access to

loans is restricted to some StUdentsil and one agency answered "No,

access to loans is restricted to many types of students."

Feasibility of a Study to Determine Identifiable Patterns of Lender

aiscrimination--This research was conducted by Touche Ross & Company.

Current information available On lender discrimination, though

ti
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anecdotal, suggests that the discrimination which exists, is

primarily academic in nature rather than racial. In other words,

thOSe Students having difficulty securing a GSL from a lendins

institution are usually freshmen or students who attend proprietary

institutions. Another type of discrimination, though very difficult

to quantify, is the subtle discrimination against low income

students who have no prior experience or dealings with banks;

InforMation from Commission hearings shows. that low income students,

often the least sophisticated in dealing with banking institutions,

have the greatest difficulty in Obtaining GSLs.

The purpose. of this study was to determine if quantitative-data

on lender disciiminatioh could be gathered by analysing existing

borrower data from lenders of last resort. Unfortunately, as the

-findings from this study show, informationavaiIable from lenders of

last resort is inadequate to draw any conclusions. Hoslever,

appropriate information could be collected, making it possible to

gather this information` at a later time.

This study was.donducted by interviewing individuals. from the

Department of.Education, guaranty agencies and lenders. Information

was obtained on lender of last resort programs, the demographic data

they collect and the reasons for the use of last resort lenders.

o' States vary substantially in their approach to
ensuring that there_is always a source of capital (for
example,. lender of last resort) available foi borrowers.
Some states have:

Separate organizations that_function as lenders in
addition to the commercial lenders (for example,
Virginia; Minnesota, and Wyoming). These states

77
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prOvide_loahs to borrowers who are p!nied loans by
commercial lenders. State agency or private
non - profit organizations use this approach.

Commerical lenders exclusively in the State (for
example, Massachusetts, California, and Illinois); Ih
this-- instance, some of the l:ender8 will have an "open
door" policy.:

Direct lenders in the state with commercial lenders
serving as lenders of last resort (for example, North
Carolina), .

United Student Aid Fund, Inc. (USAF). USAF will serve
as a guarantor of last resort and guarantee the loan
and find lenders. In addition, USAF serves as
guarantor for several states.

o The type Of demographic data available on borrowers
is limited in scope.

Some data items are commonly captured across all
states; This information is needed for the guarantee
and identifying and locating bOrrOWers. Examples of
the data collected are: address, state of residency,
birth date, U.S. citizenship Status, adjusted gross'
income, schoo grade level, and others.

Although other key data items are not generally
collectedithe Equal Credit Opportunity Act prohibits
lender diScrimination on the baSiS of sex, marital
statusi_and_race. In additibn, the_StUdent Loan
Marketing Adsociation (SLMA) is prohibited from doing
business with certain lenders who have restrictive
regulations against Student borrowers;

o Reasons for borrowers using lenders of last resort
are seldom documented; however, the primary reason stated
by respondents is that the borrOWer does not have an
account relationship with a commercial lender.

the respondents from the New Jersey Higher
2aucation Assistance Authority indicated that they
maintain records on borrowers who use the lender of
last resort. In order to receive a loan from the
lender of last resort in New Jersey, the borrower must
be der =d a loan from three lenders. These denials
are doeumehted on a standard form. The reason cited
most often for using a lerider of last resort was lack

-of an account with a commercial lender; the second
reason was default on a previous loan.



_ o It is feaj-J.E. to identify borrowers who use
lens .r last where there are separate
organ_zations '-!:is purpose; however, it.is, for -all
practical purposes; impossible where commercial lenderS are
involved

The files of a separate organization contain only
borrowers who have used a lender of last resort:
USAF files for borrowers who obtain their guarantee
and use their lender could be used. Commercial lender
files contain records of all types of borrowers, but
lenders of last resort borrowers,are not identified.

o In states that have set up lenders of last resort,
analysis of demographic data may not show any striking
patterns or there may not be enough data to analyze. This
is because:

The volume of lending is either very large (for
example, 50 percent) or extremely small (for example,
(:)1 percent) or non-existent;

In the high volume states, an analysis may not show
any striking patterns because borrowers have ready
access to lenders of last resort; This usually occurs
in states where a denial letter is requirel only for
the first loan and denial letters for subsequent loans
are not required;
In low volume states, there mal. be enough data to
analyze (approximatelf 11 out 0: .:5,000 borrowers
this year in New Jersey).

Conclusion

An analysis of the demographic data on borrowers who use

lenders of last resort is feasible in a limited sense, but may not

provide the Commission with useful insights into lender

discrimination patterns;

The analysiS is feasible in those states that have set up

separate organizations that function as lenders of last resort.

Currently, there are ten states (Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia,

Kentucky; Michigan, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia, and

Wisconsin) and USAF who are candidates for such a study.
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These ten states comprise approximately 18 percent of the national

GSLP loan volume.

The analysis may not provide useful insights Into lender

discrimination because the e'se of access to lenders. of last resort

may result in borrowers with same demographics as general borrower

population.

Resolving. the Contradictions of FederaI-Publd-c-Assistance aril

College Opportunity Policies--This research was conducted by David

Paul Rosen & Associates.

This study explains how public assistance programs create

barriers which prevent low income citizens from attending college

and makes recommendations to resolve these contradictions. The

study discusses how these barriers perpetuate dependence on benefit

payments, discourage self-sufficiency and drain national resources.

The federal puhlic assistance programs analyzed are:

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

Social Security Student Benefits

Food Stamps

Medicaid

Public Housing

Unemployment Insurance

Currently; complementary public-a'ssistance and_college-
opportunity policies do not provide adequate financial
resources to low income individuals for both subsistence
expenses and expenses for attendance at a college of their
choice. Public assistance policy; which in many ways
reduces financial resources available to such citizens -upon
their enrollment in college, makes it financially near,
impossible to attend.

Su



A $100 net increase in the cost of college is accompanied
by aA. percent .to _3 percent decline in enroIl'irer': rates of
low income and moderate income individuals, :n'lo income
students harder hit.

There is a lack of Coherent purpose in the wide v riety_of
federal public assistance programs; Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and Food Stamps are income transfer
programs intended to provide the poor with a modicum of
financial subsistence. Medidaid and public housing provide
income transfer payments of another sort, in the form of
subsidies for health care and shelter. Unemployment
Insurance provides cash payments on premiums paid by_
workers when they experience involuntary unemployment. A_
host of employment and train ,4ng programs, culminating most
recently in the Employment and Training_ Act
(CETA) and now replaced by/the Job Training Partnership Act
of 1982 provide alternatiye forms of income maintenance to
low-income, unemployed citizens, subsidizing_wagest
training stipends and activities. Veidational
rehabilitation programs/provide education, training,
medical and rehabilitaitive services to disabled citizens.
And Social Security provides disability insurance payments
to those unable to work; as well as benefits to the
children of deceased, retired or disabled parents.

-.Each of these programs has different eligibility criteria,
standards for determining financial need, methods -and
levels of payment or service delivery; and federal-state
administrative partnerships_ and agencies. There exists no
federal or state mechanism to-assure coordination of
benefits; to avoid duplication or to prevent under-awards.
Furthermore, the integration of public assistance_programS
with student financial aid often contradicts the 'federal
commitment to assuring the poor financial access to college.

Specifically, the study found the following facts and
contradictions as they relate to college opportunity:

Aid to Families with_Dependent-Childrim-AFIDIC. Eighteen-to-
21 year-old recipients are no longer elisible_for AFDC
benefits. In 1979, the 193,000 student dependents had
average losses of $1,195 per year.

Parents with children:undersix are required to_be home
except for "only brief and infrequent absences." They are
otherwise required to register for work. Such aprovision
will prevent many- welfare parents, mainly single riluthersi
from attending college. HEW [the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare] reported that in 1977, 112;000 AFDC
mothers were attending school or job training; 93,000 in
1979.
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For example, the roughly 200,000 18-to-20-year-olc: stl.dents
eliminated from AFDC support by the 1981 Omnibus Bu.igt
Reconciliation Act lost their Medicaid support as well.
Some college students will retain their coverage if_they
maintain high medical costs and are in one of the 29
states, or the DittriCt of Columbia, that provide this
Care. OtherS_With ordinary medical expenses; as well as
those not residing in these states will not retain coverage.

Food Stamps. Food Stamps, a 100 percent federally fun .ed
program,_ haVe long excluded college students from
eligibility; with few exceptions. As few as 47;000
students attending college may receive food stamps.
Recipients who_enroIl in college stand to lose an annual
food subsidy of $432.

Unemployment Insurance; Since October 1981., 20 states have
limited unemployment insurance payments to otherwise_
eligible recipients who enrolled in college, making it
difficult for unemployed citizens in need Of _retraining or
reeducation to attain the schooling they need for a new
skill;

Public Housi4ig. Recent changes in public housing
eligibility have adversely affected public housing
residents attending college; The earnings-disregard and
the $300 annual deduction for full-time students that had
helped to determine rent payments for assisted housing
programs was eliminated;

Conclusions

Pdblic polity goals have = called for less,' ;9 the

reliance of the poor or public assistance prograMs by dE

recipients' capacity for economic self- :fficiency; And while it

'ould seem a natural strategy to ally pulic assistance With

poStSecondary education opportunities, no such coherent state or

Federal policy has yet emerged. On the contraryi conflicting

purposes and _,rocedures of public assistance programs produce

disincentives for the poor who _k t, achieve self- sufficiency

through :--ucation. Such disincentives frustrate the efforts of low

income citizens to achieve productive careers; They perpetua--

,?pendence on public assistance payments;
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They result ncr.Pased government spen( to on entitlement:

programs, while simultaneously depriving citizens of an earned

income and the government of increased tax revenue. -carriers to

college enrollment created by these disincentives penalize ''tie poor

by either reducing or categorically eliminating benefits upon

college enrollment.

Further examination needs to be made to see to what extent

sudAt aid programs are meeting the needs discussed in this paper.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

The comments below are from witnesses' testimony at Sources of

rounds Subcommittee henrings.

Mr. Charl_i pri-nr; .Gover_nmemt_ Relations, _American

Council on Educ_a_ti_on; subcormittee hearing , Chicago.

In the mid -1950s only 47 17-)erc of the top third of high
school seniors. planned t6 ,Ittend college. Only 13 percent
inf 19 -to -24 -year -olds attended college in those da:.-s;_
Women constituted35_potcnt of college enrollments; blacks
6 percent, and only 20 percLt of college enrollments were
froth other than the traditional 18-to-24-yearTold age group.

No federal student assistance was offered and very few
scholarship prqrams were available. Many institutions had
no student ai ',zograms whatsoever; and with very few
notable eXCeptis; there were-almost no state financial
aid ptc4rans,

Today, higher oducaion onllmonts are much more
representative of the gene,: al population; Fifty -two
percent are women, 10 percent are blacks. Some 26 percent
of l8 -to -24 -year -olds are enrolled; double the percentage
of 25 years ago; And students over the traditional college
ages now make up 35 percent of undergraduate enrollments.
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Those highability low income students who had a 42
percent chance of attending college in 1961 nad seen the
odds raised to 62 percent by 1972; and while accurate data
is not yet available on the high school class of 1980, it
is known that 73 percent of those high-ability, low income
students in that class expected to attend college.

The national policy of encouraging college attendance has
significantly helped create a perception that higher_
edlIcation is attainable to every person who is qualified.

Since 1980, although funding of the major stuntaid
programs has held steady, inflation has actually decree ed
aid by about $150 million; In terms of constantdollari
federal aid for those programs ?las declined by 23 percent.
If you faCtor in the decline of social security and
veterans educational benefits--the actual decline amounts
to 32 percent.

Dr. Arnold Mitchem, Executive Director, National Council of

Educational Ct.jportuly Associations, subcommittee hearing, Chicago.

With respect to access; financial aid in and of itself iS
necessary_ not E-2tficient to assure equal educational
opportunit d.cAlity to expand educational
opportuni the current participation rates of
certain grcups 4 ,,:olleges_is affected by "structural
nequalities" not addressed by 7udent financial aid.

These "structural inequ.2,lities" are addressed by TRIO
programs in relation to college retention and completion.
Forexample,rural isolation, inJividuals-who reside in an
area ;mere the dominan._: language is not English, poor
academic preparato and lack of peer and family support.

More needs to be done this whole area of giving grater
attention to support services for Oisadvantaged populations.

There is an overrepresentation of low, income. and minority
students in two-year colleges. Between 1974_and 1900 the
enrollment at two -year schools increased by 99 pet-Cent,
whereas the of students at four -year
'nstitutions increased by about 12 Percent. Accordingly,
black student is about 20 percent more likely and a
Hispanic is about 60 percent more likely than a whit
student to enroll in a two-year college.

Thus, for low income populations and certain minority
populations, it appears that financial aidhasonly b --i a
margin.;t1 factor in choice, and that if we are to have
equal distribution of poor and minority students in all



institutions, there is a need or more of the TRIO -type
services of information, counseling, remedial work and so
On.

The five TRIO programs are student assistance programs
Authorized under Title IV of the Higher :ducation Act of
1965. Since 1966 when the first -f these programs,_ Talent
Search, went into operation, they have served over -3
million students at a cost of slightly over one billibn
dollars. Presently 1300 hundred TRIO programs are serving
over 5L0,000 students.

The five TRIO brngr,!m3 serve as a mechanism to -move the
poor and MiK 'S into the middle cla88. Talent Search
projects pro. iouth the information they need to tak.:
advantage of, ono choose among, college opportunities.
Project staff_encourage_studentS during the admissions
process andduring tne; period while they_AWAit nbtificati-n
regarding financial aid awards. Talent- Search counselors
also assist students and their parentS in completing
financial aid forms Talent Search works to minimize the
problems which result from insufficient cbOntelors in high
schools; Educational_Opoortunity Cent-6kt (E0Cs) provide
the same type of service as does Talent El-r:arch, but focus
on adults; Among their target populations are persons on
welfare and persons who are unemployed or underemployed.

Upward Bound and Special Services projects, when ---mpared
to thesetwoacess programs; focus not only on providing
information to :,tug -nts; but also upch improv:,,g the
quality cfthe eicication which they rF eiVe. Upward Bound
concentrates on ':he problem of academic Underpreparedne3s
at the high school: level, by providing supplementary
instruction and counseling to lOW-indOme high school
students joring summer sessions On college campuSes and
academic year classes; Its intent is to reduce_ disparities
in high school graduation rates, tb proVide_students
realistic expectations regarding college and to
them to corm w!..11 they do enroll.

By law; twn of the students Served by these pr(, grams
are requir from families where neither parent has
received a L _aureate and their total ta:-rabie income is
less than 150 percent of the poverty level.

The approptiatiohlevel for the TRIO orograms in fiscal
year 1982 was $150.2 millioh. It is estimated that this
served approximately 500,000 stddentt which represents
approximately 3 percent of all eligible recipients.
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Mr. Dan Hail, Dean of Admissions and Aid, University of Chicago,

subcommittee hearing, Chicago;

I: student aid dollars are to serve their intended purpose
educational opportunity for all citizens) then two things
:re needed: information and timely notification.

tudents need to know early in their high school careers
and earlier than that if possible) that college is a
ossibility for them. Middle income students_know it
Iready; they have known it from childhood, although their

L'amilies have increasing doubts about hOW to put the money
together.

If low income students.also knew that college was_possible
for them from the time they were small children,_the change
in behavioral pattern for students from the ghetto could be
extraordinary; We could break the horrible cycle of
poverty. But low income students have more doubts today
about their ability to go to college than they did a decade
ago;

Actual and rumoLed reductions in federal student aid_
programs, the increasingly late timetable on campus-based
awards, application procedures and eligibility criteria are
all contributing to a widespread misconception that there
is no help available.

But the federal government is unwilling to Spend money for
information to encourage studentS to seek a higher
education;

Timely r,-,Ltfication has to become a key component of higher
education policy.

The timin of financial aid availabilit ,.-!ct.1,/ affects
whether studiT,i the choice of a private
college or state supported institution; and the Significant
decrease in first-year students at private colleges this
year is directly relat-ed to the problemS of the f:inancial
aid delivery system.

Even ,:fmore concern, are the students who are- completely
)ef"'t out of the EStetil They are totally bewildered by the
ma::e of regulations; hava the least sophisticated parents
nd come from schools that have the least capability of-
:college counselir^ These students, if they have thought
about college, se:tie for two-year colleges

early information is already recognized
n the 19>30 Hiner Education Amendments; but the money to
implement has been redirected to the goal of creatng a
perfectly efficient and thoroughly error-free syst:Lm.



A national goal of conveying financial aid inforMatiOn_tO
students a year earlier for the next sewn years should be
established, so by 1990 everY student starting junior -high
school will be focused towards the idea of preparing for
;education or training after high school.

Special attention should be made to get this message across
to low income and minority StudentS.

The mechanisms for timely notification are already there.
They do not need to be created. No laws are needed to
implement them.

An Ovc.rview of_Alterhalve- Financing Mechanisms presented by Arthur

M- Hauptman_,_ Education Consultant, tubcommittL hearinsi Washington,

D.C.

In examining alternative fin,-;..7ing approaches, the
alternative plans are divided )nto the following ,..hree
categories:

o Activities to supplement existing roan
through the issuance of tax exempt bonds, the use of
institutiona.L or external funding source:7 such as
corporations, or the expansion of several alternative
programs already on the books.

o Proposals that would supiDlant the present loan
programs with some-form of a national student loan bank
getrally in tandem with income contingent or ^raduated

repayment procedures.

Cteatiii of new tax incentives that Would_offset
current expenses oL would encourage saving for college to
help students and their families meet tl!e costs of a
postseconda educatiOn.

WS, to Supplement the Existing Loan Programs

The budget battles of the past several _years, and t'he
confusion and concerns they have engendered,_ have spurred
the development of a number of supplemental loan plans that
seek to minimize the impact of possible cutbackt in
existing aid programs.

Advocat-esof supplemental L-). plans begin with_the premise
thy. the existing loan struc7,..re is fUndarentally sound and
that it would be difficult if not impossible to replace it.



They note that recent federal legitlation has tr-_;me, CSL
volume by approximately 20 percent from the peak y,:r
1981-82 and that proposed changes:, enacted, wc--;.t -m7
loan availability even further. The Plant which -

developed to combat these cutbacksare aimed at sto
who either are no longer eligible because of reviscU:
standards in the existing programs 0:: at those who fir!
their current loan limits insufficient to meet their
of attendance.

The suppi.emental plan WhiCh has received the most attent:01,
creates tate-sponsored agencies that use tax exempt
financi!ig the purpose of providing educational
instituti , with student loan capital at relatively low
cost;

Jtudent loan plans 'that incorporate the use of tax exempt
financing face questions regarding the extent to which
investors are willing to buy tax exempt bonds for this
puipose and at what price. On the basis of the evidence
thus fa::*; it appears that the market is receptive to these
bond issues. Mbreover, borrowers can receive a very
attractive interest rate, to the extent that the savings
which accrue from tax exempt status are, in fact passed on
to the borrower in the form of lower-than-market rates.

Doubts remain, however, as to how much stud( t loan
financing over time is feasible thr3ugh this route. As
more and more states and institutions attempt to get into
the act, supply may.not be able to keep pace, or the
interest rate which must be paid to investors may increase
substantially from current levels. There is also the
question, how many and what types of- institutions can
afford to -)articipate in this type of plan since it
generally :equires__a hefty institutional financial
commitment in the form of dedicated endowment funds or
lines of credit

Another, more general concern about the use of tax exempt
financing for student loans comes fro:- those who object to
the widespread, and growing use of t3:. exempt bonds for a
wide variety of purposes. They believe that many of these
bond issues are used in ways that only minimally touch on
the public purpose objective that must be part of any plan
that utilizes tax exempt financing. They also point out
that the heavy use -of tax exempt bonds denies funds to the
Treatury that could be used to- reduce the deficit or to
spend for other purposes. While it may be tempting to
scoff at this concern, and to note that previous attempts
to restrict the use of tax exempt financing have generally
failed; it is nonetheless true that this is a strongly held
sentiment which will continue to be raised in ditduttions
of public policy, and it contributet to a sense of
uncertainty about whether tax exempt bOndt will be
available for student loant in the future.
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In addition to state plans that utilize tax exempt
financing; a number of institutions, mostlii in the
independent sector, have decided to_takr steps on_their own
to insure loan avail-ability for their si.:udents and to
provide some Modicum of financial StabilitY_fOr

_

themselves. Some have simply placed a portion of their
endowments aside for the_purpoSe of making loans; others
have negotiated with banks_to set up programs tailored for
ti.eir students; while still others are apparently dealing
d'rect11; with investment bankers to establish their own
direct source of tax exempt funds. Corporations or_
foundations are other possible sources of funcling for
institutions looking to initiate or augment their own
lending activities.

One reason for the success of GSL in recent years has been
its conduciveness to the use of secondary markets; which
greatly value similarity in rates and terms when dealing
with great masses of financial paper. This type of
consistency will be difficult to achieve through a
hodgepodge of institutionally7based programs, and this
consineration substantially limits the growth potential of
thiS of student lending.

It may also turn out that the best insurance against
precipitous drops in loan_availability is the greater use
of GSL alternatives already on the books- Oh the surface;
it would appear that the_new federal program for
parents--generally called PLUS -- should become a substantial
and iv..portant part_of_the lOan_structUre, rate is
com-rttive, especially since it fell to 12 percent; ani
the ?!. .:,ai.ce_of a federal_ guarantee should help to com;ince
banKs other_lenders that_PLUS is a good investment
But SO ftt, PLUS vOlume_has_fallen short of initiai
projections; and it_is difficult to saki whether further
growth Will materialize over the next several years.

No Such_confusion exists when discussing the provisions
that allow graduate students and financially :independent
undergi.aduates to borrow federally guaranteed loans on the
same terms as parents--the so-called ALAS program This
type of loan seems mired with little hope of movement
unless the current rules are modified. Most lef:ders and
institutional of.ificials are_uhcomfortable with the notion
of repayment obligations being placed on boirowers while
they are still in school. While the Administration is
enamored of moving students from the expensive GSL program
to the less-subsidized ALAS version, it has failed to
suggest changes which Would allOW this to hapy?en. Until
some modifications are Made, it is hi (Ily unlikely that
ALAS will become a viable lendine4 opt.-0:1



There are some stepsi_howeverithat states can now take
which would help to spur the growth of those federally
created alternatives for both parents and studentS. Growth
could be stimulated through more active promotion by the
state agencies responsible for program administration as
has been demonstrated for PLUS by MagsachuSett8_and New
Jersey, among others Inaddition; state8_-cOUld decide to
subsidize PLUS and/or ALAS terms to mike the lbans more
attractive to borrowers, New York State is presently
contemplating;

New Loan Plans

While many believe that the current system of 8tudei.' ns
is basically sound and requires only_minor modificat,
supplementation; others are convinced that the exist
of programs is fundamentally flawed and should be red'
with an entirely new structure. Thogo_who believe thi
base their assessment on some combination of several
factors. A major concern 18 that the default rate in
student loan programs is excessive, and t!-:t the current
procedure ehatrolieson federal guarantees and private _

sector collection will never be able to redUCt the default
rate to acceptable levels, given the fact that Student
loans have no collateral requirements and that lenders_
always have the option of exchanging bad paper for cash.*

[Although contrary to the Administration's emphasis on
private sector initiatives,] another fear is that reliance
on the private sectcr as the source of capital for student
loons is simply too expensive. The belief here is that the
level of payments needed to_persuade banks and Other
private lenders to participate in the GSL program- -

principally the payment of Snterest while bbtrOWerS remain
in school and the special allowance arrangement that keeps
GSL yields competitive with market rates -- represents too
great a drain on the Treasury, especially when interest
rates are high.

The actual 1981 net default rate in the GSL_program is 5.8
percent (see Arthu.. M. HauptTnan, "Student Loah Default_Rates in
Farspective," American Conch on Education_ Policy Brief, February
1983, p; 4); This comr-T7es to a default rate of 13;3 percent in
Small Business LoJns (E I.S. Small Business Administration,
"ManEqement Information 3ammi -y," April 1983, p. B-2);



:Still another concern about the current set of loan
programs is linked to possible future financing patterns
for institutions of_higher_education; especially_ those in
the public sector which receive state appropriations for
the purpose of keeping tuitions low. There have also been
a of proposals lvertime:to raise tuitions- in the
olc sector so that ;)rice will more closely reflect the

costs of providing- t!:: educational product. Often,
advocates of heighti tuition levels also propose an
increased usage of that those individuals who wish
to continue their articil.ation in postsecondary education
will be able to t.) sr in tTle face of higher costs.

They further belieye that the current loan programs could
not accommodate thin type of change, either bedause the
cost to the federalgovernment_Would be prdhibitive or
because lenders would not be willing to increase adequately
the amount of funds they were willing to devote to student
loans.

For those who voice these concerns; the solution. is to
revamp the student loan structure. PrOpOtalS along these
lines would have the federal governtent Serve aS_both the
source of funds--thereby removing the vagaries -of relying
on private sector lenders, and as the loan collector
through the use of_the_tax system -- thereby insuring a
substantial andpermanent reduction in the default rate
(unless more people decide not to pay their taxes).
Advocates of this type of approach generally also propose
tying loan, repayment schedules to the income_ of borrowers
one they eave sch- so that repayment ObligatiOna will
not .,xcecA, . the borrower to repay.

Advocates ,..:arting all over; however._face stiff
institutional resistance on a number of frOnts: First, all
those parties involved in the current set of programs point
with pride trs their track record and believe that scrapping
the working engine for atystery_machine_i8 not the
solution; Second, the Internal Revenue ,Seervice, Whidh in
most of these proposals would have the primary taSk of
administering the new system, has steadfastly insisted that
its job is to collect taxes, not loans; and has lodged
considerable objections whenever the idea has been
broached. Finally; -a-nd prilaps most tellitql trying to
free up many billions of federal dollars to begin thg
r;rocess of making loans, even if these funds will
eventually be repaid with interest; is quite an undertaking
when annual deficits are runnin, above $100 billion. _To_
avoid-this budgetary conflict; some of these plans call for
financing through federal borrowing which does not appear



on the federal budget (except for the interest on the debt
incurred); This route, however; runs into difficulties
from those who want to establish federal credit limits to
halt just this sort of budgetary end-run. In addition, the
cost of paying off current GSL.obligatioq must be
considered in any new financing proposal.

Creation_ol_New Tax_l_nc_entives

The present tax code already contains a nutber of
provisions that reduce tax liabilities ,to help fatilitS_
finance college costs These provisions; which currently
cost the Treasury about $2 billion in lost revenues every
year; include the extension of exemptions fOr c-01160 age
dependentswho are students; the exclusion of SChblarShip
and fellowship assistance from taxable income, and_a wide
range of devices that alloW wealthy parents to shift income
from. themselves to their children-; thereby reducing their
tax liability;

A number of proposals have been made over the years that
would expand the range. Of tax benefits available for the
family financing of college costs. The three principl
proposals now under consideration are_th_creation of
tuition tax credits to offset partially the current
expenses for_studentsin pJ,7,teecondary educational
programs;deductionsfol: contributions to special savings
accounts that would be use,. to pay for the children'S
college costs; and tax-','rep income on investments in
designated ed::cational accou_s; as recent:iv
p.:oposed by the Reagan AdIratin.

Tax provisions; both those tT now and those which
have been proposed, can be judged in a_number of ways.
Three criteria 'hat are frequently used to evaluate the
merits of tax provisions in field8 other than education
are: 1) the amount of revenue 10St to_the Treasury because
a tax provision is bh the bbbk1 the ability of a tax
provision to affect economic behL,..i%)r, for exam the
bang for the buck; and 3) the degree to which 'cax_savings
are channeled to wealthier familieS, generally referred to
as the fairness issue;

*If no new loans are made in 1984, it would Still cost the
federal government approximately $9__billion in outlays ever the next
seven yea- (see Steve Leifman, "Memorandum to President Ryder on
GSL Costs," National Commission on Student Financial Assistance,
April 18, 1983, p; 1).



Interestingly enough, of the three t..Apes or 1.-,roposd new
tax breaks for family financing of college costs mentioned
above, none does well_on more than one of the three
criteria used for evaluating the merits of tax provisions;

Tax credits for current educational expenses appear to be
the fairest, particularly if the credit is refundable to
families with little or no tax liability, but the amount of
benefit offered is unlikely to affect behavior patterns and
the revenue loss could be quite substantial--$l billion or
more per year. And if the amount of the credit is raised
so as to have an impact on behavior, the costs in terms of
lost revenues could be astronomical;

Tax dedUctons for savings would likely have a subs ;;7.-tiz.:!.
impact on behavior--the bang for the buck would be
impressive -if parents flocked to such accounts in same
Way the Indiviaual Retirement Accounts have caught on in
recent years. But the revenue loss could be enormous--as
much revenue could be- foregone through such a tax deduction
as is. currently sacrificed through all existing
provisions. Moreover, the equity of a tax deduction plan
is suspect since only wealthier families can afford to
invest large amounts in such a plan and these are the
fatiliesi because of their tax bracket, that reap the
greatest tax savings. This equity obstacle can be lowered
somewhat by requiring tLat a portion of the investment be
used to establish a scholarship fund for needy students.*

The Administration's prc:posal to not tax income on
investments in designated educational savings accounts
might be acceptable from a .fairness perspective if the
maximum contribution were limited to families with incs
of $40,000 or less, as the Administration has. proposed.
But the tax loss could be substantial once the program was
in_fUll swing; and it seems that the Administration has
underestimated the number of families who would put
something aside in one of-'-t!-ese accounts sometime before
the child reaches college age. And as a number of
observers have already noted in the press, there is likely
to be very little bang.for the buck resulting from
enactment of the Administration's proposal. Despite the
Administration's protestations to the contrary= the
tax-free income approach is very little different in eff:,t
from what currently is available to parents in the of
gifts or trust arrangements that allow parents to shift
assets to their children and thereby pay little oL no tax
on the income from those assets.

For this program to be successful, it would be necessary for
parents Lo mace long-term financial plans; The benefits of this
program do not materialize for many years;



The following are synopses of existing or proposed alternative

and supplemental financing mechanisms. Most of these plans were

presented at Commission hearings and are categorized below by type.

Additional informaCion was provided.by the U.S. Departtent of

Education and the National Association of Independent Colleget and

Universities;

S_upplemental

Tax Exempt FInapc_ing_oducational Loan Programg==preSented as

testimony-by-several-witnesses; subcommittee hearing, Washington,

D; C;

Tax exempt bonds fOr student loans are used in three ways; to

guarantee loan certainty to students eligible fOk the federal GSL

program but unable to find a commercial lender willing to make a

loan; to provide a secondary market for GSLs; which creates the

investment liquidity necessary to encourage the continued

prti...ipation of lenders in the states; and as a supplemental

,lternative to provide loans to students and oarents who do not meet

GSL rtttiction8 and cannot obtain loans frot other sources.

state aUthotities issue bonds at low, tax-exempt interest rates

and use the proceeds to buy or make both federally guaranteed and

nonguaranteed loans. The money is issued to the institution which

the obligation to repay the aUthorfty or bondholder.

More than 24 sates issue bonds as a way of guaranteeing loans

_-to sL.dents eligible for GSLs but unable to find commercial lenders

to make loans. As a supplemental program; several states

have loan authorities guaranteed by the institutions themselves;



ICL5 may be described as providing a fOrm of
insurances- against high (in comparison to income)- repayment
burdens; The concept has also been compared to that of
equity finance--the student may be seen financing hiS or
her education throUgh the-sale of participation ahakea in
future income, much as a corporation financing operations
through the sale of stock. The corporatioh_anaogy also
applies 'to the characteristicS of liMited liability in the
case of relatively unfrOitful investments.

ICLs are a means of subsidizing (tO, the_extent that:
governmental subsidy of loans continues) studentS on the
basis of future income--their returns to education--rather
than parental income. Although there is a_positive
correlation between (current) family and (fUtUte) student
income,, it is far from perfect, and current programs may be
criticized_ as subsidizing StudentS from Lower income
families who will themselves earn high incomes.

As described_earlier, JCLs_are viewed by their Proponents
as a means_of_increasing the attractiveness of student
loans (to botkborrowers_and,lenders) by perfecting the .

capital:market.rather than providing _subsidies. To the
extent_ that_thiS_i8 true, ICLs could raise the effi4ciency
Of higher education finance. To the extent that Icw1 funds
becOme morewidely available to_students from families of
all income levels,_and_ildeferred grants" (thrdugh repayment
foregiveness or reduced_repayments due to_low income) are
provided on the basis of-relatively lOw7tbturns to
education, equity might also Joe enhanced.

a

Relatively unsubsidized market_interest_rate) ICLS
might also avoid the problems of supply rationing
experienced with:the subsidized GSL program.., With StUdents
paying more of the full costs of borroWing, "excess" demand
for loan funds would diminish. There would 6186:be no need
for complex needs analysis systems or their attendant
administrative costs.

It has als0 been argued that the ICL concept is in accord
With increasingly popular notions of student independence
and autonomy. The concept offers_a means for students to
become responsible directly -for the financing of their
education and reduce their dependence on parents. _Fd.rther,
the substantial difficulty_in_dealing with independent
StUdents under conventional aid or lo.sl programs would be
avoided;

ICLs cou172 reduce the disincentive to entering relatively
low-paying yet "socially beneficial" occupations such_as
elementary and secondary education, the clergy, social
work, ep; Knowing that loan repayments _would bp_
cotmensurate with their income, more studenS might be
willing to enter these fields.
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The reduced repayment levels-also might compensate for the
lower_average incomes of_groups who may *sufger from, labor
market discrimination -- blacks, Hispanics, and women.

The_concern about the_long-term "burden" of ICLs may be
Said_to be somewhat displaced. Those who focus on the
total repayment amount over a_ period of 30 y'ears or more
generally'overlook the appropriate discounting of -those
future payments (to_account for a positive rate of time
preference and probable inflation) togestablish the much
lower present discounted value of those totals The
portion of repayments constituting repayments could be
deductible for federal income taxes .(fog those who
itemize). Further, as delineated by Raymond and Sesnowitz,
the level of repayments contemplated in any proposed ICL
plan would not substantially reduce the net returns to
higher education enjoyed by graduates.

Perhaps\ most significantly, extension of repayment periods
and prol'isionjor low_ income insurance (in terms of
repayment burden) would make feasible the removal of
interest subsidies from governmentally guaranteed loans
(although_many_ICL.proposaIswould not remove interest
SUbSidieS). If this were done,. governmental- costs could be
liMited_to those associated with ultimate risk bearing (in
cases of death, disability or default) and - -ifs
desired -- collection costs or costs of federallloan
_intermediary activities (as undertaken currently by the
Student Loan Marketing-Association) after a start-up
period. The start-up period would involve costs for
initial capitaIization.and in-school interest payments;
(In-school interest need not be paid by the government;' it
could accrue while students are in school and.be repaid by
them, but it is,generally assumed that the government would
have to cover costs until repayments by students begin.)
Thus, an ICL program could be largely self-sustaining after
a number of years, potentially resolving the current
"crisis" over federal costs of the GSL program.

Possible Disadvantages of Income Contingent Loans

AS one might expect for a concept representing a radical
departure from conventional practice, a concept considered
and rejected by policymakers,and legislators often in the
past, income contingent loanS have numerous possible
disadvantages. Perhaps the most basic: is the difficulty' in
attributing future income--either in the aggregate or
specific increments thereto-=specifically to eduCational
investments. Several studies have found the overall
correlation between education (considered as a homogeneous'
entity)"plus age and income to be weak. If this isktrue,
then ICLs might be considered appropriate only on an
"ability-to-pay" but not on a "benefit" basis.
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Even if earnings were considered to be substantially
determined by education., it_would be inappropriate to
consider property or other income not derived from labor,
yet it is very difficult_to separate income by source,
especially in the case of_income from sole
proprietorhips. Theke also arises'the problem of dealing
With individuals who have_no market income but are married
to people who dol it would seem inequitable not to require
payment from_such_people0 yet it is:difficult to argue that
the income_of_their spouse -is a return to the borrow's
education _(aside from_the "negative dowry"aspect of such
cases)._ Also, as -with any income "tax," a.negative effect
on the labor supply -of borrowers is probably (though of
uncertain_ magnitude; especially if borrowers have="backward
bending labor supply functions, which could imply
increased labor supplied in response to reduced net
earnings over certain earnings xanges);

In terms of governmental costs there is no guarantee that
these would not be very substantial, either initially or in
the long-run. Especiallyif no "arbitrary" limit is to be
placed on loan amounts--except that t4ey be no more than
the cots of attendance--these governmental Obligations
could be quite large, though also quite uncertain; And the
"break-even point" for the portion of costs to be covered
by loan repayments could be many years away;

Only marketi'not "psychic" or other forms of non-market
incomei or fringe benefits, would be considOred as the
basis for repayments. Graduates would have an incentive to
enter careers with low market but 'high.non-market

.

rewards - -co -liege teaching, for example; EmplOyers would
have ah incentive to offer compensation in the form of
fringe benefits rather than:direct payments; This would
reduce the financial health of the revolving repayment
fUndS._ Further, if one accepts the implication from
economic theory that market. incomes reflect the marginal
productivity{ of the labor performed, this would have a
negative effect on aggregate social product;

The negative effect on governmental, ParenpI, and
-philanthropic contributions to higher education
institutions is inestimable but could be very substantial; ,

Students and their education might be .perceived as needing
no assistance from such sources, although they currently
provide -the majority'of college revenues; (The specific
issue of_development_of higher tuition policies is
tieveloped further below.)

The insurance analogy applies quite imperfectly to_ ICLs.
This analogy would_imply,eithek that all StUdents have
identical "ex ante " incomes same predictable future
incomes as estimated at the beginning of the schooling
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period)0_or that students should be "risk rates" with
paymt Of insurance (or interest) premiums commensurate
with the level of risk (or low incomes). _fn practice, "ex
ante" incomes vary substantially_ with student
characteristics and choice of major/career field. Risk
rating, since it would take into account_such factors as
race and sex, would be theoretically satisfying but
politically unpalatable. As a result, ICLs would resemble
less insurance than subsidy of those with_lower "ex ante"
incomes (e.g., minorities, women, less talented students,
those chgosing lower paying occupations) by those with
higher (if a mutualized plan) or the tax7-paying public (if
externally subsidized). And with_respect_to the equity
financing analogy, direct and explicit "share of profit"
contracts are far from common in borrowing for investment
in non-human capital.

A primary reason for the limited term of GSLs is concern
for the adminstrative costs: of loans made to mobile and
financially inexperienced borrowers. ICLS/ AS frequently
proposed, would compound administrative costs
substantially. Unless federally administered and
collected, either by or in cooperation with the_Internal
Revenue Service (which would arouse major_ political_
Concerns, especiallyin the current anti-bureaucratic_
climate), the task of tracking borrowers over_a much longer
repayment period, continuously adjusting "market" payment
rates, would be tremendous.,'

The intergeneration effects of ICL proposals have not been
thoroughly considered by their proponents. Especially
during the transition period to ICLsr when a generation
which had its college costs largely paid by_parental and
governmental subsidies has substantially reduced
responsibility for financing the educationmf their own
children; :these effects are likely to be SUbStantial and of
uncertain equity impact._

Because of their higher tuition levels, a disproportionate
share (in comparison with their enrollment_ share) of ICLs
would be used by students attending non-public colleges,
unless_ the tuition - setting policies of public colleges were
drastically revised. Andi_whether or not_tuition were
dramatically raised;at public Colleges, the cost advantage
of public colleges would likely be reduced, unless the ICL
program were somehow constructed. to favor public colleges
(i.e., by placing loan limits at full cost of_attendance a't
public schools but below this for students attending
private schools)'. This pr.obable effect appears:to be_the
primary reason for (often ifehement)_,opposition of public
colldge officiala'to'ICLs. Ceitaihly, the current balance
between public and priivate.inStitutionS of higher education
would be substantially upset.

low
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Finally, it is not at all clear the ICLs would actually
either_perfect loan markets or make loans more attractive.
The primary cost of higher education_is a student's_
foregone earnings. No propsed ICL plan would provide loan
funds to cover this cost, except for the portion thereof
representing subsistence 1room and board) costs. Further,
even though acting in an "economically irrrational" way,
many_students are likely to be repelled by the high
cumulative, undiscounted_total costs of ICL repayments. It
has been argued 'Ialthough_the empirical data seem limited
to a few surveys)that_this_is especially true of students
from poor of minority. families, who also are said to have a
"CUltUral aversion to undertaking large* long-terin loan
obligations." This is particularly ironic (to the extent
it actually would apply) since it is these groups who are
the target_ beneficaries_of most proposals to ,increase,
access to higher education.

Income-Dependent Education Assistance Act--presented_by.

Congressman Thomas E. Petri, subcomMittee hearing, Washington, D.C.

This proposal has recently been introduced as legislation in

the House of Representatives (H.R. 3176 and S. 1366) 'by Congresman

Petri as a supplementary loan program.

Under this proposal:

Students may borrbw up-to $40,000 total ($2,500 per year
for undergraduate borrowers'and $10,000 per year for
graduate borrowers), but any amounts borrowed under other
Title IV.federal lban programs are subtracted from these
limits.

Borrowers' accounts are charged: interest each year at the
average 91-day Treasury-bill rate for the year plus 2
percent, but in no case more than 14 percent.

The annual repayment_for a given year_varies. according to
current income and_the amount borrowed under the program.
This amount is derived from income tax rates. and is
collected by the Internal Revenue Service.' '

The annual repayment schedules ate derived from marginal
income tax rates, and include a minimum and maximum payment
amount for any combination of income level and past
borrowing.,

*A cost analysis on this proposal is currently being
conducted by the U.S, DepaLkment of Education. See Appendix D,
excerpt from letter:from Congressman Thomas E. Petri to .

Mr. Ker)heth Ryder, Chairman Subcommittee on Sources of Funds.
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Most borrowers would repay their lbang with interest in 12
to 18 years;

Borrowers with high post- school incomes could pay higher
effective interest rates up to a maximum of 1.5 times the
standard T-bill plug .2 percent rate, the higher the past
borrowing of an individual and the higher the average
T-bill-plus-2 percent rate, the lesS likely that a
high-income person would actually pay the "buy-out"_rate of
1;5 times the standard rate prior to bedng inrepayment for
12 years.

Low- income borrowers who have not repaid their loans after
30 years would be excused from further obligation;

No borrower will owe more than 15 percent of his or her
income as an individual taxpayer in any gi\en year; andno
couple filing jointly will owe more than 15 percent of
their joint income on their joint 'IDEA debt.

No means test or loan.origihatiOn'fee is required.
&

Initial capital comes from federally (taxable) guaranteed
bonds sold by guaranty agencies and repaid'from borrowerd'
repayment amounts deposited in a trust fund set up under
this proposal.

The IDEA program will be administered by the Department
'Education. This includes_ information exchange with' 1

institutions_ and establiShtent of computerized Obligation
accounts. The_sole role of_the Treasury is to specify the
general form of_the federally-guaranteed taxable bonds
issuable by state agencies t9 fund 'the program; The
Internal Revenus Service also retains its role as a
collector of--IDEA repayments in conjunction mith the

'collectdon ofincome taxes, with the Department of
Education Crediting the amounts reported by the IRS as
received to borrowers' accounts.

IDEA provides for the voluntary conversion of Title IV loan,
obligations into consolidation IDEA obligations so that a
ID-Orr-Otter may apply the_15 percent of income cap on annual
.repayments to other federal loans.

Borrowing limi
- i nflat i .

is and repayment schedules are indexed for
0

Private Sector Loan Program--submitted by _the_Center for

MeddardcmdnSIgher -Mu-cation, subcommittee hearing, WAShington D.C.

Ti Re is a proposal to augment the GSL program by using

corporations and` foundations as guarantors, similiar to the way the
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.federal government currently guarantees stunt loans. Like the

GSL, such a proposal wduldoffer leverage 5ln the use of capital,

providing more assistance per dollar invested than other assistance

programs.

,Based.on the current 5..8 percent net default rate on
federally backed Guaranteed Student Ldans; and allowing' for
a margin of safety; the proposed -loan program would require
a 10 percent. reserve to cover defaults. ". That would mean a
corporate or foundation guarantee of $10,000 could make
available $100,000 in loan funds.

Private sector willingness'and national aVailabilty are two
variables which need to be addressed.

Em y- ment Based TUi tibn Aidr-presented by the National

Institute for Work and Learning, subcommittee hearing, Washington,
4

4.

Employment-based tuition aid has been an untapped resource
for student financial assistance. An employment based
tuition aid plan is any formal arrangement through which a
compariy offers assistance to 'its employees to pursue
education or ttaining._ A plan may be _designed and
administered by an employer as_part of a human resource
development program, as part of a regular benefits package,_
or as part of a collective bargaining agreement between
*union.and management. There are three basic types of
effiployment7based tuition aid_plans: training funds,
educational leaves,and tuition_ 'p yment. Under Training
Fund Plans, the employer_contributes a fixed amount Of
money per employee. (based on- an agreed formula) into a
central fund. The fund is then used to finance educational
and training programs for employees. The objectives of

-rtiost, training funds are to improve upgrade
skills and retrain 'employees.

Educational Leave Plans offer employees time off for
educational. pursuits. The leave may be for an extended
period of time (up to_three years in -some cases). Most
employer- sponsored paid educational leave programs are
limited to professional; technical, and management
personnel.

Tu4ion Payment Plans are by fat_the most common form of
educational assistance made available to employees by their
employers; Under these' plans, all or part of the tuition
and related expenses are paid for by the company.
A
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OVer eighty percent of companies_with 500 tb 1,000
employees offer tuition_aid to their employees. For larger
companies the percentages_are_even higher,_ With 92 percent
of companies with 1,000-10i000 and 95 perdentOf companies
with more than 10,000 employees having plans.

About $6 billion is committedannually_Tor tuition
assistance through- unilaterally offered company plans.
Another_ 1.00 million to_$l_billion is committed annually
throughiolans that are collectively bargained between
unions and _Management,. However, it is estimated that only
$275.million is annually paid out under unilateral company_
plans with $20 million to $40 million used_undernegOtiated
plans. For thelast decade between 3 percentand 5 percent
Of eligible employees used their tuition aid_plans. For
blUe collar employees the rate is between_l percent and 2
percent._ In other words, about 1.5 million employees use
their tuition aid plans annually,

Despite the Wide.OvailabiIity of employment based tuition
aid, the use rate_has remained low. The reasons usually
given for such a low rate are the'lack of information and
the lack of counseling. Most employees do.not know they
are eligible for tuition assistance and educational and
career counseling is not available to most employees.

New Lon--PTog-rams

Direct Funding of Student Loans Through TaxExempt-Paper--'

presented by Commissioner Richard.E. Kavanagh, subcommittee hearing

Washington,.D.C.

The bepartMent of Education is currently, .Conducting a cost

analysis of this proposal. Thi8 proposal contains the following

provisions:

OriginatiOn. The funts raised by this method would be lent
by institutions. to students or parents ata cost which
refleCt8 the cost Of funds raised. The annual cost would
be_beldW 7 percent to students, with no federal subsidy
Other than the lost_tax revenues. Two separate loan
programs would continue (that is, student and parent loan
programs).

Servicing. Students would be permitted to defer the_
payment of principal and interest while in school. The
interest would acdOmulate until school attendance is
terminated. Parents would begin repaying their loans,
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principal and interest_within 60 days of borrowing the
money,' All income .limitations would -be removed inasmuch as
the cost of the funds the corporation raises would be
passed On_tb_thebenefiting student or parent. The °ply.
cost to the federal government would be that associated
With unc011eCted roans and even.this cost might be removed.

Collection, The_ collection would be -in the form of loan
enforcement by the Internal ReVenUd SerVide After all other
collection efforts haye failed. This proposal for funding
student loans with "educational_paper"_would be similar to
the method used to raise money for public housing. In the
case of public housing, short-term0 government instruments
("Project Notes") are used. _Project notes_are the only
"AAA"short -term tax-exempt direct obligation of the U.S.
government in the market, and are the standard in terms of
quality_of risk bY_which;a11 other short-term, tax-exempt
obligations are priced _Another relatively:new instrument
gaining wide acceptance-is.tax-exempt commercial paper.
The parallel between tax-exempt, commercial paper and
educational paper is suggested because this kind of
security, in its, short history, has produced the lowest
interest rate on a consistent basis.

Tax-exempt commercial paper could be federally guaranteed
and issued for 30, 45, 60 or-90 days. Commercial paper can
be taxable (if issued by a prOnt-making corporation) or
tax- exempt if issued by a public body such as a

,

mUnicipality, state_allthority or -the federal government.
Currently, the_taxable commercial paper debt is about. $100
billion. In the $100+ billion market, some.$10 billion
rolli over--that is, -is refinanced--daily. The tax-exempt
mar et for commercial paper is, between $2 and $3 billion.

Twenty-eight states in 1981 issued about'$1 billion in
tax-exempt securities. to support state secondary markets-
for Guaranteed Student Loans. The educational paper drawn
dikeCtly by the new issuer would obviate the need for this
state activity.

The proposed educational paper_method of financing_stUdent
assistance could, over_time,_shift the approximately $30
billion in guaranteed loans held by investors (Sallie Mae,
state secondary markets, commercial' banks and others)- to
this_ne4 investment form, In other words, the present
spectrum_of taxable and_tax7exempt security that supports
;student loans would!gradually be- converted to educational
paper. The outstanding studerlt loans.held by commercial
lenders or the_Studenf. Loan Marketing Association could be.
acquired. Students_in school receiving the "in-school
SUbSidy" would be given the option of participating in the
new mdiredt loan prograM" in anticipation of-paying a lower
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interest cost when they enter repayment status. The offset t this
,lower rate is that- they would be required to pay annually t e
interest od.their 'pant while in school (7 percent annually on
$10,000 it only $700).

, _ __ _

The fUndp.toUid be lent o students or parents at between
1/8 percent and 1/4 per nt -over the cost of the money
raised. In today's money market, the corporation could'
borrow_-at around 4 percent (the fiscal year 1981 average
would have-been approximately 7 percent to 7 1/8 percent).,
Thus, students and their families could be offered loans
for an entire year for approximately 7 1/4 percent to 7 1/2'
percent. This extra 1/8 percent to 1/4 percent charge.
would cover -administrative costs of the program.'

Single Subsidized Need-Based Program ze-tented_by Dr; Bruce

Johnstone President State Universit of New York, Buffs18,

subcommittee hearingi Washington, D.C.

This proposal contains,the folio ing rovisdons:

A needs test would provide sufficient income for any
stUdent_whOse parents are meeting their determined
responsibility. There would be a single set of terms, a
single running account,for each borrower, anda single
repayment schedule once the student'enters repayment.
Annual and aggregate loan limits could depend on the level
of education and the kind of program or school. (Borrowing
would presumabI, increase considerably at the graduate and
advance professional leveli, when parental responsibility is
thOtight legitimately to lessen.) The interest rate should
be below'market_rate, but not- so much as tb distort
borrowing behavior.

The repayment schedules should provide longer terms for
larger debts -and shorter terms -for smaller ones. BorrowerS
who_with_to do so should -be able to repay according to ;a
graduated repayment sChedule, with smallest payments in
early_yeartrand larger payments_later oni_when earnings.
should_be higher:_ Repayments should be fixed, but with
.provision for refinancing amounts due in excess of some
maximum percent of current earnings.

Supplemental_loansi. at approximately market rates,: shou,ld
be made available for_parents and for certain students who
require more loan assistance than is calculated to be their
"need," but whose_requirements are not such as to warrant
the regular, subsidized student loan: The federal role in
supplemental lending should be the provision of guarantees
and policy guidelines; all other stages of supplemental
lending should be left to the banks or other -lenders.
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Student loans should be obtained: from the campus loan
office, much as are the current NDSLS, or from some
alternative local originator. Loan amount_should be
limited to:demonstrated need. Campus lending_would be
subject to post audit, and campuses in violation would lose
authority to originate loans.

Capital for the need7based student loans would be provided
by' the Student Loan Marketing Association .(SLMA) or some
similar agency that in turn secures its funds through the
issuance of_paper or access to the_Federal Financing Bank.
Custody of the_loan agreement' would remain with the college
(or other origihating lender) but ownership would pass to
SLMA. SLMA (or whatever _other agency performed such a
role) would provide an- advance on a certain portion of
anticipated lending, the remainder to be;sent when
originating loan transactions had been received and
post-audits performed.

Servicing and collecting would be the responsibility of
SLMA or such other agency as the Congress may devise to
serve as the_lender_of record during the repayment period.
Colleges would not in general service ,the loans they
ori4inated. 4

Ideallyt_repfiiiept_should be correlated with IRS
Withholding and 'fling. This would provide both more
rigorous monitor ng and collection, but also a means to
apply for refinancing -of repayments that exceed a certain
upper limit percent of inco,ne.
_
The _role of the "state agencies_in connection with the
need-based guaradteed student loans would inc'ude handling
pre-purchase agreements, defaults, post audits, and
monetary loan availability._ The role of state agencies in
connection-with the bank - originated loans to parents (and

some students, -in excess of their waiving subsidized '

loan amounts) would remain about what it is4at present;

Tuition Advance Fund (TAF)--presented by-Dr._

President, Boston University, subdolftmittee hearing,' We hingtdn, D.C.

A cost analysis bn this proposal is currently being
conducted by the Congressional Budget Office and the
Departtent_of 44ucation. .Under TAF, any undergraduate
degt-ee-candidafe'in an_accredited institution could be
advanced money to pay for tuition, to a limit of perhaps
$7,000 a year -for four years. After graduatidn, students
would repay_through a hew payroll withholding tax,
administered_by the Internal Revenue Service, on a sliding
Scale that might reach 6 percent of gross income at
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maximum. There would be nb"repayment on incomes below a
certain level--7-perhaps $10,000 a year; This repayment
would continue until one-and-a-half times the-o4pinal
[amount]" had -been repaid. This excess of repayment over _

advance WOUld_insure the_Fund'against the unemployment and
early death Of some_ of those who had gotten advances. Cri
1977 the Buteau of the Census estimated "that the average
college graduate earned over'a lifetike $232,000 more than
the_averago high school graduate. That is approximately
$375x000 in 1982 dollars;

, The maximum TAF_ repayment_
obligation = advance plus _Surchargewould be abbUt 12
percent of thiS_AMOunt. The averggeTAF repayment
obligation would .be no more than- 4 percent. It 15 to 20
years, repayMents to the Fund and,its investment- income
should reach a.level suffidiPnt to meet future dlaimt
against it. 5

A student admitted to?degree candidacy at an accredited
college or university would be issued An account under his
social security number; He would pay hiS tuition - -or. most.
Of it--by presenting his account number to hiS buTsar, who
would bill the Fund; After graduAtion, When_he was
employed and filled out his W74 form; bp_wbuid check a box
indicating that he had an-outstanding dbligation to the
TUition7Advance Fund. His employer would then_ deduct from
his salary at the appropriate rate and remit the TAF _ -

payment to the H.S. TreaSuryalong with income and ,social
security tax withholdings Analagoug prOcedUreS would
cover therielf-employed; Collections would be managed by
the Internal Revenue Service.

Tax Incentives

Education Sayings Accountpresented by U.S. Department

Education, SubdoMmittee hearing, Washington, D.C.

The Education Savings Account bill would pettit parents to.
set aside UP_to $1,000 per year for each chil&in_SaVings
accounts similar to Is where the interest and dividends
earned, but not the contribution; would be tax = free. This
tax treatment would be extended to families with adjuSted
gross incomes not in excess of $40;000 and partially
extended, on a sliding scale basis, tb familie8 with
adjusted incomes between $40,000 and $60,000. The Othe,
principal provisions of the bill are:

o Contributions can be made in any year the child is'
under 18 years of age;

w. .

o Withdrawals for eligible edUdation.expenses can be
made up to:the year in which_the_dhild_attains age 26-. Any
retained earnings at this point-loSetheik tax exempt
Status.
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7 o Withdrawals_that exceed the level of eligible
expenses in any given year would also.be taxable."
Fart -time students could only claim tuitiorCcharges.

6 A_student would have to be enrolled in a -

postsecondary degre;e or, certificate program for withdrawals
to qualify, and the institution the student attended would
have to be -one now eligible for participation in our.Higher
EducatiOn ACt student aid programs. Graduate as well as
undergradUate study could be financed in thiS way.

o ESA funds would be subject to many of the same
investment restrictions as IRAs;

l'he Treasury Department has estimated'the revenue
associated with introduction of ESAS at $13 million in
1984, $69 million in 1985, and gradually rising to $392
milliOn in 1988.

TUitiOn Tax Credits

The following analysis is excerpted from TuitionTax Credits

ISSUe Brief Number 1881075 by Robert F; Lyke of the Congressional

Research Service:

A tax credit for postsecondary education tuition payments
undoubtedly would_benpfit:M0St StUdentS enrolled in
postsecondary education. As with an eleMentary and
secondary tuition_tax credit; -some postsecondary tuition
tax credit money might be shifted tO_the schools
themselves; perhaps in the form of higher tuition charges.
However,,.in contrast to elementary and secondary education,
-where generally only_families of StUdentS attending private
schools could claim_the credit, a postsecondary education
tuition tax credit would benefit nearly all students since
public as well as private postsecondary institutions
typically charge_tuition; (According to the College Board,
the average annual tuition charges at public four-year
colleges_in the 1982-83 -school year iS_$979; at private
four-year colleges it is $4,021; at pUblic-two-year
colleges it is $596; atpriVate_tWO=year colleges it is
$2,486.) At the._present time there are approximately 3,100
institutions of higher, education in the United States
(about 1;450 of_thempublic and -1,650 private); together
they -have approximately 12.1 MilliOn StUdentsAabout
Million of them in-public institutions and 2.6 million in
private institutions). _Reliable data arenot_available on
how many other postsedondary educatiohal institutions there
are (such as proprietary and vocational schools), nor on
how many, students they have.
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At present; the federal government provideg_tOte than $12
billion for postsecondary education_in the United States._
Most of these fundi_are made available throUgh three large
student asSistancerprograms: Pell Gkarita_(PY83 budget
authority: $2.4_billion)_; Guaranteed_ Student Loans (FY83
budget authority -for federdl obligationS: $3.1 billion,
FY82 new loan volume based_on_funds generated from
nonfederal sourses: _$6.1 billion), and social security
'student benefits (FY81_outlays for postsecondary students:
approximately $1.6 billitih). In Addition; there a/ke
various smaller_student assistance programs like
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants; National
-Direct Student Loans; and -the College Work-Study'Program.
Funds for postsecondary education are alto made available
through grants from such agencies as the national Science
Foundation and the Public Health Setiice.

'Opponents of tuition tax credits_argue that federal money
for postsecondary_ student finanCial assistance should be
channeled into existing_progratS0 .not.new'onp. They claim
that this is particularly the case at the present time
since Congress is reducing the overall funding for some of
the existing programs and the assistance elibibility levels
for others; Opponents_also point out that with the
exception of social security student benefits; existing
federal_ postsecondary student financial assistance prograts
are need-based; that_is;_ they typically litit the amount of
money_a student_ is_eligible.to receive to his unmet costs
of attending school (legislation has been enacted to phase
out social security student_benefitg_fOk postsecondary
students). Tuition tax credits_woUld;.not be need-based:
students or_their families would be_re)itbiirSed_;for part -of
their tuition payments-regardless of whether the moneyikS
needed_to pay for schoOling_land regardless-of family
income): Opponents might cite Congressional:Budget Office
figures showing that .with a hypothetical $250 r fundable
credit covering 50 percent of postaecondary_tui ion cost,
nearly 60 percent_ of the funds would go to fat les_with
incomes greater than $30,,,000;, nearly SO perde would go to
families with incomes between $15,000 and $30,000 and only
a little more than 10 percent Would go to families with
incomes less/than $15;000.

c -
Proponents of tuition tax creditS_argue_that the credits
should not be compared directly with existing federal
student financial assistance programs. Their purpose is
tax relief for families overburdened by_edUCatiOnal
expenses; they do not.so much modify principles Underlying
existing programs as supplement:thet._ According to
propopents,_ families paying_ postsecondary education tuition
charges.aremaking an investment in education which the tax
laws ought to encourage; the, fact that-the credit\would
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benefit some kinds of families (in general, those:that_pay more
taxes) more than others does not negate the need'for giving them -tax
relief; It is sometimes pointed out that there are other prOyisions
of the tax.code that benefit high income familie more than low
income families, such as the dedtction that is allowed-for_mOrtgage
interest payments; Finally, proponents of tuition tax credits,
stress thAt the- amount of the tax_credit.(at least of a refundable
ta* credit) doeg no.t increase with income, as_the amount would' with
A tax deduction; As a result, the credit would represent a_higher
percentage of income for a low income family than it would for a
high income family;

\--
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS AND POLICY OPTIONS

The following recommendations and policy options are based on

the access and' choice studies conduct6d for the Commission's Sources

of FundsSubcbmmittee_. Although the studiet Conclude that sudent

aid may indeed affecilt, access and choice, they alSO point out the

growing difficulties of low income studentb in obtaihing a higher

education.

-RECOMMENDATIONS

ACHIEVING EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY*

o A LARGE FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAM SERVING LOW-INCOME STUDENTSi SUCH

AS THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM SHOULD BE CONTINUED AND EXPANDED,

CONSISTENT WITH THE FUNDING LEVELS FOR OTHER FEDERAL STUDENT AID

PROGRAMS. FUNDING FOR THE PROGRAM SHOULD MORE ACCURATELY REFLECT

THE CURRENT COST OF ATTENDANCE FACED BY STUDENTS. THE COMMISSION

BELIEVES THAT '^HE CONTINUED EXISTENCE OF THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM
,

IS ESSENTIAL IF LOW-INCOME AND MINORITY ACCESS TO POSTSECONDARY!

INSTITUTIONS IS TO BE MAINTAINED. THE COMMISSION ALSO RECOGNIZES

THAT FUNDING FOR PELL GRANTS OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS HAS'NOT

BEEN SUFFICIENT TO ACCOUNT FOR HIGH INFLATION: AND.REDUCTIONS INI

OTHER STUDENT AID PROGRAMS.

_*The State Student Incentive Grant(SSIG) program is being
'examined by the Appropriate Balance subcommittee.
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o CAMPUS-BASED GRANT ANDS WORK -STUDY PROGRAMS SHOULD BE CONTINUED

AND EXPANDED; CONSISTENT WITH THE FUNDING LEVELS FOR OTHER_

FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS. FUNDING OR THESE PROG S SHOULD

MORE ACCURATELY REFLECT THE Cl/ARENT COST OF ATTENDANCZ; FACED BY

STUDENTS) AND SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE TARGETED TO LOW-INCOME AND
=

A

MINORITY STUDENTS TO 'HELP MEET UNMET NEED.

o MORE/EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PUT ON WORK PROGRAMS LIRE COLLEGE

WORK-STUDY AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AS SOURCES OF STUDENT

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. SIMILIARLY MORE EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PUT ON

THE PRIVATE SECTOR. THE PRIVATE SECTOR CAN PLAY A PARTICULARLY

IMPORTANT ROLE BY PROVIDING BOTH EMPLOYMENT. FOR COOPERATIVE

EDUCATION RECIPIENTS AND EMPLOYMENT-BASED TUITION AID.

NON-FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IS WELCOMED AND FURTHER GROWTH OF THIS

TREND IS ENCOURAGED.

FUNDING FOR TRIO PROGRAMS,SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO AN

INCREASED PROPORTION OF ELIGIBLE STUDENTS AND THE ROLE OF HIGH

SCHOOLS AND POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS,IN MEETING THE NEEDSOF

A

TRIO RECIPIENTS SHOULD BE INCREASED.

o POSTSECONDARY-FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION SHOULD BE CONVEYED TO

STUDENTS BEGINNING IN THE NINTH. GRADE.

o RULES GOVERNING THE TIMELY NOTIFICATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL

ASSISTANCE MUST BE OBSERVED. ESTABLISHING STABILITY IN STUDENT

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS SHOULD BE A LEGIAATIVEGOAL AND

THE ENACTMENT OF A MASTER CALENDAR WOULD BE A'STEP IN THIS

DIRECTION.
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RESOLVING CONTRADICTIONS OP FEDERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND COLLEGE

OPPORTUNITi POLICIES

FEDERAL PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS; SUCH AS AFDC, FOOD STAMPS;

MEDICAID, AND PUBLIC HOUSING SHOULD BE''REVIEWED BY CONGRESS WITH

AN EYE TO ELIMINATING VARIOUS EXISTING DISINCENTIVES FOR

UNEMPLOYED AND POOR PERSONS TO RECEIVE RETRAINING ANDEDUCATION

TO ASSIST TH REENTERING THE WORKFORCE. BECAUSE OF THE

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES OCCURING IN THE STRUCTURE OF OUR ECONOMY THE

REMOVAL' OF SUCH-DISINCENTIVES IS ALL THE MORE IMPORTANT. A STUDY

UNDERTAKEN FOR THE COMMISSION AND INCLUDED IN APPENDIX B TO THIS

REPORT SUGGESTS SOME OF THESE SPECIFIC DISINCENTIVES WAND REMIDIES

FOR THEM.

.OPTIONS

S_%-udentLoans-

As a source.of funds, the subcommittee found the Guaranteed

Stlident Loalr-IGSL) program a very successful mechanism for

delivering credit for student financial assistance. As a source of
ft

leverage for additional money for student financial assistance, .

the

program generates,approximately $2 for every $1 of Cost to the

federal goverpTent.

From the borrowers perspective, the program is very cost-

effective; since they usuallw pay in real terms an effectiVe

interest rate of close to zero, or in many cases, less than zero.

Evaluating all student financial assistance programs at one time

points up the discrepancies among :them. As a result of high
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subsidies-in the GSL program, benefits to the borrower are

substantial, actually approaching a point at which an implicit grant

is being:made to the student to induce him or her to borrow under

the1program. As other Commission studies suggest, these benefits

go, on average, to higher income families, and it is probable

therefore that one effect of the GSL program,is to negate the highly

progressive distribution of federal subsidies under pen Grants. It
,

is likely that the:growth of the GSL program skepied federal

subsidies away from the disadvantaged, eroding the,, emphasis on

equalizing educational opportunity. It shouId be noted, however,

that these.subsidies are very susceptible to economic conditions.

For instance, every 1 percent increase in the treasury-bill

increases the cost to the federal government between $250 million

and $300 million.

Although the subcommittee found-,that middle income families need

assistance to attend higher education institutions, they do not need

larger effective subsidies than poorer students.

At subcommittee hearings a variety of options were presented for

reducing costs in the Guaranteed Student Loan program. They include:

Changing the current Fixed interest rate of 9 percent to a

variable rate tied to treasuey'billis.

o Sharing the risk pf nigh- market interest rates ddring the

repayment period by combining the interest rate now charged to the

student with the special allowance now paid by the federal

government and splitting the total between the borroWer and the-

government.
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Sharing the risk between the lender and the borrower. Under

thieLs.proposaI borrowers would be required to pay more and lenders
,

would receive a lower yield during times of high interest rates.

Reducing the special allowance during the in-SChOol period

when the lender's servicing costs are minimal.

o Calculating the special allowance according to the size of the

lender's student loan portfolio; payments to lenders holding.a large

volume of student loans might be reduced based on. economies of scale.

o Calculating the borrower's repayment schedule contingent on

his or her income.

Any change in the amount of the Subsidy should be fair to thp

borrower a d lender alike.

* The subc mmittee has also held hearings on alternative financing

mechanisms'. ny new alternative. loan program must be considered in

the context of paying off current GSL obligations and raising

initial capital for a. new plan. It is estimatedr that if no new

GSLs were made in 1984, it would still cost the federal government

approximately $9 billion in outlays over the next seven years. In

addition, approximately $7 billion each year for the first few years

would be needed as start-up capital for the alternatives that were

examined.

The Commission supports the concept of tax incentives to

encourage savings for educational purposes. However, such a plan

should contain adequate incentives to savers and must not be,;a,

substitute for need-based programs.



The following alternative and supplemental programs were examined

by the subcOMMitted:

Direct Funding of Student Loans Through Tax- Exempt- -Paper --

presented by Commissioner Richard E. Kavanagh.

The DepartMent of Education is currently conducting a cost

analysis of this proposal. This proposal contains the following

provisions:

Origination. The funds raised by this method would be lent
by institutions to students or parents at a cost which
reflects the cost of funds raised; The annual cost would
be below 7 percent to students, with no federal subsidy
.other than the lost tax revenues; Two separate loan
programs would continue (that is, student and parent loan
programs) .

Servicing. Students would be permitted to defer the
payment of principal and interest while in school. The
interest would accumulate until school attendance is
terminated. Parents would begin repaying their loans,
principal and interest within 60 days of borrowing the
money. All income limitations would be removed inasmuch as
the cost of the funds the corporation raises would be
passed on to the benefiting student or parent. The only
cost to the federal government would be that associated
with uncollected loans and even this cost might be removed.

Collection. The collection would'he in the form of loan
enforcement by the Internal Revenue Service after 'all other
collection efforts have failed. This proposal for funding
student loans with "educational paper" would be similar to
the method used to raise' money for public housing. In the
case of public housing, short-term, government instruments

("Project Notes") are used. Project notes:are.the only
"AAA" short -term tax-exempt direct obligation of the U.S.
government in the market, and are the standard,in terms-6f
quality_of risk by_which'all other short-term, tax-exempt
obligations are priced. _Another relatively new instrument
gaining wide acceptance is tax-exempt commercial paper.
The parallel between tax-exempt, commercial paper and
educational paper is suggested because this kind of
security, in its short history, has produced the lowest
interest rate on a consistent basis.
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TaX-exempt commercial paper could be federally_ guaranteed
and issued for 30i'45; 60 or 90_days. Commercial_papek can
be taxable (if_issued by a profit-making corporation) Or
tax - exempt if issued by a public body -such as a
municipality, state apthority or the federal government.
CUrrently, the taxable commercial paper debt iS abOUt $100
billiOn. In the $100+ billion market,,some $10 billiOn
k011s.over--that is; is refinanced--daily. The_tAX=ekeitipt
Market for. commercial paper is between $2 and $3 billion.

TWentyLeight states in '1981 issued about $1 billion in
tax-exemPt securities to support state SecOndaty markets
for Guaranteed Student Loans. The_ educational paper drai4n
directly by the new issuer would obviate the need for this
state activity.

The proposed educational paper method of financing_ student
,assistance could; over time, shift the approximately $30
billion in guaranteed loans held by A.nvestors (Sallie Mae,
state secondary markets, commercial banks and Others) to
this new investment form; In'other words, the present
spectrum of taxable and tax - exempt security that supports'
student/loans wouldgradually be_converted to eduCational
paper. The outstanding student_loans held by commercial
lenders or the Student Loan Marketing Assodiation could be
acquired. Students in school receiving the "in-school
subsidy" woUld_be given the option_of participating in_the

lnew "direct loan program" in anticipation of paying a ower
interest cost when they enter repayment status. The offset
to this lower rate is that they -would be_required to:pay
annually the interest on their loans_while in schOol (7
percent annually on $10;000 is only $700).

The funds could be lent to students or parents at betWeen
1/8 percent and 1/4 percent_over the cost of the Money_
'raised. In today's money market, the_ corporation could
borroW at around 4percent (the fiscal year 1981 average
would have been approximately_7 percent to 7_1/8 percent).
Thus, students and their families could_be offered loans
for an entire yearfor approximately_7_1/4 percent to 7 1/2
percent. This extra 1/8 percent to 1/4 percent charge
would'cover administrative costs of the program.

Single_Subsidized_Need-Based-Program74presented by Dr. Bruce

Johnstone, President-, State University of New York Buffalo.

This proposal contains the following provisions:
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A needs test would provide sufficient income for any
student whose parents are meeting their determined
responsibility. There would be a single set of termsi'a
single running account, for each borrower, and a single
repayment schedule once the atud4nt enters repayment.

Annual and aggregate loan'limits could depend on the level
of education and the kind of program or school. (Borrowing
would' presumably increase considerably at the graduate -and
advance professional level, when parental responsibility is
thought legitimately to lessen.) The 'interest rate should
be below market'rate but not so much as, to distort'
borrowing behavior.

The repayment schedules should provide longer terms for
larger debts and shorter terms for smaller ones. BbrroWer
Who_wish to do so should be able to repay according to a
graduated repayment schedule, with smallest payments in
early years and larger paymentsaateron, when earningS
should be higher. Repayments should be fixed, but with
provision for refinancing amounts due in excess of some
maximum percent of current earnings;

Supplemental loans, at approximately market_naeslr should
be made available for parents and 'for certain students wh
require mere loan assistance than is: calculated to be the
"need," but whose requirementsarenot such as to warra-'
the regular, subsidized student loan;, The federal role in.
supplemental lending-should be the provision of guarantees
and_pOlicy guidelines; all other stages-Of supplemental
lending should be left to the banks or other lenders.

Student loant should -be obtained from the campus loan
Office, much as are the current NDSLs, or frotn some
alternative local originator. 'Loan amount should be
limited to demonstrated need. Campus.lending would be
subject to post_audit, and campuses in violation would lose
autbbkity to originate loans;

Capital for the need-based student loans would be provided
by the Student Loan Marketing Association (SLMA) or some
aimilar agency that in turn secures its funds through the
issuance of paper or access to the Federal Financing:Bank.,
Custody of the_loan agreement would remain with the college
-Ibt other Originating lender) but ownership-would pass to
:SLMA. SLMA (or whatever other agency performed such a
role)_would provide an adVance on a certain portion of
anticipated lending, the remaindef to be sent when
originating loan transactions had been received and
post - audits performed-:
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Servicing. and collecting would_be_the responsibility of
SLMA or such other agency as_the Congress may devise to
serve as the_lender of record during the repayment period.
Colleges would not in general service the loans they
originated.

Ideally, repayment should be colvelated with IRS
withholding and filing. This w uld provide both more
rigorous monitoring and collection, but also a means to
apply for refinancing_of repayments that exceed a certain
upper limit percent of income.

The role of the state agencips_iri connection with the
need-based guaranteed student loans would include handling
pre-purchase agreements,'defaults, post audits, and
monetary loan availability. The roleof state agencies in
connection with the bank-originated loans to parents (and
to some students, in excess of their waiving subsidized
loan amounts) would remain about what it is at present.

Income-Dependent Education Assistance Act--presented by

Congressman Thomas E. Petri.

This proposal has recently been introduced as legislation in

the House of Representatives (H.R. 3176 and S. 1386) by Congressman

Petri as a supplementary loan program. A cost analysis on this

proposal is currently being conducted by the U.S Department of

Education.

Under this proposal:

Students may borrow up to $40,000 total ($2,500 per year
for undergraduate borrowers and $10,000 per year for
graduate borrowers), but any amounts borrowed under other
Titlelp/ federal loan programs are subtracted from these
limits.

Borrowers' accounts are charged interest each year at the
average 91-day Treasury-bill rate for.the year plus 2
percent, but in noCase;Aore than 14 percent.

The annual repayment -for a given year varies according to
current income and_the amount borrowed under the program.
This-amount is- derived from dncome ,tax_ rates and is
collected by the Internal Revenue Service.
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The annual repayment schedules are derived_frOt_targinal.
income tax ratesi and include a minimum and maximum payment
amount for any combination of income level and .past
borrowing.

16'kborrowers would repay their loans witK'interest in 12
to la-years.

Borrowers with high post - school incomes could pay higher
effective interest rates up to a maximum of 1.5 times the
standard plus 2 percent rate, the highr the past
borrowing of an individual and the higher the average

.

T-bill-plus-2 percent rate, the -less likely that a
high-income person would actually pay the "buy-out" rate of
1.5 times the standard rate prior to being in repayment for
12 years.

Low income borrowers who have not repaid their loans after
30 years would be .excused from further obligation.

No borrower will owe more than 15 percent of hiS or her
income as an individual taxpayer in any given year, and no
couple filing jointly will owe more_than 15 percent of
their joint income on their joint IDEA debt.

No means test or loan origination fee is required.

Initial capital comes from federally (taxable) guaranteed
bonds sold by guaranty agencies and repaid -from borrowers'
repayment amounts deposited in a trust fund set up under
this proposal;

The IDEA program will be administered by the Department of
Education: This includes information exchange with
institutions and_establishment of cOMpUterited ObligatiOn
accounts; The sole role o_-_the Treasury is ,to- specify the
general form of the fed ally-guaranteed taxable bonds
issuable by state agenc es to fund_the_proorat. The
Internal Revenus Service also retains its role as a
collector ofIDEA'repayffients in conjunction with the4
collection of income_taxes, with the Department of-
Education crediting the amounts reported by the IRS as
received to borrowers' accounts.

IDEA provides for the voluntary conversion of Title IV loan
obligations into consolidation IDEA obligationS so that a
borrower may apply the 15 percent of income cap on annual
repayments to other federal loans.

Borrowing limits and repayment schedules are indexed for
inflation.
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Private Sector. Loan program - - presented by thz Center for

Mediation in Higher. Education;

This is a proposal to augment the GSL program by using

corporations and foundations as guarantors, simiIiar to the way_- the

federal government Currently guarantees student loans. Like the

GSL, such a proposal would offer leverage in the use of capital,

providing more assistance per dollar invested than Other assistance-

programs.

Based on the current 5.8 percent net default rate on
federally backed Guaranteed Student Loans, and allowing for
a margin of safety, the proposed loan program would require
a 10 percent reserVe_to cover defaults. That would mean a
corporate or_fOundation guarantee.of $10,000 could make
available $100,000 in loan funds.

private sector willingness and national avallabilty are two
variables WhiCh need to be addressed.

Tax Exempt Financing of Educational Loan Programs--presented as

testimony by several witnesses.

Tax exempt bonds for student loans are used in three ways: to

guarantee loan certainty to students eligible'for the federal GSL

program bUt unable_ to find a CorperciaI lender willing to make a

loan; to provide a Secondary market for GSLsi which creates the

investment liquidity necessary to encourage the-continued

participation. of "lenders in the states; and as a supplemental

alternative to provide loans to Students 'and parents who do not meet
t

GSL restrictions and cannot obtain loans from other sources.

State authoritie8 issue bonds' at low, tax-exempt interest rat.,ers-7-

and use the proceeds to buy or make'both federally guaranteed and



nonguaranteed loans. The money is issued to the institution which

has the obligation to repay the authority or bondholder..

More .than 24 states issue bonds as a way of guaranteeing loans

to students eligible for GSLs but unable to find commercial lenders

willing to make loans. As a supplemental program, several states
.LL

have loan authorities guaranteed by the institution-8 themaelves.

Among supplemental p ::1posals, tax-exempt educational loans have

become one of the most popular mechanisms for financing student

loans. However, the limited number of institutions which have had

early and successful experiences using the tax=exempt bond market to

obtain supplemental loans have been high'coSt, independent, wealthy

institutions with large endowments. These institutions have the

financial strength needed to back bonds and guarantee loans issued

at a rate low enough to make attractive, market-competitive student

loans. Smaller, less well-endowed institutions are not as

creditworthy,,and even if they are willing to participate, may be

unsuccessful because bonds issued on their behalf cannot be sold at

a rate low enough to make subsequent loans attractive to their
4

Students.

Tuition Advance Fund.(TAF)--presented by Dr. John R. Silber,

President, Boston University.

A cost analysis on.this proposal is currently being
conducted by the Congressional Budget Office and the
Department_of Education. Under TAF, any undergraduate
degree-candidate in an_accredited institution could be
advanced money_to pay for tuition, to a limit of perhaps
$7,000 a year -for four years. After graduation, students
would -repay througha new payroll withholding tax,
administered -by the Internal Revenue Service, on a .sliding
scale that might reach 6 percent of gross income ct
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maximum. There would be no repayment on income below a
certain levelperhaps $10,000 a year. This .repayment
would continue until one-and-a-half times the original
[amount] had _been repaid._ Ibis excess of repayment over
advihce would insure the Fund against the unexdployment and
early death of .some.of those who had gotten advances: In
1977 the Bureau'of the_Census estimated that the average
college graduate earned over a lifetime $232,000 more than
the average high school graduate. That is approximately
$375,000 in 1582 dollars. The maximum TAF repayment
obligation -- advance plus surcharge - -would be about 12
percent_of this _amount. The average TAF repayment
obligation would be no_ more than_4_percent In 15 to 20
years,_, repayments to the Fund and its investment_income
should reach a level Sufficient to meet future claims
against it.

A student admitted_to degree candidacy at.an accredited
collegeor university would be issued an account under his
social security number. He would pay his tuition--or most
of it--by presenting his account number to his:bursari who
would bill the Fund. Aftei graduatiohi when he was
employed and filled out his W-4 form, he would check a box
indicating that he had an outstanding obligation to the
Tuition,;Advance Fund. His employer would then deduct from
his salary at :the appropriate rate and remit the TAF
payment to the U.S,Treaaury along with income and social .

security tax withholdings. Analagous procedures would
cover the self - employed. Collections would be managed by
the Internal Revenue Service.
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INDEX OF SELF-HELP EFFORT REQUIRED TO PAY FOR COLLEGE'

Private Institutions

Universities

Index of

Legal Tuition Hours of Self-Help

MinitUt lnom and Work Effort Required;.

Year Wage Board Required 1963 -1965 = 100

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1971.,

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

'\1979

1980

__)1981

1982

1983

$1.00 $2;105

1.15 2;202

.25 21316316

1.25 2056 ,

1.40 21545

.,. 1.60 21673

1,60 2,420

1.60 3,163

1.60 3)375

1;60 3;512

1,60 3,717

2;00 **4,076

2;10 4 ;467.

2.30 4;847

2;65 5,193

2;65 5;604

2.90 5,888

3.10 6;566

3.35 7,439

3.35 8,183 t

3.35 9,001 e

Note: e : estimate

125
*it

_Faur-YeareCalleges

Index of

Tuition Hours of

Room and Work Effort Required:

Board. lfleiLLied 1963-1965 : 100

2;105 108 $1,700 1,700

1)915 98 1,810 1,574

1)053 95 1,899 1,519

1i965 100 2,007 1,606

1i818 93 2,104 1,503

ii671, 85 2,287 1,429

1i513 77. 2,420 1i513

11977 101 2,599 1,624

2)109 108 2,748 1;718

2;195 112 2,934 1;834

2,323 119 3,040 1;900'

2,038 104 1113056 1;578

2,127 ,: 109 3,385 1,612

2,107 108 3,562 11549

1,960 100 3,811 1i438

2,115 108 4,123 11556

2,030 104 4,699 1,620

2,118 108 5,249 1i693

2,221 113 5,,949 1,776 \

2;443 e
,

125 e 6;544 e 1;953 e

2,687 e 137 e 7,198 e 2,1490

,

Based the _numbers of tiours working at the legal minimum wage required

to pay for college tuition, room, and board.

New series.

94

89

102

108

115

119

99

101

97

90

97

101

106

111

122 e

134 e

126
Source: National Education IndUstry Greup, Coopers & Lybrand; based on co ege cost data

mihttahari F filo Alat.irinAl rpntAr inr Mint:inn Statisfins.



INDEX OF SELF-HELP EFFORT REQUIRED TO PAY FOR COLLEGE*

Public Institutions

Legal Tuition

MiniMUM Room and

Year wage__ _kart

'Dhisersities_ Four-Year Colleges_

.

Hours of

Work

Bepired

' Index of

Self;Help

Effortioquirod:

1963 -1965 : 100

Tuition

Room and

Board _

Index a'

Hours of Self-Help

Wok Effort Required:

Requtred 4943-1965 = 100

1963 $1;00 $1,026

1964 ;15 1i051

1965 .25 1,051

1966 ;25 1,171

1967 1.40 1,199

1968 .60 1,245

1969 1:60 1,362

1970 1,60 11477

1971 1.60 11597

1972 1.60 11668

1973 1.60 ._1i707

1974 2.00 *11;760

1975 2.10 1,935

1976 2.30 '2,055

1977 2.65 2i167

1978 2.65 2,286

1979 2.90 2,487

1980 3.10 2,711

1981 3.35 3,079

1982 3.35.. 3i387 e

1983 3.35 3,658 e

Note: e : estimate

1,0,26 111
-,i $846 846

914 99 `' 867 754
841 11, 904 723

937 101 947 758
856 92 997 712

778 84 1,063 664

851 92 1035 709

923 100 1,206 754

998 1 108. 1,263 789

4043 113 1,460 913

1,067 115 1,506 941-
880 94 "1;558

779
921 99 1,657 789

893 96
)1,797 781

818 88 1,924 726,

863 , 93 2,025 764
.858 93 2,198 758

875 94 21420 781

919 99 2i701 806

1,011 e 109 e 2i911 ie 887 6

1,092 e 118 e 3,209 t 958 e

109

97

93

98

92

86

92

97

102

118

122

101

102

L., 101

94

99

98

101

104

115 e

123 e

Based on the'numbers of hours working at the legal Minimum wage required
to pay for college tuition, room, and board;

New series;

' Source: National Education Industry, Groupi Coopers & Lybrand; based on college cost data 126
published by the National Center for Education Statistics;
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I. SHORT RANGE RECOMMENDATIONS

A. The Contradictions of -Public Assistance and College_
Opp_artunity_Policies_: Background and LiteratUte_ReV164.

With tAe enactment of the Batit Educational Opportunity

Grant program in the 1972 Education Amendments (Public Law

92-318), the federal government began a commitment to assuring

'OW income citizens financIal access 'to petttedondafy education

opportunities; Renamed Pell Grants after Senator Claiborne

Pell (D., R.I.), chAirtan of the. Senate Education Subcommittee

and BEOG sponsor Basit_Grants grew during the seventies,

along with the campus-based student financial aid programs;

loan and state student incentive grant programs. (These are:

Supplemental' Educational Opportunity Granti, National Direct

Student Loant, College Work/Study grants, the State Student

Incentive Grant Program and the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program.) More than $35 billion was spent through the Higher

Education Amendments between 1971 and 1980, largely on student

aid. (Source: Annual Ekaluation Report, Ir_olume II, Fiscal Year

198_1, U.S. Department of Education, Off ice of Planning, Budget

and Evaluation.) Even with expanded eligibility in thete

programs for middle income students and their families, the

federal commitment to assuring financial access to some form

postsecondary education remained primarily targeted on low

income students. College was established as a right for all,

not for those who can afford it.

The Wide Vatiety_of federal public assistance programs have

no such coherent purpose. Aid to Families with Dependent
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Children (AFDC) (Title IV, Part A, Social Security Act), and

Food Stamps (Food Stamp Act of 1980) are income transfqsr

programs intended to provide the poor with a modicum of

financial subsistence. Medicaid (Title XIX of the Social

Security Act) and public housing (Housing and Community

Development Act of 1974; P.L. 93-383) provide income transfer

payments of another sort, in the form of subsidies for health

care and zh-lter. Unemployment Insurance (Title III of the

Social Security Act; Federal Unemployment Tax Act) provides

cash payments on premiums paid by workers when tirey experience

involuntary unemployment. A host of employmentand training

programs, culminating most recently in the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA), and now replaced bythe Job

TrainingPartnership Act of 1982 (Conference Report 97=889.);

provide alternate forms of income maintenance to low income,

unemployed citizens, subsidizing wages, training stdpends and

activities. Vocational rehabilitation programs (Rehabilitation

Act of 1973) .provide education, training, medical and

rehabilitative services to disabled citizens. And Social

Security provides disability insurance payments to those unable

to work, as well as benefits to the children of deceased,

retired or disabled parents (Old Age, Survivors and Disability

Insurance Program, Social Security:Act).

Each of these programs has different eligibility criteria,

different standards for determining financial need, different

methods and levels of payment or service derivery, and

different federal-state administrative partnersnips and
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agencies. There exists no,federal or state mechanism_to assure

coordination of benefits, to avoid duplication or to prevent

under-awards. Furthermore, the integration of public

assistance programs with student financial aid often

contradicts the federal commitment to assuring the poor

financial'access to college.

The Congress, successive state and presidentkal

administratioas have repeatedly called for lessening the

,eliance of the poOr on public assistance programs by

developing theit capacity for such economic sell-sufficienc

And while it would seem a natural strategy to ally public

assistance with posisecOndary education opportunities, nosuch

coherent state or federal policy has yet emerged. On the

contrary, conflicting purposes and procedures of public

assistance programs produce disincentives for, the poor who seek

to achieve self-sufficiency through edUdation. SUch

disincentives frustrate the efforts of low income citizens to

'achieve productive careers. They j)erpetuate dependence on

public assistance payments. They result in increased

government spending on entitlement programs, while

simultaneously depriving citizens of an earned income, and
4

government of increased tax revenue. Barriers tp college

enrollMent created by these disincentives penalize the poor by

either reducing or categorically eliminating benefitS upon

college enrollment.

The OmnibUS Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (OBRA) (P.L.

97 -3i) contains numerous' piovisions, hastily agreed to, with
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liMitationt for low income citizens- who are both financially

dependent on Public assistance programs and who seek to pecOme

self-sufficient through a college education. These provisions

amount to a wave of sweepiag changes which are likely. td

severely restrict access to higher education for the poor.

They exacerbate a previously existing problem. Several

examples of such provisions are described below as they affect

college students and prospective college students.

AFDC

OERA_eliMinatot federal_ support for_bependent,
18=21_year old AFDC recipients. 193,000 AFDC
dependents were enrolled in school in 1979.
Dependents and their families may lose as much
as $1,764 per year (losses will average $1,195
per year) as a result of this provision
alone. _(Source: Office of Research and_
Statistics,_ Social Security Administrations
November; 1981).

OBRA requires that parents with children under
six be home except for only "very brief and
infrequent absences."_ They are otherwise
required to register.formbrk. SuCh a
provision will preclude many welfare parents,
largely single mothers, irom attending
college._ HEW reported that in 1977, .112,000
AFDC mothers were attending school or job
training, 93,000 in 1979. (Source: Office of
Research; SSA, HEW).

OBRA creates_a number of work disincentives;
lowering work-related expense and child-care
deductions; capping maximum income
eligibility; and placing a four-month limit on
the "30 and a third" formula for deducting
earnings from grant calculation. The National
Opinion Research Center of the University of
Chicago found that the "working poor" are
nard-hit.by these provisions, and that many
recipients and non-recipients who formally
worked.will be better off quittfilg their jobs
for welfare. (Joe; 1982)



Social Security Student_Benefits COASDI Student:)

OBRA phases out the OASDI program over the
next four years, eliminating'$2 billion in
student aid. The Social Security
Administration reported that_in Mardhi 1981,
879,880 dependent children of dedeaSed,
retired or diSabled patents received $199.0
Million in_student aid, an annualized total of
$2.288 billion. No additional studeht aid has
been appropriated Aiy either the state
legislature or the Congress_t0 replace thiS
amount. These 1822 year oldS_reetiVed
average monthly benefits of_$256,_ot_$3,072
per year. Significantly, 64% of OASDI
recipients worked in_additiOn to attending
college. (Source: SSA.)

Combined state and federal cuts in the
Medicaid program raise serious questions abdut
the continued coverage of many indigent
citizens; For_example, the Center for the
Study of_Social Policy reports that California
loSt $385.5_Million in federal Medicaid
assistance from OBRA'changes alone. The
California Policy Seminar is currently
studying the effects of the Medical reforms
enacted by the state legislature last summer.
The effects on medically needy students is
extremely uncertain.

Foad_Stamps:

Food Stamps, a 100% federally-funded program,
haVe_long excluded college studentsfrom

with few exceptions; As few as
47,000 students attending_ college may receive
Food_Stamps. Recipients who enroll in college
stand_ to lose an average annual food subsidy
of $432. (Source: Rosen, 1981.)

latmiament-Insurance:

As ofOctober,:1981, 19 states limited U1
payments to otherwise eligible recipients who
enrolled in college. Last year, California
joined the ranks of these states, making it
still more difficult for unemployed citizens_
in need of retraining or_reeducation to attain
the schooling they need for a new skill.
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Public Housing:

Publit housing residents in attendance at
College are adversely affected by the
provisions of OBRA. OBRA eliminates the
earnings disregard for full-timestudents and
the $300 annual deduction for full=time
students which pre.riously existed -in
determining rent payments for assisted housing
programs.

Federal Requirements for __Treatment of Student Aid for
rant DstermiAation:

Federal rules for the treatment of ttudent aid
in determining eligibility for public
assistance are embodied in P.L. 90-575, Sec.
507,_82 Stat. 1063 and 45 CPR Sec.
233.20(a)(4)(ii)(d). These rules have caused
considerable confusion in the treatment of
student aid as incdme and assets to welfare
recipients. They have resulted in a rash of
court cases with m4ed results. However,
Zwickel, Mudrick and Rosen have documented
that the net effect on an AFDC family with a
member enrolled ih college is likely to be a
reduction of benefits.



8. Federal R uirements for _Treatment of Student Aid_

Benefits in_ Determining AFDC Eligibility,

1. Background

Existing federal rules for the treatment of

student aid benefits in determining AFDC eligibility

create financial hardshipt for low income students.

They lead to uneqUal treatment of students with

identical financial resources.. Despite numerous court

cases ruling on the equity of such provisions, court

decisions on the whole are a limited response to the

problem. Resolving these inequities will require

congressional rather than judicial action, because they

are rooted in federal statutes.- The problems created by

these rules fall* under three categ?Iries, treatment of:

(1) Student financial aid'benefits administered by
the federal government.

( ) Grant, scholarship and idan assistance from
state, institutional or private sources.

(3) Benefits from a combination of sources.

a. Treatment of Student Financial Aid Benefits Administered by
the ecretary_o 'ucation

The 1968 Higtier Education AmendMents stipulated that:

For the purpose of any program assisted under
title . IV . . . of the Social Security
Act (AFDC), no grant or loan to any
undergraduate student for educational purposes
made or insured under_any program administered
by the Commissioner of Education shall be
considered to be income or resources.'

1. PL 90-57Si Sed. 507; 82 Stat; 1063; with creation
of pie Department of EdUCation in 1980; this
provision now refers to_programs administered by

the Secretary of Educa=tion
136
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This provision in turn has been incorporated by: -the Department
of Health and Human Slrvices (HHS) into regulation for the AFDC
program:

. in determining eligibility- for (AFDC)and_the amount of the assistance payment, thefollowing will be disregarded s income andresources: . . (d) any grant or loan to anyundergzaduate student for educational purposesMade or insured under any programsadministered by the Commissioner of Education . 2

While the provision to disregard any grant or loan
administered by the Secretary of Education as either "income.or
resources" seems prima -facie self,evident, a number of problems
nave arisen with its. interpretation in practice. First, HEW
now HHS) listed only four programs. in 1977 which itconsideted

to oe"grant or loan programs administered by the Commistionet
of Education": BEOG, SEOG, NDSL and GSL. College Work;.Study
and SSIG funds were considered either wages (i.e., not a grant
or loan in the case of CWS), or not administered by the

f

CoMmissioner of EUdcation (in the case of SSIG, a federal -state
partnership program). Of the work-study program, Zwickel notes:

HEW_has.taken the position that work - study isnot a"grant" program within the terms of thelaw, although it recognizet that it has -thesame undetlying-objectivet as student aidgrants and that -to disregard one and not theother_Cddld be viewed as inequitable. Itsposition is to provide ttateS_at their option,with a different basis for disregarding thosemonies in AFDC in full, as discussed below.'However, two federal courts haVe held thatwork-studyit.4 "grant" program andthatwork-study money is to be treated as exempt.

45 CFR Sec. 233.20 (a)(4)(ii) -(d); refers toSecretary of Education under current Department .ofEducation.

1 3 -1
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In addition, the State of New York treats Work-Study

monies as exempt . .
3

In the case of the SSIG program, a -Utah court4 struck

down the Utah state Welfare department practL:i. Of Counting

SSIG funds as income, claiming there was substantial

involvement of the U.S. Commissioner of \Education

Administering the program.

Second, student aid funds from programs not covered by this

exemption, !LL, state, institutional or private grants or

loans, may not be excluded to the same extent as federally

administered fUnds Thus, low income students may hde their

student benefits treated 'differently degiending upon the source

of thetne benefit. While such a practice raises a question of

equal protection under law, several court decisions have

rejected this claim5.

Third, problemi are encountered-in the definition of

"student." Does this refer to full=time Or part-time

attendance? Can a graduate of a baccallurea.te program return

for another undergraduate degree? Can "graduate" students'take

"undergraduate" courses? Does the exclusion Of graduate

students constitute a 'violatiOn Of equal protection? These

oLetionS have not been satisfactorily answered.

3. Howard Zwickel, "Treatment of Student Monies in Public
Assistance Programs," Clearinghouse Review, June 1980,
104.

4. In re Jensen, Clearinghouse No. 2417.0A.

S. Richman vt. Juras, Anthony V. PutlicWelf_ate Division,
Department Of g v. Department

tsoca or case citations.
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qutttiont can arise over whether student aid funds

are used for "educational purposes." Zwickel comments:

HEW early stated. that the monies are to be
totally .excluded "withoUt regard as to their
use ." _Thusi_in the rare case in whicka
portion of (these) funds are available_and
used:to meet current needs, states could be
precluded from treating such funds as income
or a resource in AFDC.` We assume that

-NCongress believed that in most cases the
grants or loans would be limited under the
criteria of_the educational programs to the
student's educational needs and -.that there
would be no overlap with the purposes for'
Whith the AFDC grant is provided, that is to
meet current living needs.°

ZWidkel's comment illuminates tne perceptual differences in

determining "living costs" and "edUditiOhil Costs "-which

pervades the welfare And student aid communities. ;College

attendance significantly increases living costs for low income

faMiliet. These increased living costs are recognized by

student aid administrators as a legitimate part Of "educational

costs." Routinely, they are lid so recognized-by welfare case

workers, whose perception of educational costs are limited to

tuition and fees. They frequently do not even consider books

to-be an "edvcational cost." This problem is examined in

section d. The Penalties of Different DefinitiOnt bel4w;

b. Treatment of Grant- Schitila_
State, nstitutiona aaWrivare_ourtes

I Assistance Front

HEW, prior to the creation of a separate Department of

Education;. ncouraged states to disregard all non-federal

grants, loans or scholarships as either income or resources.:

An HEW regulation permits states to,exclude such benefits

6. iwickel, op. cit., p. 105.
13p
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"provided(d) that no duplication snall'exisi oetyeen such other

.assistance and that provided by the public

1'7

assistance_

afency. While this represents a liberal policy toward the

,treatment of student financial aid benefits as "complementary

assistance" to welfare payments., the optio7,, of employing it is

left to the states. States which do not use this option are

required to exempt some student-aid benefits as income in AFDC:

)

Loans and grants,- such as scnolarships, obtained and used

under conditions that preclude their.use for current living

costs will not be counted as income."8 As in the case of

federally administered student aid benefits, the regulatory

language is unclear regarding the type of benefits and

circumstances under which these ,are to be excluded. This

results in a number of problems.

(I)t is less clear how states are to treat
monies that are provided directly to the_
individual. For example, if_the_terms of the
grant require that it be -used only for'
tuition, fees and other special school
_expensesi_and_the,money is prdvided directly
to the individuals with no further accounting
by the grantor, is it exempt under this
provision? Should it be exempt only to t e
extent the student can prove how he or s e .

spends. the funds? Should it. matter that the
tems of the grant or loan _prohibit it_from
beingused_for current living costs and -that
any violations could result in loss of future
monies or in other sanctions?9

_

Furthermore, by declining to require non - federal student

aid benefits to be exempted as resources, VIEW left open to tnd

states tfte option of counting such aid as available financial

7. 45 tFR.Sec. 233.20

8. 45 CFR Sec. 233.20

Zwickel, op. cit.,

(a)(3)(vii);

(a)(3)(1v)(b).

p. 105.

140
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resources. when determining AFDC eligibility, and subsequently

reducing. the student's AFDC grant.

c. Treatment of_Benefits_From a Combination of Sources

Some Students receive aid from both federal and non= federal

sources.- In some cases, the total student assistance may

exceed "educational costs" in.the'view of the welfare

department; The question then arises whether or not to treat

the "excess" as available income or resources in determining

public assistance grants. If the "excess" comes from federal

sources, then it should be totally disregarded; However, if it

comes from state, privati or institutional sources, the welfare

agency may count it as income or resources. The StUdent'S fate

hangs on which dollar is counted first.

For example, if a student receives $2,000 for a semester

($800 in BEOG money and $1,200 in a restricted loan for tuition

from a nonprofit organization) and has school and school=

related expenses: ot $1,500, there are at least two possible

methods of allocating the funds.

"SCHOOL
EXPENSES"

"LIVING
EXPENSES"

$500

1 n

METHOD A

$1,200 loan

$ 300 BEOG

$ 500 BEOG remainsi
(Under the (a)(4)
exemption, this money
should be exempt.)

141
1 AA

METHOD B

$800 BEOG

$700 loan

1500 of the lOan remains.
(Under the (a)(3)-ekeiiiption,
this amount could be
considered available income
if_all_scnoOl and school-
relate0 expenses have been
thet.)iu.
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There have been a number of unsuccessful court appeals to

overturn state practices using Method B above. 11
In Lumpkin

v. Department of Sorial_Service_s; the U.S. Supreme Court

declined to hear an appeal of a New York court dediSion,

thereby upholding that state's treatment of combined

resources. The.court stated it was reasonable for a state to

_prioritize student aid benefits in a manner designed to

minimize state welfare 'costs, even if it penalized the

student. The New York Court of Appeals further rejected the

argument that student aid provided directly to the school,!arvi

therefore not available,as income, would result in any

different determination for the student.

d. The Penalties of Different Definitions for_ "Educational

Cost" and "Living Allowance

The most serious penalties for iFDC clients attending

college result from two critical AiifereAces between the

welfare and student aid communities in their treatment of AFDC

and student aid:

1. Definitions of "educational costs.."

2. Definitions of "living costs."

-401fareofficiaIs routinely limit their definition of

"educational expenses" to tuition and fees (Schorr, Pi'ven and

Cloward, Rosen Chu-Clewelli Benson-Walker and Downey). This

limitation has serious copseqUences for AFDC students, wnose

grants are frequently reduced proportionately to any

11. See: kic_hman_v.Jurasi. Tavarez v. Sipprel, Lumpkin.'

142
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non-Eederal student assistance received above the cost of

tuition and fees.

By contrast, student aid administrators routinely include

the following expenses in determining educational cost:

tuition, fees, books, supplies,' childcare,
transportation, personal expenses, tutoring
and counselling expenses, clothing, meals, the
student's hoOsing costs, medical expenses
associated with attending college for ill or
disabled students.

These costs are frequently substantial. For example, one

Special Services director in Massachusetts estimates that a

single head-of-household in school as a full-time student

increases her personal costs alone with college attendance by

$2,800 over a 32 week period. This estimate is based on the

personal services (fast food,.babysitting, cleaning, laundry)

which the student must purchase, when prior to college

enrollment she was able to perform these services for hersel

In fact, as shown below,AFDC grant levels are based on the

assumption that the parent has ample time to shop for thrifty

fOod and other personal purchases, can subsist exclUsively On

,inexpensivei home-cooked meals, and can perform all of her own

personal services. This becomes impossible when the AFDC

parent assumes responsibility for pursuing college.study.

Some educational opportunity practitioners report open

hostility from welfare case workers.when asked to discount'

these comprehensive educational costs. They frequently view

the educational cost budgets determined by student aid.

administrators to be "giveaways" and overly generous;

143
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The facts do not support such a belief. For example, the

living allowance for non-residential Studenis in the Pell Grant

program has been frozen at $1;100 since 1974. Students in

residence at their college may charge their actual living

costs. The National Association of StUdent Financial Aid

Administrators (NASFAA) reports that the Pell Grant "commuter

allowance;" as it is termed, falls $1,200 to $1,600 short of

actual room and board costs for non - residential students. \lxri

addition to beirit far_beloW actual costs, the Pell Grant

program further limiti whai it will pay for educational costs

to half of the student's budget; up to a maximum grant of

$1,800. Even the Reagan Administration, whith hat been less

than generous in its budget requests fOr student assistance,

recently acknoWledged this perversely low living allowance by

calling for an increase to $3,000 in tne Pell Grant living

allowance for dependent students;

Regardless of the reasons for welfare case worker

intrangience in defining educational costs (e.g., racial, sex

or class prejudice, misinformation, anti-education bias,

unfamiliarity with college attendance and student assistance

programs), an aggressive training and cooperation program will

be needed to overcome the problem. Without such reform, AFDC

parents coptinue to have their benefits cut wnen they

endeavor to achieve economic self-sufficiency througn a college

education. It .,is importantto remember that not only does tne

parent/Student have her grant cut, but her entire family

suffers from a reduction in benefitS. as a result of this

144



widespread practice.

AFDC students are furtner.penalized by a second, perhaps

more serious, inequity. AFDC standards for allowable living

costs are notoriously low; So low, in fact, they lead one to

wonder how recipients manage to provide for their families,

even when they recieve both AFDC and Food StaMpSr iTable 1

shows that in 1979 no state provided combined AFDC/Food Stamp

benefits above the poverty line' ($7,160 for %family of four in

1979). 14 thirty .states these combined benefits totalled no

more than '75 percent of poverty. Eleven states offered

combined benefits no greater than 60 percent of poverty ($4,308

annual income for a family of four).
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TABLE I

CURRENT AFDC AND FOOD STAMP IIIENEFIT LEVELS FOR
A FAMILY OF FOUR, 1979

(poverty level, I:molly at four equals 97,150)
\'\ iti*id As Pitmen OfStat. tip= Stamps' Total Pcnrsrty Loved

Hawaii 56.552 $1232 S7.U4 96%Vlirflorit 5.72 816 9,544) 91New 'fork 5.712 816 5.520 91Micirt1/4471 5f040 840 6.460
.

91Wisconsin 5.496 \ 888 6.334 89
-)0 Washington 5,269 \\ 948 6.21 :3 87&Ilion _ 5;124 106 6.120 85Minnesota 5.088 1,006 6;096 85Mannecticut 5.100 996 8.096 85Cainomia 5.078 1.n08

-\-
6.084 83

1960141CI1U9SKS 4752 -1,104 5.856 82Mess 4.740 1.104 5,844 82.Masks . 5.400 1.596 7.296 82WIN Jersey 4.4818 1,188 5.676 79Utah 4,488 1.188 5.676 79
Worth Dakota 4,440 1,260 5.640 79Nebraska 4.440 r 12d0 5.640 79kWh+, 4.392 1.212 5.604 78Pennsylvania 4,320 1,236 5.556 78fiftride island 4208

e. 1.238 5.544 77
New Maingrshire 4,152 1,284 5.436 78South Dakota 4,080 1,1c* 5.385 75Illinois 3.996 1.332 5;328 74ILOntans 3.972 1,344 5.316 74Mains 3758 1,404 5.172 72
District of Columbia 3.768 1,404 5.172 72Oklahoma 3.708 1.416 5.124 72Coiorado 3.684 1.426 5.112 71itantagi 3.672 1,428 5.100" 71Wyoming 3.860 1.428 5.088 71
0510 3.492 1,488 4.950 70Ostswere 3,4,M 1.500 4,944 69Virginia 3.408 1,512 4,920 69
KM/Vild3 3.312 1.536 4.548 68McKim 3.300 1.536 '.. -..:36 68
Waililand 3204 1.572 4.776 67; Missouri 3.072 1:608 4.6P.O 65Wrest Vlrgiria 2.998 1,632 4.620 65Kentucky 2.920 1.640 4..f.t.M 63-*yr heeeico 2.748 1;704 4.45: 62
Arizona 2.544 1.764 4.2T5: 60North Carolina 2.4."0 1,812 4.212 59Merida 2.252 1.824 . 4.!7t, 58Ark3niPS Z.256 1.660 A .1 1 !, 57LOuisiana 2.064 1.908 3.572 55
Alabiima 1.776 2.004 37-.,; 53Oors*;:i. 1.776 2.004 3.7:r. 53
Tifttnortary 1.776 2.004 3.7::0 53Tee=s 1.6.90 2.028 3.70.3 52Souls C3rnlicus 1.488 2.088 3.576 501sIfisisaippi 1.440 2.100 3 5;3 49

- a
..usere Zrotyry bonoft 3yar taw M 111» rVri 1Jer0 Act 01 :1977 ono WO VW NVAfrerftf in arra hCrn January kr Jur*77g 7).0. t.."is wows also assume Irwin. sisfesibta dtocan tSaptmr, 'ft Ine 4A Etes aftl 0.3friet tN C.ohrroao anerfa savria sow,. ooducran

6
501.08.1 PrelaanittelY V** Ofet ell Mooril catr.AhOrt iro WItitivo Cow n U S Hone of pry-....iterww.CAmw-~aftsvirs

Plecorfftwolo_wo,f_flitenfing sod 21,440,40 cissoonsig wows to oevorotan, M.R cwri. Sr" trN ~WO Reform APV4117e."7 CM 1972 74M01 56451. OW Como_AsuStets.-540Oloast90two
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An even more startling indicator of the inadequacy of

current public assistance payments is the average monthlyiLpood

Stamp benefit per perscon. This figure in 1975 was $25.06415er

person; This amounts to a subsidy of aboUt 28 cents per person

per meal (Rosen, 1982).

These allotment -levels are established based on a single

variable: family composition., They vary based on a Department

OE AgricUlture (USDA) estimate of the cost of a " nutritionally

adequate diet" for different family sizes. The Thrifty Food

Plan was established by USDA ,as a national standard of need, or

allotment level. It varies a family's food budget baSed on the

number and age of the family mempers. The Thrifty Food Plan

was established by USDA after numerous court suits challenged

the Department's prior standardas insufficient to provide a

nutritionally adequate diet. ,However, the bepartment itself

recognizes that even the "liberalized" ThriftrOod Plan

represents an inadequate diet:

_ The Department recognizes that a number of
factors make it difficult . . .'to obtain as
adequate diet on . . the Thrifty Food Plan;
In fact, fewer than one is ten families_
spending- an . equivalent te-the cost of
the Thrifty Food Plan received 100A of the
Recommended Daily Allowances._ Less_than half
received even twothirds of the Daily
Allowances. . ., The average food- 'purchaser,
withot specific nutritional skills and
training, would find it difficult to make the
food choices which provide an adequate die' on

. 4 the cost of the plan. (Source: Robert
Hill, 1980.)

Again, student aid guidelines for determining living costs

are more adequate in meeting actual costs than tnose used in
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public assistance programs. Title Iv student aid.Programs use

the Social Security loWer living standard, rather than the

poverty standard employed in AFDC. However, NASFAA has argued

that even'the Social Security lower living standard is

inadequate. NASFAA tecomtends that student aid programs employ

the moderate lower living standard defined by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics.

As a result of the widely varying standards for determining

living costs and educational costs employed by the welfare wild .

stUdentaid communities, it is imperative in assuring college .

access for welfare recipients tnay tne student aid standards

prevail. Even these Standirdt requite additional adjustment to

meet actual,, rathlr than arbitrarily low, educational and

living costs.

Lastly, welfare recipients and their families' are penalized

by the separate consideration given to the student's "budget"

and the family's "budget." For such 164 income families; who

AS we haVe seen are already living at the. edge of subsistence;

Any reduction in any grant of any amou t will restrict college

access for a family member.

;-of benefits against another must end if the subsistence

survival; let alone college opportunity, of families living in

poverty is to be assured.

The practice of counting one set

e. Other Inequities

While AFDC rules are neutral with respeCt to the 16Vd1 and

control of postsecondary institution attended, they do

discriminate among.(1) commuter and residential schools; (2)

48
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postsecondary programs attended as part of an AFDC-approved

"training" program ante those not so approved; (3) and

institutions in different states.

The living allowance provided by student linanciaI aid

administrators for commuting students is part of college costs

is likely to be counted as income to the AFDC family. The

result will be a dollar-for-dollar reduction in the family's

AFDC grant. Local welfare officials will be more'inclined to

disregard the living allowances for students residing at their

college

AFDC= or WIN-Approved postsecondary training will make

allowances for child care and other costs of college

attendance. Even so, payment of childcare costs is rarely

available for AFDC recipients. Those attending college without

WIN support Will find few if any resources available for

cnildcare. This problem is compounds -d by the prevailing

practice of local welfare officers of actively diSCOdrigink

college attendance for AFDC recipients. 12
Finally, rules

with respect to the treatment of non- federal student assistance

differ from state to state. This results in inequities based

solely on where a family resides, and the benefit level

providid by tnat state.

12. 8eatr1z Chu Clewell, "darriers to Higher Education for
Welfare Recipients," Draft paper, 1982, Washington, D.C.;
Alvin Schorr; Project_Fair Plat, Findings, Case Western_
Reserve Univerrayi 1981;'Sylvia Law, "Women, Work, Welfare
and the PreServation of PatriarcnY," New York UniversIty
La4 School, Decemoer, 1982; Gwen denson-Walker, a survey of
partiCipants in the Motivation to Education for Jobs
Program, National Student Educ4t4Rnal Fund, Washingtoh
D.C., 1982.
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In her examination of AFDC-Pell Grant interactions, and

after a telephone survey of welfare practices in seven states,

Mudrick concludes:

(T)he net impact on an AFDC family that has a member
enrolled in college is likely to be a reduction in the
resources available to 'support the family, 'even when
the student receives enough student aid tp cover all
direct and indirect educationalexpenses.13

2. Recommendations

Until federal law provides unequivocal, mandated exemptions

of student finandial assistance as either income or resources

to a poor family, low income students and their families will

continue to suffer from a double penalsr.. First, studentaid

required to pay the costs of college will be used to reduce the

family's AFDC grant. Second, students With identical resources

and costs will be treated differently bystate welfare offices

witk'widely differing rules. LegitltiOn will be required to

remove this double penalty. Eitehsive litigation has failed to

resolve the problems created by vague federal law and

conflicting state practices in this area. The ComMittion

should carefully consider the following issues in its effortt

to.recommend legislation which will resolve the problems

created by this difficult area of welfareitttident assistance

law.

The following recommendations are intended to avoid the

dUplication of AFDC and'student assistance benefits by relying
a

1

JA3. Sandy Mudrick,i"the Interaction of eu61.ic Assistance and
Student Financial Aid," September, 19400 The oiashington
Office of tne College doar.
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on common definition:: sf "undergraduate.student;" "educational

cost," "living allowance." They further intend to require

common definitions of satisfactory academic progress and

"independent student" in an effort to assure that AFDC students

are adequately pursuing a college degree program which will

help lead to econodic.self-sufficiency;

1. DefinitiOn of "undergraduate .student" shall be
identical to that used for tne Pell Grant
program for purposes of- AFDC grant
determinations under SeCtion 484 of the 1980
Higher Education Amendments.

2. All- grant, loan, and work /study sources of
student financial assistance -- federal,
state, institutional, private -- shall be
disregarded as either income or- resources to
the student and his or her family in
determining AFDC grantlevels by all states,
the Digtritt of Columbia and the trust
territories._ A common, and comprehensive;
definition of. "studentlinancial assistance"
should be adopted.

3. Thefollowingcategories of costs,_normaily
included in educational budgets, shall be_
considered- educational expenses to be paid for,
by available student aid:

tuition, fees, books; supplies; clothes and
other personal expenses, transportation;
meals, the student's-housing, childcare,
tutorial services, medical expenses .

associated_with_attending college for ill
Or disabled students )'

4. All forms of student financial assistance
received from any source to pay for the costs
of attending college; as budgeted by the
postsecondary_institutions_financial aid
officer, shall_be disregardedasincome_-or
resources to the student and to his or her
family in determining AFDC_grant levels by all
states, the District of ColUMbia and the trust
territories.

S. Recipients of all forms of student financial
aid from all sources shall not be responsible

15i



for accountings other record-keeping;
verification or fraud and abuse sanctions
other than those required by recipients of
Title IV student financial assistance under
current law.

6. All AFDC assistance shall not be counted as
income or student aid in determining federal
and non-federal grant, loan or work-study
student_ assistance, except when explicitly
provided as a supplement to the family'-s grant
for an identifiable component of educational
cost, e.g.; transportation or childcare.

The Commission should furtn-r consider effective mechanisms

to assure cooperation among HHS, ED and state welfare-and

student assistance agencies in conforming to these

requirements. Any provision allowing state option in treatment

of any form of student assistance for AFDC grant determination

will continue inequitable practices. The memorandum of

agreement between the Office of Student Financial ASSistance

and the Renabilitive Services Administration of trie U.S;

Department of Education can serve as a useful model in assuring

such inter-agency support. A copy of this agreement is

appended. 14
Damons and Associates of Rockville, Maryland is

completing an evaluation of the effectiveness of the OSFA/RSA

agreement in tnose states which have ad.?ted it. The

Commissioners may wish to review the materials currently

available from Damons in applying this experience to the

problems of coordlaating public assistance and student aid.

14. For a full discussion of RSA/OSFA cooperation in awarding
student aid to disabled students, see David Rosen, No One.
Should Be Denied _:Me Effects of Public Assistance en
Coilege_Op_p_o_r_tunity, March 1982, pp. 248-271. NCSFA ilas a
copy of this manuscript in its offices.



C. Other AFDC Recommendations.
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1. Reinstitute 18-21 year Old dependent eligibility
if enrolled in postsecondary education, high
school eqUiValency or training program;

2. Replace work requirements for parents with
incentives to enroll in postsecondary education,
high school equivalency or training programs.

3. Adjust expense allowances to meet real cotts_for
work; training and education expenses in AFDC
grant determination.

4 The definition tor.undergraduate student in_Sec,
484 of the 1980 Higher Education Amendments
thould be used to identify AFDC -and all other__
public assistance program recipients who enroll in
ccllege,

AFDC students, as -well as all Other ttudent aid
recipients,_ should pursue a_course of study that
will be -of both Material and personal benefit to
them; A__Standard of "satisfactory academic
progress" may be employed, as in 5484; to help
assure this _However, such a stamard should not
penalize lOW income students for academic skill
deficiencies they may have developed from their
prior schooling; , At the same time,_tnis standard
should acknowledge the importance of pursuing a
coherent degree program,

The satisfactory progress standard should be
developed in consultation with both higher
education and educational opportunity
representatives;

In applying a satisfactory progress standard whicn
is sensitive to these issues for welfare clients,
the Commission will help avoid potential abuse of
the proposed college incentives.

S. Eliminate workfare requirements and state options
for workfare;

6. Eliminate limits on applit4tion oE earnings
disregard fOttilla (30 and 1/3) for working AFDC
recipiefitt enrolled in postsecondary education,
high school equivalency or job training,

7. Revise AFDC treatment of all student aid from All
sources as recommended in Part I B. above.

15
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8. Target available federal job training resources on
AFDC recipients; remove financial disincentives to
participate in such job training programs;'_
encourage_coordinated_education and job_training
programs at postsecondaty institutions for
recipients who qualify for admission to college.
(Despite numerous incentives for CETA enrollees to
participate in college programs as part of
coordinated education and work programs_(see Rosen
and Sunderland 1979), a mere 2.4 percent of all
non-summer 1978 CETA participantsenrolled in
college. (Source: Continuous Longitudinal
Manpower Survey, U.S. Department of Labor.)

9. Institute a complete information service to AFDC
recipients acid prospective recipients regarding
available aid, available education and training
opportunities, and rights and responsibilities of
recipients in the programs. This recommendation
has also been forwarded by the National StUdent
Educational Fund (Benson-Walker aad Downey,
undated).

Food Stamps

l. Disregard all student aid from any source as
income or resources available to Food Stamp
recipients and their families in determining Food
Stamp purchase requirements, consistent with
recommendations in Part I B. for AFDC.

2. Remove all *ork_requirements for Food Stamp_
recipients enrolled in postsecondary education.

3. Remove categorical prohibitions against college
student eligibility for Food Stamps for the
following beneficiaries enrolled in college under
the definition of Sec; 484 of the 1980 .Higher
Education Amendments for eligible students:

all heads of household.

all Food Stamp beneficiaries who meet
the Pell Grant definition for __

independent student (CFR 690;42).

all dependent family members of eligible
Food Stamp family units.

4. Assure eligibility for both Food Stamp and student
assistance bated on financial need.

15'
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S. Reinstitute information and outreach services
regarding Food Stamp benefits and opportunities__
for college enrollment to current and prospective
Food Stamp beneficiaries.

E. Medicaid

.The direct effects of Medicaid policies on college

opportunities are impossible toigauge. HHS maintains no data

On the number of students or the educational attainment of

Medicaid recipients. Since Medidaid eligibility idirectly

tied to AFDC eligibility; however, those AFDC policies which

.disoualify recipients for aid simultaneously result in loss of

Medicaid.benefits in most cases. For example, the roughly

200,000 18 -20 year:old students eliminated from AFDC support by

the 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act lost their Medicaid

support as well. State Medicaid eligibility and coverage

policies.duplicate the inequities found in state AFDC rules.

As of 1982, 29 states and the District of Columbia provided

Medicaid coverage to "medically needy" individuals, These are

people with low incomes and high medical expenses. Some

college students who Lost their Medicaid coverage thrOUgh loss

of AFDC eligibility may retain it in these states if they have

routinely high medical-costs. Others with ordinary medical

expenses, as well as those not residing in these states, will

not retain coverage.

IS. For a complete discussion_of Medicaid and its effects on
college opportunity, see Rosen, op. cit. pp. 157--175.
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The following recommendations will assist- in protecting low

income postsecondary students from loss of needed health care

services-.

Any Iow inzome ,postsecondary student whop by virtue of
student_ financial aid received to pay for educational
costs, loses his or her eligibility for AFDC shall
remain eligible for full Medicaid coverage.

Z. Postsecondary institutions shati provide either student
health care services or student health insurance plans
adequate to meet the needs of Title IT student
assistance recipients.

The cost of any student health insurance Premium should
be included in the calculation of the student's
educational expenses when determining student aid
awards.

Statewide or regional group health plans should be
developed for smaller colleges incapable of supporting
their own health plan.

3. Congress should study current health plans available
for low income college students, and enact programs to
fill the needs in this, area.
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F. public Housing_

1. Disregard all student aid from all sources for all
educational costs. as income or resources available to.
the low income families supporting family aembert in
postsecondary study and residing in any
federally-assisted housing unit.

Z. Deduct. all_child-care.costs frOcir rental subsidy
determinations for low income parents in
federally-assisted housing units who are enrolled in
postsecondary education.

S. iteinstate $300. deduction from income in determining
rental subsidies for each family member attending a
pottSecondary institution and residing in
Eederal-assisted housing.

4. Adjust housing costs in computifig student budgets to
reflect increase in rent requirements in
federal-assisted housing programs for family members
attending a postsecondary institution.

7.;

1
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G. Unemployment Insurance

1. Exempt unemployed workers otherwise eligible for UI
benefits from state limitations or prohibitions of
their eligibility and benefits levels when enrolled-in
postsecondary education.

2. Clarify the dittinction'in "student intern"
prohibitions to UI eligibility between students
employed in a College Work/Study job which is "an
integral part of their studies" (e.g., in a cooperative
education program), and that College Work/Study
employment which is not so related to their studies.
Where postsecondary students are employed in wage
labori_with no program educational benefit associated
with the work, UI eligibility should apply as it would
for any other worker.

3. Remove prohibitions against UI eligi i ity for student
workers employed at the institutions t y attend if
otherwiie eligible, and if not employed in a College
Work/Study job integrally related to th it education.
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H. Other Short Term Recommendations,

I. Develop comprehensive information services to
recipients and prospective recipients of federal public
assistance programs regarding (a) available benefits;_
(b) available postsecondary educational opportunities;
(d) available student financial aid from all sources.
These informational requirements shall_apply equally to
All agencies administering_federal public assistance

Urograms:
NHS and state and local welfare offices;

SDA, employment development agencies,
HUD, ED. The - information requirements may be modelled
after the Student Consumer Information Amendments to
the 1976 Higher Education Amendments (Section 493)=
The authority and activities of Education Opportunity
Centers (Section 417(E) of the 1980 Higher Education
Amendments) may serve as _a useful model for information
and advocacy services._ For student financial aid
administrators, the existing training authority
(Section_486 of the 1980Aligher EducatioWAmendments)
may be effectively used, as can the existing Trio
training authority (Section 417(F)) for educational
opportunity professionals.
It is important that the training -and dissemination
activities of the student aid, welfare and_ educational
opportunity communities complement each other, avoid
ccintr;Aicting each otheri and adequately inform one
another about their_respective_programsi_services and
benefits. The-Commission is also advised to consider
tne information recommendation prepared -by the National
Student Educational Fund to improve college
opportunities'for welfare recipients.

3. A federal commitment of adequate appropriations will be
required to make such training authorities and
information services effective.

4. Support for Special Programs, for Students_from_
Disadvantaged Backgrounds (Trio),__ especially the
Special Services and_Educational_Opportunity Center
programs, will provide additional advocacy, counseling
and_ information and supportive services needed by
public assistance recipients to negotiate complex
public assistance and student aid -rules in their
efforts to attend college; The proven effectiveness of
these programs warrants an expansion to adequately
serve their eligible client population. Current
funding allows Trio_programs to serve approximately 10%
of their eligible clientele.
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II. LONG RANGE RECOMMENDATIONS

4nile the short range recottendationS Oresei?ted above will

help illi4iiie the inequities created by the interaction of

public assistance and college opportunity polidieS, they will

not eliminate them. The following discussion and

recommendations provide a guide to the deVelopment of a

comprehensive public assistance and college opportunity policy

which will help lead to the achiev'ement of equal educational

opportunity, rather than perpetuate the current system of

contradictory policies and disincentives to self-improvement;

These recommendations of necessity Call for a fundamental

restructuring of welfare policy in the United States. Such

reforM is required to eliminate the barriers to

self-sufficiency ehdeiiC in our Current welfare policies. This
debate may be outside the charge of the COMMiSSidn. However,

the issues and recommendations presented betow must be

addressed if th,le, problems are to be ultimately resolved.

They are offere. Clerefore, for the Commission's

consideration, a.ri f.1,r apnropriate referral to further action.

Five principles f-* c:mplelentary public assistance and college

opportunity police. di:cussed below.

A. Financi_a_l_Alesou-ces

Going to college costs money. Not only must tuition and

fees be paid, but books, supplies; equipment, transportation,

16u
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meals, clothing, health care, child care are all expenses

incurred in the process of attendirlo,college. For low income

citizens, both heads of households and their dependents, these

expenses simply cannot be paid for from family resources.

Subsistence costs take precedence simply as a matterof

survival: rent, food, clothing, utilities, health care. The 24

Million Americans living below the poverty line 1
do not have

sufficient funds to pay even these.subsistence costs. College

for them remains an unattainable goal.

Consequently, complementary public assistance and college

opportunity policies must provide adequate financial resources
.

to low income individuals for both subsistence expenses and

expenses for attendance at the college of choice. Publit

assistance policy which in any way reduces financial resources

available to such citizens upon their enrollment in college

mikes it financially almost impossible to attend. ThiS

assertion is supported by a broad research literature which

documents demand for c011ege to be directly related to

availahle financial resources to -pay for it. A $100 net

incense in the cost of college is 'accompanied by a 1 percent

1. Bur-,zu ..)f the Census, U.S . Department of Commerce, Current
PouJzat_ion__Rorts 12(22Llat i on Characteristics:

and N Profile of States: Spring,
1-77Ft-

6
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to 3 percent decline in enrollment rates of low and moderate

income individuals. 2

1. Recommendation

Provide a federally guaranteed annual income
equivalent to at leatt the federal poverty level
to individuals and,famiIiesi free from categorical
distinctions. SUCh a standard should be adequate
to support subsistence needs for food, housing,
clothing; utilities, health care.

B. Freedom from Workfare Re uirement_s:il_nce_n_t_i_v_e.s.for.
Elliii1oyment, raining_ _Education

Public assistance Workfare requirements are based on tne

belief that recipients must "earn" their benefits, rationalized

by the assertion that such requirements "provide (work)

experience and training . . to as to move into

regular employment." 3
The reality eq differs from

2. See_Gregorr'Jackson and George_WeatheLsby*_"Individual_
Demand for Higher_Educationi" Journal of Higher Education,
Nov./Dec., 1975; Gregory Jacks717-71117nrerAid ana student
Enrollment, Harvard Graduate Schooraty
1977; Mithadl McPherson, "The Demand for Higher Education"
in DaVid_BentMan_And Chester Finn; eds., _Public Policy_and
Private fiber Education, Brookingsi 1978757-1757N7TF7
Feldman and S. Hoenack, "Private Demand for Higher
Education in the U.S.," The_Economicsa-nd- Financin of
Hi-her Education _gin_the-Z7g7Joint Economic ommitteei_

; R. Radner and L. MITTVr, "Demand_vnd Supply in U.S.
Higher Education: A Progress Reporti" American Economic
Review,_May1970; Sloan; "The Demand for Higher
Elation: The Case of Medical SChOdl Applicants," Journal
of Human Resources, Fall 1971, pp. 466-89;_11; Spies, The
tuture of Private Colle:,-The Effect o_f Risin Costs on
o ege_ oices, rinceton niversity,

3. Community Work Experience Program, 1981 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act, PL 97 -35, Section 409.
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the rationale. The General Accounting Office (GAO) found in a

review of one sucn "workfare demonstration project" that jobs

were low-level, unskilled, unsupervised, poorly administered,

and offered no opportunities for evaluation, training or

transfer to regular employment. 4
Furthermore, the U.S. Civil

Rights Commission heard testimony that workfare requirements

were used to support low wage farm labor for blacks. 5
The

findings of numerous workfare project evaluations confirm that

the strategy is punitive in nature, non-productive, and

-6
ineffective in reducing welfare costs:--MOreover, workfare

as a transitional program to unsubsidized employment has been

found ineffective (Friedman, et al, and Goodwin). Contrary to

the expectations of the Reagan Administration for workfare to

reduce public assistance costs, it has been found to produce

"no significant reductions in welfare payments" (Friedman, et

Al _tate of California). Additionally, workfare on a large

scale could undermine prevailing wage structures. Joe

concludes:

4. GAO, Insights Gained_in_Workfare_De'rionstration_Pralects,
July 32, 198l, pp. 4-5.

5. U.S. Civil Rights Commission hearing Cairo; Illinois, June
10, 1966; S_ta_f_f_a_uort on Public Assistance in Alabama,
updated.

6. Tom Joe, et al., National Opinion ReSearcn Center.
University of Chicago, -The Poor: Profiles,-of Families- in
poverty, marth_2o, 1981, pp. S=5, 19=21, S7. See: State of
California, Third Year and final Report on the_Commumity
Work_Experience Program, Enjoyment Development Department,
April 1976; James Koppel et al., Final__Re ort: A :Study of
General Assistance Workfare-Pro rams, National Association
of ounties,_ arry rte man et a1., .An Evaluation of
the Massachusetts Work_Experience Program,' Brandeis, 1980;
LeonardGoodwinThe CASWAgaintt Work Requirements,"
Public Welfare, 36, 2, Spring 1978.
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Given what is known about WOrkfare programs, from
several demonstration projects; and from the
existing work requirements of_other programs such
as AFDC_and Food StaMpti the (Reagan)
Administration's workfare plan is likely to be an
administrative failure--- and financially wasteful

._Requiring recipients to work in makeshift
jobs is not compatible with. the work ethic.
Insteadiworkfare can be a punitive measure that
Can underminethe value of work and thUt haVe an
effect opposi-e_what it is intended to aChieVe.
Mandatory work in menial jobs also does not
provide job skills to welfare recipients that they
can use in_market7supported employment, and-
therefOre will not lessen their dependency.7

Workfare is founded on a penal system of work-for-4-pay;

It serves to deprive low income Citizens of opportunities to

either pursue higher paythg; more productive employment or

edUCatidual opportunities intended to increase their

employability for such positions. Cititeht required to submit

to workfare programs; wno must also care for their'children;

have little if any time available to pursue an education

designed to make them economically self-sufficient. In order

to take advantage of available college opportunities; public

assistance recipients must be freed from workfare

requirements. They must have the freedOM to pursue a college

edcatioh which will help prepare them for productive

employment and available job opp-ortunities

7. Ibid., pp. 24-25.

1.64
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1. Recommendations:.

-- Abolish workfare requirements andLprogram options in
all federal public assistance programs. No public
assistance recipient. shall be relUired to Wor.; to earn
their entitled benefits.

- Reinstitute and strengthen incentives for_work,
training and education of public assistance recipients.

Target federal employment and training program_benefitt
and services on public assistance recipients.

-- Provide incentives for- coordinated education and work
training programs based in postsecondary 'institutions
for public assistance recipients.

-- Develop appropriate work, training andeducation
program options for public assistance recipients with
differing needs, abilities and aspirations.

Information

Schorr, Piven and Cloward have documented the need for

Adequate information about the availability of public

assistance. The Student Advisory Committee of the C011ege

Scholarship Service and the National Student Educatioilal Fund

have documented the need of students and prospective students

for information abc postsecondary education opportunities and

the availability. of student financial aid. Benson-Waiker and

Chu=Clewell have shown the information needs of public

assistance recipients who wish to attend col/ege. In the past,

information -- or lack of it -- has been used as an

administrative tol to deny people benefits to which tney are

legally entitled. For zampl-ei, under Mayor John Lindsay in New

York City, a mera,:rars6u1 pr7.?.red for him by tne Budget BUreari

proposed of seven outreach centers :;nci- at

least sevta of the rguar welfare centers through
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Consolidation in order to . . build up and maintain the

maximum legal backlog between intake and final determination of

'eligibility."8 These proposals were indeed en-zketed, and did

result in reduced awareness and demand for welfare benefits._

Both public assistance and college opportunity programs

should assure the aggressive dissemination of accurate,

complete and timely information regarding available benefits

and programs under each to all beneficiaries and prospective

participants. Policies which inhibit the fl.ow of such

infortation constitute a barrier to equal educational

opportunity.

1. RecoMMendation

The short-term recommendations for information services
presented on pages 15-16 apply here.

D. Simplicity

Much of the net for services, e.g., outreach workers,

eligibility technicians,. case workers, and tne resulting costs,

paperwork and excessive bureaucracy of public assistance

programs result from their complexity. Public assistance

programs are; at bottom; intended to redistribute income as a

partial remedy for inequities found in the economic order.

That goal may be aehieved through,a greatly simplified system

of cash transer administered; for ef.ample; by the IRS. If

administrative costs of the eight public assistance programs

8. New York City Budget Bureau; Recommendations for Savings in
the Welfare Budget, March 24; 1969; quoted in Piven; op.
cit., p; 161.
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reviewed by ROse(n are assumed to be 15 percent of total

costs, then about 9 billion could be saved by instituting

simple cash transer system. A similarly large amount would:be

saved by eliminating the need fOr litigation, counseling,

paperwork and a myriad of secondary costs associated with the

beWildering complexity of current public assistance programs.

Administrative simplicity is'not a new idea. Past

propotalt for StreamItning publit assistance payments, however,

have used such action as a screen intended to lower cash

benefits, e.g., Pretident Nixon's Family Assistance Plan and

the income portion of President Carter's Better JObt and income
Plan. Propos1S for administrative simplicity must:

4.s '.are_ low income citi:ehs a decent financial standard
fOt subsistence

not reproduce profusion of 5 state and 3,000 local
Welfare offices, eac with their own policies and
practics

not reproduce the array of nine federal departments and
21 Congiessional committees;

This will ae a great step not only in enhancing the

complementarity of public assistance and college opportunity,

biit also in reducing inequit7, inefficiency and UniiOrkaoility

of the current public assistance.system.

Beyond administrative savings, howei)er, the simplification

of federal public assistance programs is proposed to eliminate

9. Rosen, 1982, op. cit. These programs include AFDC, Food
Stamps, Medicaid, Public Housing, sotial s6cutity, Student
Benefits; CETA, Unemployment Insurance, Voctional
_Rehabilitation.
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discrimination among categories of deserving and undeserving

low income citizens. Current federal law makes such

distinctions, preserving in the process a system which

inequitably treats citizens with identical financial resources

bUt different family, health or /residence characteilstics.

HOWeYer, these proposals for simplifying public assistance will

not on their own correct other inequities which occur in the

marketplace, in housing, health care-and education for

example. Still more fundamental reforms outside the scope of

this paper will be required to redress these problems.
_

1. Recommendations

The simplification of federal public assistance
payments will require the end of categorical
distinctions amongdifferent types of low income
Citizens (e.g., elderlyi_disabledi_single parents).
A single income-test would_be required fOt eligibility
and grant level determination.

Programi like AFDC, Food Stamps, assisted housing and
SSI would be replaced with a simple cash transfer.

Such a transfer payment system.might be managed by the
Social Security Adminisation or the IRS, subject to
the reporting-and verification requirements of all
citizens by such systems;

-- Work, training and education incentives should be
significantly strengthened to assure tne
self-sufficiency of recipients Wherever possible.

E. Supportexvices

Until the Aream of administrative simplicity is achieved,

and in order to meet those needs whici will continue to .present

obstacles to college attendance, a wide range of support

services are needed to assist low income citizens maneuver

16j
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.through the thicket of public assistance programs in their

educational pursuits. These services indldde assistance in

applying for student financial- aid and for college adthiSSion,

basic Skills instruction, tutoring, counseling, outreach and

recruitment, child care, as well as advocacy to assist in the

myriad administrative procedures-required by the interaction of

pUblic assistance and student financial assistance programs.

One chief problem is that no one agency or service exists to

assure that all the necessary steps proceed as required.

Student aid administrators remain responsible for their

programs, welfare case workers for theirs; A consensus must be

reached among policy makers and practitioners alike as to how

this array of needed services can be most effectivel provided.

finillY, though outside the scope of tP4S inquiry, one last

uservl :e" must be mentioned. The pdblid SdhOOlS must be

strengthened to adequately prepare all students with the talent

and d re to attend college. Until the inequities of the

1ementary and secondard school systems for poor students are

corrected, many of these students will never realize tneir full

intelledtual, personal and productive potential.

1. Recommendations

- Expand appropriations to the Trio program sufficient to
Meet client need and within the capacity of the
educational opportunity community to provide quality
services.

Provide incentives to postsecondary institutions to
enroll and.support low income students. inese should
be developed in consultation with nigher education and
educational opportunity representatives.

Strengthen professional training for welfare, student.
Aid and educational- opportunity professionals to better
serve the-needs of_low income students created by the
interact ion of their prOgrainS,





FOFTWORD

In this report; the National Commission for Coopera-
tive Echication is presenting the U.S; Offer of Education's
Executive _Stimmary of a major research effort sponsored by
the federal gOVErninint iiititVtd,_"Cooperative Education-
A National Attettriiiint." The final report of the study fills
two large volumes and stipoternental data.

The Commission has also excerpted material from a
detailed commentary prepared by Dr. &tries W. Wilson,
Director of the Cooperative Education Research Center at
Noitheiiittim University.

The study, "Cooperative Education A National As-
sessment," was conducted by APplitd Management
Sciencea of Sliver Spring, Karyiand, under a Merit contract
with the Office of Planning,, Budgeting, and Evaluation of the
U.S. Off-e of Education; It was begun in July, 1975, andwas
completed_ in NoVernber, 1977. The project director for
AMS was Dr. Steven Frankel, and Supervising the activity
for the Offal of Plannirig, Budgeting, and Evaltiation was
Mrs Ann D. Hershner.

The study was mandated by Congress in the appropri-
ations act for fiscal year 1975 in a determination to produce
"hard data" as a guideline for future Congressional
decisions.
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INTRODUCTION

Cooperative education has been warmly endorsed and
supported by Congress as a work/learning strategy capable
of serving national needs; Under This MD of the I-figher
Education Act, 1,054 grants totaling $34,687418 were made
to postsecoridarY institutions to deVefop, impement,

i i isrengthen,or expand cooperatki ethcatiii programs.
ThisThis federal gm/eminent support has, in fact, tatalstaird the
growth of cooperative education so that today there are
almost 1,000 institutions offering programs; (Title MD has
been supplanted by Tide -

PlitiodicallY, committees of the Senate and Hain. of
Representatives have heard testimony front private and
public sector employer*. educators, student* and pro;
fessional organilatione attesting to the cast benefits, educa-
tional values, and social gains prodticed by cooperative edu-
catkin. hi most Perhaps all instances those who
appeared before Corignislional committees, including

inchfstrialims, colltgis President* and social lei"'
fiats; urged that greatter financial support tits provided by the
federal government to institutions as well as to ancillary re-
search and training activities.

How much should Congress appropriate for coopera
tive education? With a current enrollment in cooperative
education of only 2 percent of the nation's total tiott4etortd=
ary student body; is there an enrollment saturation point?
What is the real employment potential for cooperative edu-
Cation Students and graduates? What, in fact, are the bene-
fits to students, emploYers, and institutions?



It was not unusual that answers to these and other
qtwgb-ons should be sought, nor was it unuswl that after a
federal program has operated a number of years, it undergo
a systematic ivalurtiod.

The quest for this istforrhaticin was nittrected in a speech
&illy-M.1d by U.S. Senator Ted Stevens (R Alaska); a
Minnbite of the Senate Appropriations Committee and an
outepatim advocate of cooperative education IV:Wresting
an Emproye-r Institute convened May Z 1974; in Detroit by
the National Commission for Cooperative Education; Sena-
tor Stevens saki "To increase the funding, we need hard
data from the schools, the improvers, and the students to
present the case before Congres& I, for one, beliavO in
cooperative education and would willingly lend my support
to furthering its loafs in WashinSton?

The National Commission believes that the objective
data presented in "Cooperative Education A National
Assessment" provide the justification for continued, ex-
panded, arid creative federal government stiriport of cooper-
ative education.

For professionals in the field, as well as those prospec.
tively interested in cooperative education students,
Parents; erntiloYers, and faculties and administrator-it; of
postsecondary institutions the summary of the National
Aesitsement and the excerpts from the Wilson commentary
should be a source of enlightenrnent and confidence.

Excerpts
From The

Executive Summary

U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare

Office of Education
Office of Planning, Budgeting and Evaluation



Excerpts
From The

Commentary

*James W. Wilson
The Asa S. Knowles Professor of Coo rative

Education and CYtrector
Cooperative Education Research enter

Ilorthea.stem University.
Boston, Massachusetts



F n di rig s

The fit-Wit-op of the study have led to the following con-
clusions regarding cooperative education

L. Those who participate in cooperative education
support it-.

Institutions with programs of cooperative education
and employers who hire cooperative edit-catkin students
expressed strong support and irated their intention to in-
crease the number of students who would participate- Stu-
dents who were currently enrolled_ in prograrra of cokipera;
tive education and graduates whoi hadparticipated in coop-
erative education as students assessed their experiences as
valuable.

Cooperative education contributes significantly to
the career preparation of students.

More students enrolled in cooperatiOe education
programs, as compared to their non cooperative education
counterparts, perceived that their job skills improved as
they advanced thrOugh their undergraduate program In
a similar comparison, as they approached graduation, more
cooperative students had a clearer and more specific sense
of their career objectives than did non cooperatiVe students.
The findings also showed that cooperative education ton-
tributes to after graduation employment to a more direct
relationship between college major and full-time after-gradu-
ation employnient, and a more direct relationship between
current job and career plans.

3. Cooperatitie Education is a mechanism for student
financial assistance.

The large majority of students enrolled in cooperative
education programs are compensated for their work and.
therefore, for them cooperative education is an Moo= pro-
diking activity. This income legitimately may be viewed as
one kind of student financial _Attie:ince:This_ was found to
be of paramount importance for approximately ane=third of
the students and was partrcularty true.for Lame OtOptittidtit
of certain subgroups within the student sample; specifically
Minority and economically disadvantaged students; For the
majority of students' and institutional personnel, however;
the financial assistance aspect of cooperative education was
secondary to its educational advantages.

4. Cooperative edixation is coat effective for students.
Analyses were performed cc luring the costs and

benefits resulting from the following decisions: to go to col-
lege or not, to attend a baccalaureate degree or an associate
degree granting institution, to participate in cooperative
education or not. The net effective over a long period of time
showed that the financial returns in relation to the costs
expended are greatest to an individual who goet to college,
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attends a four-year inatitution, and participates in a cooper-
alive education program.

The superiority of cooperative education was especially
pronounced in the baccalaureate degree programs; In addi-
tiOn, it was found that a five -year cooperative program was
more cast effective than a non cooperative four-year pro-
gram. The cost effective daMinance of cooperative
education was less clear and consistent in associate degree
Prograint. The data fiirther showed that cooperative educa-
tion in professionally directed curnauta, such as business
and engaieering, were more cost effective than programs in
liberal arts curricula; The greater cost effectiveness of coop-
er:live education was further substantiated by the taxable
income received_ by cooperative students; the shorter
periods of unemployment experienced by its graduates, and

. the greater rife-time earnings of its graduates.

5. Cooperative education iis cast effective for em-
1ASier&

Eriailoyers ideatified a number of potential values for
them by their participation in cooperative education; It
offers them the opportunity tofill resider and important jobs
M the sub-txofesitional categories. They °barred that coop-
erative education students are as produativeanA often more
highly Motivated than regular employee& Through coopera-
tive ediicatian they can identifyand recruit future full-time
employees from student rinks. Those recruited in this way
are found to be good ernpioyees and are often regarded
more highly than other full-time employeini recruited by dif-
ferent means; Cooperative education offers employers the
additional advantage of relating in a positive manner to the
community and to the institutions of higher education within
that community-

In a qualitative sense it was postible,to cOrripare the
costs and benefits of cooperative education to employers.
avierall, the additional costs evanesced by employers in
hiring ccioperative students ea against regular employees
were modest The only appreciably greater cast were the
one time start-up costs and those costs associated with
evaluating cooperative stuclenti. Wages, fringe benefits,
supervisory and training COM; and union negotiating costs
were essentially the same for both cooperative students and
regular_ erriployeet. On the other hand, benefits, as ex-
pressed in terms of student productivity, identification and
reerulanent of future full -time employees,_ and community
relations, were great; Hence, although the data are not
quantitative, they make a clear case for. ooperative ieduoa=
tiOri being __generally a cost effective investment for
employers. Of the employers surveyed, 96 percent indicated
that they planned to continue their cooperative arrange-
ments with the institutions.

6. Cooperative education constitutes a program cost
for institutions of higher Education.

4



TM study showed that the most inicortant rezrorie for
supporting cooperative the institutior, .
community were because of integratins7,'::.
dinnic .development and care dirv'..iti=o-,t and bea
cooperative education has J4.1 rat enhar;ri,:.
student motivation. Other !eft:Iti,v.,.-.1 values to OW insl
trans include the OPpc:ir ty expand senior
update curriculuil, e id 'enrollments.
sources of funding, and uulite irate a-ne .

candy; it is clear from the finding.; that ther
that cooperative education holds fr institutionai
is its potential for serving students and not in thio/tsi
support to the institution.

The average net institutional per student cost
estimated at approximately $220 per year for the institut1r2.4
sampled; As programs approached an enrollment of 2.;:,1
Students, they became a net financial benefit tb the insti-
tutions. Since estimates indicate that 80 percent eA all coop-
tratiVit programs are smaller than this; it is concluded that
for moat institutions cooperativeprograms are not cunently

7. Tit4_1VD of thetlighiii Education Act has made a
significant contribution to the national expansion of
coopeittive_education.

Since the first grants were awarded under This IV-D in
1970, approximately 700 programs have been planned,
implemented, strengthened or expanded as a direct result of
Title IV-D, now Title VIII, grants.

8. It was a sound legislative decision to support
ercurve education through direct grants to institu-
tions rather than as additional scholarship or loan
mantes to students or as subsidies to cooperative
education employers.

The financial rewards to students for participation in
cooperative education begin immediately. Institutions, on
tilt other hand, experience an immediate and reasoncbly
long term net cost and are in need of support to offset the
drain on their limited resources. By July, 1976i $34437;271
had been awarded to institutions for the administration of
their_ cooperative education programs. The average grant
oils $34,063, while the average requestwas $41.617. Title Ni-
b grants absorbed approximately 55 percent of the total
cooperative education prograrn costs.

9. The federal investment in Title IV-D; and now Title
Viii, is more cost effective than the federal student

loan program.
. An analysis was presented which showed that the

interest cost and loan ..efault cast to the federal govern-
ment for the student loan program are substantially greater
than the cost of supporting cooperative education through
annual appropriations.

5
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-10. Federally funded and non-federcilly funded c6O0er=
WIVE education programs exhibit similar program
characteristics.

Comparisons between prograins that have received
TitieIV-D funding and those that have not showed no stabs-
kaily significant differences with regard to a large number of
program characteristics. Alt.t.otigh federal funds have had a
Significant impact upon the expansion of cooperative edika-
tion,partkaarly in the areas of liberal arts and two-year pro=
grams, Title IV .D funds have not significantly impacted upon
program structure and mode of operatiort It would be
untrue to conclude, however, that no changes have_

in cooperative education strict the beginhinsof Title
111=13 legisiatin, but rather that both federally_ funded and
non-federally funded programs look very much ale. The
significance of Title IV.D funds can be appreciated more in
light of the findings on institutional costs and benefits rather
than in terms of program characteristics.

11. Students and employers assessed federally funded
and non-federally funded programs to lie altice;

On several evaluation considerations, such as the
counseling received, the relevance of the cooperative edu-
cation assignment to college major, the quality of employer
trairtincl and employer ratings of student productivity,
aisesemeits were positive and similar for mil IV-D and non
This IVD supported programs.

12. The future prospects for the national expontiori of
cooperative education are good

The saturation point of student, institution,or employer
participation in cooperative education has not been
r2ached Two percent of students enrolled in hithar educa-
tion, less than one-third of all higher education institutions,
and approximately 30,000 employers are involved in cooper-
ative education. Except for the lack of adequate and fully
perwative information about cooperative education and its
values as applied to each of the constituent members, the
stimulants to expand are far greater than the deterrents.



Contlusions
The potential for continued expansion of cooperative

education is great becaute, aS the study argues, the satura-
tion point has not yet been achieved and the incentives for
Expansion far outdistance any of the hindrances.

Thant are three principal lines of evidence to support
the contention that there is room for additional institutional
participation in cooperative education. Fwst, the theoretic
mum of participating institutions has not been reached
since only approximately one -third of the institutions of
higher education in the United States have programs of
Cooperative education: Second; the population of iiinitti-
tioni with cooperative education has increased annually
since 1%1, and though now increasing at a slower rate than
in previous years, it, nonetheless, continues to increase.
Third, student enrollments in cooperative education have
increased annually over the past number of years, and 77
percent of the sample institutions reported Plant to continue
increasing their cooperative education enrollments in the
future.

In terms of student saturation, all students in institu-
tions of *her education constitute the theoretic maximum
of pOtirltial cooperative education 5W-traria Only about two
percent, however; of all students are emitted in programs of
cooperative education; Although the number of cooperative
education students has increased over the pew several
years, they still constitute a small minority of the potential
numbers.

Two items of information were colleCted in;the course
of the study to support the position that the einplOyinent
sector not yet saturated with cooperative education stu-
dents. Forty-one percent of the sample of current coopera-
rive ernpinyeri reported plans to expand the number of
cooperative students they currently employ ove the next
several years; and sixty -two percent of the sample of em-
Plovers not currently hiring cooperative students reported a
desire and the possibility of hiring them in 'the future.

The study provided ample evidence of the existence of
potential incentives for the adoption and expansion of coop-

edUdatibn at institutions of higher learning. The data
showed that cooperative education hai particular merit as a
strategy of career education, institutions with cooperative
education have a higher rate of graduate placements than
institutions without cooperative education; and cbopera-
tive education enhances the total financial aid efforts of the
institution. The fact that cooperative education is not im-
mediately cost effective is the single greatinit deterrent to in-
stitutions embarking'on such a program. Cost effectiveness
is related to both the size and age of the program; Newer
programs are more costly, which in turn is probably related
to their size. As programs become larger, they have a
greater chance of becoming cost effective. Although the
potential exists for external assistance in the development

7

of programs of cooperative education througth Title VII of
the Higher EdiicationAmendthents of 1,976, it appears, how-
ever, that the majority of the cooperative edileation pro-
grams are not currently financially Self-tattaining.

There is overwhelming evidence that cooperative
education has considerable value for students; It provides
want career related educatiorl maistance;
Graduates of cooperative edt,,car-v lwarns have higher
altar 4radri,.-fririn starting s_a_s-,;ti. cid fewer and shorter
perio:2-4 unumplOyment. students found cooper-_
ative ei.,cation to be valuable strategy of
education :ad a cost av,ective investment. The principal
deterrent to student participation uncovered by this study
was the lack of knowledge about cooperative education and
its potential value for them.

This stUdt, showed that most participating employers
find that cooperative education students are productive
employee% earning their way. Additional employer COWS
required to participate in a cooperative program are modest,
while the benefits, _inter= of productivity, identification and
recruitment of gpcluates, and strengthened
community relations, are great. _14.2rice; cooperative edu-
cation participation is cost effective for innployert.

The findings of this study indicate that the incentives to
. expand are far Teeter than the deterrent4 ant therefore;
the Prospects are good for the immediate and long term
expansion of cooperative education.

8



APPENDIX D

Excerpt from letter from CongresSman Thomas E. Petri to Mr.

Kenneth G. Ryder, Chairman Subcommittee on Sources of Funds

July 6, 19830

ADVANTAGES OF.INCOME=CONTINGENT PROPOSALS FOUND IN IDEA

Like most income - contingent loan (ICL) proposals, IDEA does

provide protection against loan/payments that are excessively large

relative to income. Annual paments are limited to 15 percent of

household income. Additionally, below the 15 percent cap; those at

lower income levelS pay les8 per year on a given amount of debt in

abSolute dollar terms.

IDEA does seek a "participation interest" in a borrower's

return, on his educational investment. While the vast majority of

IDEA borrowers would pay interest of average 91-day Treasury bill

rates plus 2 percent, those with long -term low incomes would be

charged an effective rate lower than this (due to forgiveness of

debt remaining after 30 years of repayment); Similarly, the high

income borrower would pay an interest rate of up to 150 percent of

the standard T-bill + 2 percent rate, depending upon how much had

been borrowed and how,many years of high income the borrower

experienced during th:. first 12 years of repayment.

IDEA does view a8 inappropriate the subsidy of high earners

from low income famil:.es (and the failure to subsidize low earners

from high income families) once basic financial assistance has been

used to equalize access to higher education. That i8 why IDEA is
,

offered as a supplement to current need-baSed grant and loan

programs.
17 '"



.IDEA s:.ould raise the efficiency of higher eaucation finance.

The T-bill + 2 percent interest rate covers the cost of funds and

administration of the program (and is therefore unsubsidized), yet

gives borrowers the benefitS of lbwer interest rates through federal

than guarantees and administrative efficiencies due to IRS

collection of payments and Department of Education account

maintenance. This beloW-market interest charge (compared to

commercial unsecured lOan charges--which even highest-income

borrowers under IDEA do not pay) is economically efficient because

it represents the pooled risks and expected returns to all IDEA

borroWers. The program is designed to be actuarially

Self-Sufficient. Even though no individual borrowers will be -Ible

to predict with certainty their future income st _earns, demographic

data suggests that long-term solvenCy of IDEA is not in doubt.

IDEA contains no means test because rationi g of unSubSidited

loans is not necessary. A.Iditiona.11y; as Dr. Riddle notes; there is

a positive correlation between the income levels of a student

borrower's family and her own eventual income. Therefore; the more

participation from students who fail GSL, NDSL, and Pell Grant Means

tests, the more likely IDEA will be serving borrowers Who will not

require eventual forgiveness of their loans due to long=term low

income.
-«

IDEA is not offered to facilitate a shift to more independent

or financially autonomous students. Unlike most loan bank

prOposaIsi the unsubsidized rate of IDEA is not "easy money"

encr 'Ting over-borrowing or even reinvestment of edUdational loans

f monetary gain. IDEA does; however, offer the independent
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:=,tud6nt. money at lower average interest rates than the ALAS

program.; Moreover, with parental incomes increasing at a slower

rate than educational expenses for the foreseeable future, IDEA is

much less a vehicle for reducing parental contributions than an

inc,:emental source of funds to bridge the growing gap between

parental contributions,, stmient-supplied funds (savings or

work-study), and current aid Drograms on the one hand, and the costs

f attendincj school on the ot Ler. The gap exists, especially at the

graduate school level. There is no guarantee that a subsidized loan

program will be expanded to meet the need, and, as the Commission

notes, subsidized loans can divert funding from grant p-ogramsi

skewing assistance. toward higher income families. IDEA protects

fundingforthose.ourrently eligible for need-based programs.

IDEA would increase the incentives to enter professions that

are low-paying yet require large educational investments. As Dr.

Riddle notes, lower payment levels might compensate for lower

average incomes due to labor market discrimination against women and

minorities. Perhaps r:ore importantly, IDEA would remove the

risk-aversin that lower-income groups may experience when

considering whet'ler to incur educational debt or not pursue further

education out of fear of unmanageable debt. For those students who

have rec.:ived grants and subsidized Loans vet need to borrow more,

the 15 percent-of-income ceiling on IDEA bayments and option to

convert other loans into IDEA debt subject to that ceiling might

enct, e or enable students from lower-income families to enter

;raduate and professional degree programs.

1r



Rid6-16 notes; lengthy repayment periods are offset by

the _ledUctibility if interest payments; and in any case genera.ily

wcUlu nbt. Significantly reduce the return on one's education

received by a borrower Under IDEA, most borrowers would repay

loan8 over 12 to years- "not unlike the current period for

repayment of loanS doncolidated by Si.LM The present value Of the

repayments would, in any case, be no greater than the value of the

original loan, given the T-bill + 2 percent interest charge that

reflectS the cost to the IDEA program of lending money.

ILHA not only allows unsubsidized interest rates to co-exist

ith mahageable debt payments, it reduces administrative coats any

risks due to default tnrogh collection of payments by the IRS.

n these costs would be paid through the interest charges.

Although Dr. Riddle mentions costs (with IDEA, really

appropriations _paned to the program, not expens s that are not

recoverable like the current GSL special allbWance or in-schoo'

Liter 3t subsidy) of initial capitalization and payment of in-

interest required by ICL sChemes; IDEA seeks to avoid even these.

The IDEA legislation authorizes the issuance of 15-year +

"zero-coupon" bonds by state guaranty agencies that would require no

in-school interest payments at all. The IDEA Loan Trust Fund would

repay the bonds with interest at a time when rep-vments had

accumulated in the Trust Fund--avoiding current apprbpriatioe

except for administrative costs

1 u



AVOIDANCE OF PlacNTIAL DISADVANTAG :!F ILL'S BYIJEA

Because the theoretiCal attractiveness of income-contingent

loans had fa_ o receive the endoraement of large numbers of

puiicymakera in the past, the IDEA program was explicitly shaped to

mitigate or avoid the negative attributes of past proposals;

IDEA does not attempt Yo directly attribute future income to

investment in education. RatheL, it accepts ?est-school income as

evidence of ability t. ,o :)-ay for chool borrowing; Educational

loans represent a fUi-u-t obligation of borrowers. It is logical and

appropriate that the pr 7uch loans should reflect future

(rather than family) income of bbrrowers. This is particularly true

given the status of IDEA as a ,,,..Lipplement to need7based ,17ograms that

is targeted to graduate study where parental contributions ire less

available and costs of attendante are oftn higher.

IDEA takes poSitions on issues of ecluty raised .7,y Dr. Riddle,

using current Jtudent aid and tax E.,-)licy precedents for guidance;

Bor Wer Jo not Id their loans oy marrying and leaving the

workforce; hoWeVer, the joint income of a couple is ci-)naidered in

setting the repayment due from spouses on thei7: joint f-ebt This is

cInsistent with c.::-rent Lax policy; which does not the

amount of income ear!-.'d by individual spouses within a taxpayer uiit

when taxing the income of the couple; It is true that a spouse Who

works but has not borrowed may have to pay off the loans of a ,.pouse

who has borrowed but has no market income; nevertheless, non-working
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spouses effectively must resort to houSehbld income (or wealth) to

pa? current fed e' Ly-inSured loans. Moreover; baing .I.DEA payments

bOrr(i.wers. :.holds' income less legitimate than

establiShing need for SilloSidizec: ioans or grants according to

studentS* families' incomethe hu ;ehold unit is the measure.

Dr. Riddle raises the qiistio of negative effects on labor

Suppl,--, if loan 1.:Iyments that increase with income are disincentives

to rk and earnings. IDEA is diStinctively different from earlier

income- sensitive repayment schemes in that the payment on a given

amount Of debt decreases as a percentage of income as incomes rise,

even though the absolute dallar ame.unli o repayment increases as

income increases. Thus, higher earners fin-; that larger fraction

of their incomes remain after paymen: of IDEA loar:- and ark'

negative effect on labor supply should be inconsi II; Much

mor significant should be the pcsitive effect on cne chIce of

employl:ient for students qualified to be research engineers; math and

Scienc-.:: teachers; mmunity practic- physicians, and public interest

lawyers (.:o ane. of the high-cost, Iow-wage professions

beneficial to society) .

The costs of IDEA will be covered by the boi:rower repayments.

AnnLi limits are Set on annual and lifetime borrowing so that debts

arc manigeabie, even unsubsidiEed rates of inter ;t. The

repayment scheduleo al. conse,ative demographic estimates

essentially guarantee that the bond obligations issued to fund

can be repaid at maturity without any general revenue SubSidy.

Wnile repayment of the IDEA loans will be over an extended period of

time, the maturity dal. of the bonds is also set in the future.



Er, oyers might have an incentive to offer compensation in the

forM of tx-exempt benefits rather than taxable income, reducing the

size IDEA repayments. The IDEA program reduces this risk in

ways. 1;sti the income measure used, "Modified Adjusted

toss Income, adds to the Adjusted Gross Income measure presently

used ter:_din preference ("loophole") items. This prevents sheltered

is irte frOm red..cing IDEA paymer s from high income borrowers;

Second, because all but the 1:- ,st income borrower:, their IDEA

loans at the T-bill + 2 pert ritercot rate, for almost all

borrowers who might receive brae tax-exempt income in _ieu of

significant amounts of wage income, such substitution will simply

extend repayment rather tharireduce the cost of the loan (in present

value terms) to the borrower. Because the IDEA interest rate i

unsubsidized, borrowers have no automatic incentive to extend

r .i)ayment from (say) 15 to 20 years based upon the economic cost to

them, Third, at the highest income levels, the size of IL-7.;

Payments per dollar borrowed do not increase much per ez-ch dollar of

addiLional it henc:, there is little incentive to seek

non-taxable mibyment benefits beyond wnat would otherwise exist to

avoid basic inccb: taxes- In short, taxable income avoidance is

n): tnreat to einer tnc eduity or the solvency

Dr. Riddle ra_ es the possible negative effe,_ vernmental,

ArentaL; contricutions Of income- sensitive

:f loans Again; IDEA is not designed to supplant current

urces financ al supp (as most loan banks have been); it is



designed as a second tier After current subsidized loan programs and

after parental cOntributionS that cam grow as fast as educational

costs or that are not available :ate students; Philanthropy

Will Still be necessary to meet the hE c needs of lower-income

students. it iS m y understanding, more_ver, that Yale University

has not seen a decrease in alumni contr outions from students who

elected its income-contingent repayment option in the 1970s.

IDEA does not attempt to str,tch too far the analogy of

insurance against unanticipated Low income. Ratheri its 15 percent

of income cap on annual payments is a protection against temporary

or long-term incomes that :ire disproportionately low relative to

borroWing. Only if 15 per_ ^t of income has been paid for 30 years

or income has been chronically very low i t any IDEA borrowers

receive a subsidized interest rate This is a sufficient

diSincentive against nee dless.borrowing by those who choose

loWer=paying occur.. i

Although requentiy proposed mignt incur substatial

costs to f low mobile borrowers over the term o a loan; IDEA does

hot. IDEA is federaly administered and collected by the IRS.

Tracking borrowers is not a problem so long as they are part of

ataxpayer anit liable for income taxes. Moreover; the income tax

liability that would result from "hiding' a non-wOrKing poUSe (lost

personal exemption an. higher single 11,-ad of household tax rates)

would be likely to exceed the savings from IDEA payment avoidance

This does not even consi r IRS enforcement ahoritv nd the threat



of discover. z' Lay random audit. As for the resistance of the IRS

burucracy to collectic of loan payments, the IDEA bill makes such

collection no more complex than the current c011ettion of Social

security payroll taxes from the Self-emplOyed--a current IRS duty;

The intergenerational effects of IDEA are difficult to

estimate. Again; IDEA does not replace other student aid

mechanisms, so any intergeatiOnal effectS are substantially less

than under some loan bank propoSalS. FUrtheTmore, most IDEA loans

are repaid in 12 to 1Li years, i.e., prior to the time IDEA borrowers

would De contributing to their own children's edUcation ex2enses;

Moreover; for-lower income IDEA borrowers whose payment extends up

to 30 years; the family income of the children of the IDEA bc..rrower

will Llualliy the child fOr current SubSidized loans and grants.

It is likely that IDEA would be itilized more by students at

higher-cost institutionS. Ni=ivertheless, no more money is made

available to undergraduate StUjetitS under IDEA than under GSL (i.e

$2;500 per year), although IDEA will te av,71Lable to those who fail

the ESL means test all currently must use the more expenFi.e (than

ESL and IDEA) Ai,AS program. Public inStlutionS would have a higher

proportion of costs covered for undergraduate who .t1.1 the ESL

means test lan v!ould private institutions; private institutions

would have m-Dre money available to students who fail the GSL means

test. StudentS would have the right to borrow at, an nri,--ub_s_iz_e_d

rate that Would not mask the real.costs their education.
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Finally, Dr. Riddle questions whether income-contingent loan

proposals could make borrowing more attractive to students. It is

agina relevant that IDEA does not seek to make borrowing

articicially attractive by SubSiditing interest rates. Pbbt and

minority students Who might now be AdverSe to borroWing would Still

have access to current grant and loan programs. Yet IDEA does

attempt to make unsubsidized loans manageable, whe."'t the bdrrower

comes from high or low income pArentS, aid Whether the borrower

expects to earn or actually dbes earn a high or loW income. It8

income-dependent payment scheme does, I believe, achieve that goal.

Ahi there is no question my mind that 15 percent of income limit

on loan repayments would relieve a substantial amount of concern on

the part of students from all_ backgronds that their debts might

prove unbearable. That ,lolibt can now prevent qualified students

with liMited fins SoLi3:e S from PruSuin0 an advance71 degree

altogether.


